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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
The focus of agricultural research in the recent past has turned towards sus­
tainable agriculture. The decisions made by farm managers at each stage of crop 
production have a great bearing on the success of the crop and the sustainability 
of the resources. The choice of tillage system, machinery, amounts of fertilizer and 
other inputs, and dates of operations are some of the decisions farm managers have 
to make every cropping season. Several guidelines have been formulated to help make 
decisions on the 'what' and 'how much' aspects of farm management decisions. For 
example, recommendations of fertilizer and herbicide levels to be applied for differ­
ent crops and weed problems have been formulated using information generated from 
research on these specific issues. 
The 'when' aspect of farm management problems requires the consideration of 
several factors which arc difiicult to predict or control and therefore, have been ad­
dressed less frequently. To decide when to carry out tillage operations, factors related 
to soil, weather, crop and machinery have to be considered. The unpredictability of 
weather poses a major obstacle in handling such problems. There are no established 
analytical procedures to solve such problems. 
Certain aspects representing the status of the crop production system cannot be 
easily quantified and represented in easily comprehensible numerical terms. These in-
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elude factors such as the suitability of the weather forecast and soil- moisture content. 
Problems with approaches like simulation, network analysis, and expert systems is 
due to their underlying precision requirement of input data which necessitates repre­
senting all the information processed in these approaches in numerical terms. Human 
experts have been able to interpret and infer from such factors using less precise rep­
resentations. They are able to consider and focus on information that is relevant to 
a decision. 
The human mind, unlike computers, is capable of global or parallel rea.soning 
in addition to logical reckoning. It is able to perceive and treat pieces of more or 
less fuzzy information and adapt itself. It is by virtue of this ability that human 
experts are able to process information which would not make sense to computers 
using simulation models, or expert systems which are precision based. The theory of 
fuzzy subsets allows one to study imprecise concepts using mathematical structures. 
The problem of deciding whether or not to carry out tillage operations on a given 
day requires evaluation of alternatives and objectives of different natures, which are 
not amenable for quantification or representation in common terms. The decision 
made depends upon the extent to which the objectives are satisfied by choosing each 
alternative and the relative importance of the objectives. 
Dissertation Format 
This dissertation, completed following the alternate format, consists of four parts 
each submitted to an appropriate scientific journal or presented at a technical con­
ference. The candidate conducted research and authored the papers under the su­
pervision of his major professor Dr. Thomas S. Colvin with the assistance of Drs. 
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Donald C. Erbach, Stephen J. Marley, John C. Even Jr., and John K, Jack man. Part 
I (Problem solving in farm management using fuzzy set theory) will be presented 
at the 1991 Mid-Central Annual Conference of the American Society of Agricultural 
Engineers in St. Joseph, Missouri. Part II (Trafficability determination using fuzzy 
set theory) was presented as ASAE paper number 90-7553 at the 1990 International 
Winter Meeting of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers in Chicago, Illi­
nois. This paper has also been submitted for publication in the Transactions of the 
ASAE. Part III (Decision analysis using linguistic approximation in an agricultural 
environment) has been accepted as a referced paper and will be presented at the 1991 
Artificial Intelligence and Sinmlation International (AISI) Conference of the Society 
for Computer Simulation in New Orleans, Louisiana. Part IV (Fuzzy logic based 
decision support system for crop production operations scheduling) will be proposed 
for presentation at the 1992 International Conference on Agricultural Engineering of 
the Swedish Institute of Agricultural Engineering at Uppsala, Sweden. 
Part I includes discussion on the nature of farm management problems and 
a review of the problem solving approaches used in this domain. The reasons for 
the partial success of these approaches in providing a solution to farm management 
problems have been discussed, A brief introduction to fuzzy set theory and the 
advantages of using it to solve farm management problems are presented. 
Part II suggests an alternative approach to determine field trafficability using 
fuzzy set theory. The criteria used for trafficability determination were modeled as 
fuzzy sets to account for their relative contributions. The results of this approach 
were compared with those of an existing model based on classical set theory using 
weather data from different periods of four years. 
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Part III discusses the issue of modeling the process of deciding whetlier or not 
to carry out a crop production operation on a given day as a multi-objective decision 
problem. Linguistic approximation was employed to represent the satisfaction of 
objectives and their importance. The advantages of using linguistic approximation 
in expressing the satisfaction of objectives in their individual domains of discourse 
was discussed. The performance of the model was demonstrated considering different 
dates early and late in the operation window for the same operation in two farms at 
different urgency levels. 
In Part IV the procedure for decision analysis discussed in Part 111 was imple­
mented as a computer program for decision support in scheduling crop production 
operations. The program was developed in the C programming language to handle 
fuzzy data. General purpose functions to perform the operations on fuzzy subsets re­
quired for decision analysis were developed. The program uses the generalized modus 
ponens rule of inference on fuzzy inputs to draw conclusions. The results of the pro­
gram were compared with the decisions made by two farm managers. The proportion 
of the total number of days compared on which the results were in agreement with 
the two managers were 0.75 for manager 1 and 0.4-5 for manager 2. The decisions 
made by the two farm managers were inconsistent due to the difference in the nature 
of the farms managed by each, this posed some difficulty for a thorough evaluation 
of the program. 
Objectives 
The goal of this study was to analyze the farm management problem of schedul­
ing crop production and develop a decision support system to help make decisions 
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on whether or not to carry out an operation. 
The major objectives were: 
1. to analyze the nature of crop production scheduling problems and to develop a 
tactical decision making approach, and 
2. To develop a computer program to help decide whether or not to carry out a 
crop production operation on a given day and test the program using weather 
forecast data and decisions made by two farm managers for each day of a 
cropping season. 
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PART I. 
PROBLEM SOLVING IN FARM MANAGEMENT USING FUZZY 
SET THEORY 
7 
ABSTRACT 
The nature of crop production scheduling problems are such that they are difli-
cult to solve by conventional analytical means. It is often necessary to draw inferences 
from incomplete and imprecise information. Different approaches like simulation, 
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), and the Critical Path Method 
(CPM) that have been used for solving farm management problems wore reviewed. 
Discussions on the partial success of these approaches in providing a solution to such 
problems are presented. The status of the crop production system and the interac­
tions between the components cannot always be represented as precise mathematical 
relationships. The theory of fuzzy subsets which allows characterization of imprecise 
information has been suggested as a possible tool that can be used in such situations, 
A brief introduction to fuzzy set theory and the advantages and disadvantages of 
using it to solve crop production scheduling problems arc presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Agriculture can be considered as a system with a complex mixture of interacting 
natural and man made components involving a series of state transforming opera­
tions aimed at reaching an optimum state based on several goals (multi- objective 
goal state). Some of these goals may conflict with each other. Weather, crop grown 
and soil are some of the natural components while machinery, fertilizers, and pesti­
cides are some of the manmade components in an agricultural system. Unlike many 
manmade systems in which the behavior of the system can be, to a considerable 
extent, controlled and directed towards a path of maximum performance, agriculture 
is influenced by nature, upon which little or no control can be exercised. 
Crop production is one such series of state transforming operations. It can be 
considered as a process, beginning with land preparation, attempting to reach a 
multi-objective goal state. This is hopefully the global optimum, the attributes of 
which may be maximum yield and conservation of the resources. Each operation in 
the process, when carried out at the appropriate time and to the right extent will 
transform the state of the system to a subsequent state or a local optimum. When 
all the operations are carried out at the right time and to the right extent, we may 
expect the path connecting the different stales to form an 'ideal path' connecting an 
initial state to a global optimum. 
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It would be desirable to determine these local optima and therefore the ideal 
path leading the system from the initial state to the final global optimum state. On 
the other hand, determination of a global optimum, the local optima or an unique 
path through all the optimum points is next to impossible. The global optimum is 
not unique, it may vary from field to field, crop to crop and over the years for the 
same field or crop. The best performance achieved over the years for the different 
stages in crop production can be considered closest to the local or global optimum 
but this leaves room for redefining the optima by improved performance in the future, 
For example, in Central Iowa, May lO'^' is generally considered as the last date for 
planting corn to avoid yield loss (Swoboda, 1990). This may be considered as a local 
optimum corresponding to planting date under normal weather and soil conditions. 
Under unfavorable weather or soil conditions it may be necessary to plant earlier or 
later than May lO''^ to suffer less penally, which indicates that May 10^^' caimot be 
considered as a local optimum corresponding to planting date for all conditions. The 
path connecting the initial state and the global optimum through the local optima 
cannot be precisely defined because of the non-unique nature of the local and global 
optima. 
The state attained by the crop production system relative to the local optima is 
influenced to a large extent by farm management decisions taken at previous stages. 
Often these decisions have to be made from incomplete and uncertain information. 
Farm management problems like scheduling of farm operations, estimation of time­
liness loss, and the selection and utilization of machinery and equipment are ill-
structured and have no established analytical solution procedures. 
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Nature of Farm Management Problems 
The selection and scheduling of machinery must be done under conditions of 
uncertainty. At the beginning of a crop year, the virtual ccrtainty of unfavorable 
weather conditions at some time during the year may be acknowledged, but it cannot 
be known in advance exactly when such conditions will occur or to what extent 
they will affect the machinery system. Moreover, the machines of a farm cannot be 
scheduled independently, but must be treated as a system (Link and Bockhop, 1964). 
The failure of one machine at a critical time in the crop cycle may make it impossible 
for another machine to do its job later. 
In the estimation of timeliness loss one of the problems encountered is that of the 
machinery related fixed costs. These are not direct costs that can be easily estimated 
and accounted for. In addition, the effect of random occurrences such as rainfall, 
insects, frost and extreme temperatures on the crop yields further complicate the 
estimation of yield related machinery costs. The isolation of the effect of timeliness 
of operations and machinery size is a difficult task (Edwards and Boehlje, 1980). 
Another farm management problem faced by many farmers is the proper selection 
and utilization of machinery and equipment. The decisions made by the farmer should 
help him take maximum advantage, up to a level of acceptable machine fixed costs, 
of favorable conditions. When the conditions are unfavorable, farmers have to make 
decisions in such a way that minimum loss is sustained (Link, 1967). 
The farm management problems discussed in the above paragraphs are complex 
and require inferences to be made from incomplete information. For example, to 
decide when to plant, a farmer may consider a number of factors like soil temperature 
at planting depth, soil condition, calendar date, acreage to plant, equipment size, 
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five-day weather forecast, seed quality and weed control strategies (Swoboda, 1990). 
Many of these factors are influenced by the natural environment and therefore have 
a high degree of uncertainty associated with them. Farmers have to make a decision 
balancing all these factors with available information (Link and Bockhop, 196'1). 
Zadeh (1973) suggests that for complex, 'soft' problems, particularly those involving 
human perception and judgement difl'erent analytical means should be applied. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this part are to 
review the literature on the approaches used for finding solutions to crop pro­
duction scheduling problems, and 
present the possibility and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using 
fuzzy set theory to handle farm management problems. 
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PROBLEM SOLVING APPROACHES IN CROP PRODUCTION 
SCHEDULING 
The solution procedures that have been used in the past for solving farm man­
agement problems can be classified into three categories: simulation, systems, and 
knowledge based approach. 
Simulation Approach 
One of the prevalent approaches that has been and is being used for finding 
solutions to farm management problems is through simulation. The simulation ap­
proach involves modeling the behavior of the agricultural system or a part of it in 
mathematical terms. By varying the inputs to the simulation model the behavior 
of the agricultural system under different scenarios is analyzed based on predefined 
objectives. 
Estimation of Field Workdays 
The classification of days in the operation window, using classical set theory, 
into sets of days suitable and not suitable for field work was used to estimate the 
number of field wprk days by a number of researchers. Two schools of thought exist in 
scheduling crop production operations. The use of region specific historical weather 
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information to determine the probability of 'good' and 'bad' working days is the basic 
idea behind one of them. The other is based on simulated weather and soil moisture 
data. 
Shaw (1965) tested two different procedures for predicting working days from 
meteorological data, A constant daily loss of moisture on drying days was used in one 
and the other used cloud covcr as an additional factor. A high correlation between the 
observed and predicted number of working days was reported for the procedure that 
included the cloud cover as a factor. Frisby (1970) developed a computer program to 
determine if a day was 'good' or 'bad' for tillage with respect to daily precipitation, 
existing weather conditions and the soil-drying relationship. The program determines 
the suitability of a given day for primary tillage using weather data for a period of 31 
years. The probability of having good days to plow was established from the recorded 
weather data using the Markov chain process. 
The number of field workdays was estimated by Baier (1973) for a medium-
heavy clay loam type soil in Canada based upon different criteria according to the 
field operations or the farm machinery used. A versatile soil moisture budget, a 
climatological technic|ue to simulate soil-moisture variation was used as the basis for 
the work day determination. The study reported a wide variation in the number of 
field workdays for the same period in different regions. 
For each week during the crop season, Fulton et al. (1976) estimated the mini­
mum number of suitable days at four probability levels. These estimates were based 
upon the number of suitable days for field operations recorded by the Iowa Crop 
and Livestock Reporting Service (1958-1974). The utility of such an estimate has 
been demonstrated by discussing the examples of a farmer deciding on the size of a 
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combine and the number of hectares a custom combine harvester can be scheduled 
for a week. A general soil water model to predict the favorable tillage days for a 
farmer during the spring months was developed by Elliott et al. (1977). The model 
is based on potential evaporation estimation according to Palmer and Havens (1958) 
and predicts the number of favorable days on a monthly basis. 
Dyer and Baier (1979) estimated field work conditions in the fall based on soil 
tractability. A simplified soil moisture budgeting principle was used in the simula­
tion model. Crop type differences were ignored and only the near surface soil was 
considered. The performance of the model was measured by the percent of the total 
observed days that the decisions made by the program agreed with the decision based 
on daily field observations. .'\n overall agreement of 80% was reported for the two 
sites considered. 
Qabeir et al. (1986) developed a computer simulation model to predict soil 
tractability conditions for farm operations. A soil-moisture balance model was devel­
oped to keep track of the soil-moisture content on a daily basis. The classification of 
days in the window of operation into tractable or not was done according to a criteria 
based on the soi I-moi s tine content and the frozen or thawed status of soil. 
Earliest corn planting dates were predicted by Gupta (1985) using a seed zone 
growing degree day concept for corn emergence and soil temperature predictions. The 
simulation model was developed to predict corn planting dates under two extreme 
tillage and surface residue conditions. The model used historical weather data to 
predict the probability of time required for 75% corn emergence for various planting 
dates. 
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Cost Based Models 
Edwards and Boehlje (L9S0) developed a simulation model for estimating total 
machinery costs. The model used twenty years of data on actual suitable field days to 
determine costs and the estimated machinery performance. The expected mean cost 
and variance were determined for ten predetermined machinery sets by simulating 
their performance over a long period. The assumptions about the cost values, yield 
and other parameters greatly influenced the model results and care should be used in 
interpreting the results. The model was used to determine the size of the machinery 
set needed based on long term cost values and expected performance. 
Whitson et al. (1981) developed a procedure to include a weather risk factor 
in the selection of profit maximizing crop and machinery. The model based on a 
hypothetical farm accounts for weather risk in terms of the number of days avail­
able for field work within the critical periods of crop production as estimated by an 
evivpotranspiration-soil moisture balance model. The study reported that a higher 
level of confidence in completing field operations was related to increased investments 
in machinery. The study suggests that it may be more advantageous to plan for a 
lower level of timeliness and therefore lower crop yields in years of poor weather 
rather than to incur additional fixed costs associated with machinery. 
The effect of equipment size and planted area were taken into consideration 
in the simulation model developed by Chen and McClendon (1984) for selecting a 
planting schedule for soybeans. Soybean yield and moisture content were determined 
using a relationship developed from '1 years of data. The model included costs of 
the operations to determine the return to the producer. Actual weather data for a 
period of 20 years was used to run the model and the best planting initiation date 
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was found to be April 29. 
Chen and McClendon (1985) developed a computer simulation model of the 
soybean and wheat double cropping system. The model was used to analyze the 
effects on economic returns of planting and harvesting rates, planting dates and 
proportion of total farm area involved in double cropping. Empirical relations were 
used to determine the cost of various operations and the value of the crops produced. 
Results of running the simulation program for 15 years of historical weather data 
were used to determine the effect of varying the percentage area involved in double 
cropping on the number and size of field machines used. 
A computer simulation model was developed by Chen (1986) to budget farm 
operations and evaluate different farming alternatives. The simulation program cal­
culates performance and cost per hour of use of the machinery and equipment. The 
program generates a crop-wise budget. The model was used for scheduling field op­
erations and to decide which crop to produce based on break even yield and price 
computed by the model. 
The expected suitable field days, sizes of machinery, labor available and the 
area farmed were used in a computer simulation model developed by Ozkan and 
Edwards (19S6) to predict the completion periods of field operations. A timeliness 
cost model which includes response of yield and drying cost to planting date for 
corn was developed by Keener et al. (1989). The relationship of planting rate to 
harvesting rate on expected drying cost was shown for a 6 row corn planter used on 
100-1200 acre size fields. 
Siemens et al. (1990) developed a farm machinery selection and management 
program. The program inputs include the list of desired field operations with start 
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date, acres, and hours per day for each operation. The program used data from 
stored files for machine list prices and productivity values, work-day probabilities, 
and equation constants for computing machine costs. The program scheduled the 
field operations and computed the total machinery-related costs. Using an optimizing 
process the lowest cost machinery set was determined. 
Inadequacies of the Simulation Approach 
The success of the simulation model in adequately describing the behavior of the 
system depends upon the extent to which the underlying assumptions are satisfied. 
Often empirical relationships are used to model the behavior of the components of 
a system and their interactions. For example, the model developed by Chen and 
McClendon (lOS'l) for selecting a planting schedule for soybeans uses empirical rela­
tionships to predict the yield and moisture content of soybeans. Successful use of the 
model depends upon the extent to which the empirical relationships are applicable. 
The interpretation of the results of the simulation model requires knowledge of 
the model details. The assumptions made by the simulation model developer are 
often not apparent to the user. This may lead to using the model in situations not 
satisfying the underlying assumptions as well as a failure to interpret the results in 
the proper manner. 
One of the basic assumptions used in the simulation approach is the adequacy 
of two valued logic in describing real world systems. The classification of days in the 
window of an operation into 'good' or 'bad' days for field operations, for example, 
does not take into consideration those days which cannot be precisely classified as 
good or bad. fn other words the simulation approach does not have a provision to 
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include relative merits of days which are in the intermediate range. 
Thangavadivelu and Colvin (1990) used fuzzy set theory to determine the traf-
ficabiiity of a field based on the soil moisture content. This classification sclieme is 
more advantageous than the classical set theory based approach because it permits 
accounting for the relative merits of the contributing factors. Peart (1970) pointed 
out the elaborate input data requirements of the mathematical models. But often 
intuitive decisions are made based on judgement and years of experience using data 
from the past that may not be complete or reliable. 
Systems Approach 
Several attempts have been made to analyze sequences of agricultural operations 
using operations research techniques like Program Evaluation and Review Technique 
(PERT), Critical Path Method (CPM), Linear or Non-linear programming, and Ac­
tivity Network Analysis. Link and Bockhop (1964) developed an analytical approach 
to the problem of scheduling a system of farm field machinery taking into considera­
tion the requirements of the farm and constraints imposed on the system. 
The procedure considers a series of agricultural operations as a sequence with 
scheduling based on the probability of suitable days to carry out the operations in 
the sequence. This methodology was used to determine the arrival and completion 
probabilities of operations in farms of different sizes. The effect of increasing sizes 
of farm on the time for carrying out operations and their influence on subsequent 
operations was illustrated. 
Link (1967) developed a modified form of CPM and PERT called a 'Tree Net­
work'. This procedure, based on the basic economic relationship of the returns and 
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cost of production, allows for a wide range of random variation in durations and 
reduces the complexity of network analysis. Agricultural operations can be ana­
lyzed by representing them in the form of events in a network. The complexity of 
agricultural production process as compared to other industrial process and a justi­
fication of using industrial engineering techniques viz. network analysis was pointed 
out by Peart et al. (1970). The application potential of various operations research 
techniques like activity network analysis, PERT, CPM, dynamic programming, and 
project completion network in solving problems involved in crop production has been 
discussed. Several examples, such as, scheduling crop production operations modeled 
as a network, personnel allocation for timber sales within a forest district using the 
above techniques have been discussed (Holtman, 1970). 
The role played by mathematical programming techniques in the scientific ap­
proach to the formulation of systems has been discussed by Holtman (1970). Lin­
ear, Non-linear and Geometric programming techniques were considered for analysis. 
The types of possible applications using these techniques were illustrated by means 
of examples such as Stigler's (1945) nutritional model, design of optimal controls 
for the continuous cross-flow heated-air grain dryer using quadratic programming, 
and a problem of selecting a complement of machinery for a farming operation using 
geometric programming. 
The problem of deciding tlie number of acres to be allotted to different crops so 
that the net profit from the farm is maximum was chosen as an example to demon­
strate the utility of Resource Planning and Management (RPM) networks by Chen 
and VVensink (1978). The RPM network is a graphical technique capable of formulat­
ing and solving mathematical programming problems. An iterative procedure with 
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a graphical representation of the complex mathematics was used in formulating and 
solving these problems. 
Krutz et al. (1980) used linear programming models for evaluating machinery 
sizing decisions for particular farm situations. The model is useful for determining 
general equipment trends as farm size changes. They reported that the model de­
pended a great deal on the validity of the underlying assumptions but could be used 
for determining general trends or guidelines. Such models can be useful for conduct­
ing research to determine equipment size, capacity and profit relationships of a more 
general nature. 
A framework for optimizing multiple cropping systems by selecting cropping se­
quences and their management practices as affected by weather and cropping history 
was developed by Tsai et al. (1987). The model developed was a combination of sim­
ulation and optimization techniques called deterministic activity network. The model 
requires simulation models to predict crop yield responses to management practices 
and the slate of the field after each crop. Crop sequences as well as within season 
management practices can be determined using this model. 
Inadequacies of the Systems Approach 
The scheduling requirements of operations in agriculture are quite different from 
other industries in which operations research techniques have been used successfully. 
A very high degree of uncertainty is associated with future operating conditions. Vari­
ability of weather is a principal cause of this uncertainty, but the natural variability 
of the living organisms which the agricultural machinery must process is important. 
Moreover, agricultural machines have a much higher fraction of idle time than most 
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other Industries will tolerate. 
Discussions on the limitations of PERT and CPM may be found in Elsayed and 
Boucher (1985) and Diesch (1987). PERT is primarily restricted to unique large-
scale projects and not used in the scheduling of production type operations. The 
actual performance of an activity may alter the entire network time. The original 
network is therefore, likely to change shortly after the beginning of the project. Par­
tial realization of activities is not allowed. Activity completion times are assumed to 
be uncorrelated in PERT. When considering agricultural operations this assumption 
may be violated quite often. The starting of each job is determined by the completion 
of the previous job. 
When representing operations as events, the prior probabilities of the arrival 
and departure of operations and of good working days should be known. Link (1967) 
stated that for such an analysis, considering agricultural operations as a sequence, 
large amounts of data are required for the estimation of prior probabilities. The 
difficulty in providing sufficient data on which calculations can be based arises from 
the fact that the required data tend to be local in nature and also time variant. The 
probabilities of good working days are influenced to a great extent by the natural 
components of the agricultural system like weather, crop and soil status. 
For logically complicated situations analytical models tend to become complex. 
One other disadvantage associated with operations research techniques such as the 
ones discussed by Peart et al. (1970) is the need for sensitivity analysis to confirm 
that the solution arrived at is the desired global optimum. Problem specific programs 
may have to be developed to accomplish this. 
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Knowledge Based Systems 
Expert Systems 
The use of knowledge based systems for solving farm management problems has 
gained popularity in the last decades. The idea, behind the knowledge based systems 
approach, is to transform the information used by an expert in solving problems in a 
specified domain into facts and rules of a knowledge base (Gaultney, 1985). Using the 
facts and rules in the knowledge base and an appropriate inference mechanism, it is 
possible to come up with a solution to problems in the specified domain comparable 
to that of the expert. 
Gaultney (1985) has described the components and requirements of expert sys­
tems. Different types of problems that would require an expert system for their 
solution have been di,ycussed. The potential for applying expert systems to solve 
agricultural management problems was analyzed. Meyer et al. (1987) developed 
a region specific expert system to classify soils into particular tillage management 
groups and to suggest a tillage system. The system also computed an estimated 
yield. The system, developed in C, offers better explanation facilities than what the 
commonly available expert systems shells offer. The fact that expert systems are 
efficient tools of transferring technology to end users was also emphasized. 
The potential for using expert systems in agricultural research has been dis­
cussed by McKinion and Lemmon (1985). Problems in agriculture, requiring high 
risk decisions concerning management of their crops, make them suitable for solv­
ing with expert systems. COMAX, an expert system for cotton crop management 
has been described as an example. Farazdaghi and Ogilvie (1987) have suggested a 
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methodology to analyze agricultural networks using Artificial Intelligence techniques. 
A modified version of Bratko's (1986) Best First algorithm has been used for path 
reductions and improvements in search efficiency. The methodology involves agri­
cultural networks constructed with nodes and arcs. The branches of the search tree 
are pruned to eliminate non-candidate pathways and analyze the remaining unique 
branches to determine the shortest path to reach the goal. 
An expert system for decision support in a double cropping domain was devel­
oped by Halterman et al. (1988). The two major considerations of this expert system 
are planting decisions and management considerations. The e.vpert system evaluates 
the conditions before planting like moisture content of the soil, equipment availabil­
ity, farmers ability to manage a double crop, weed population etc. to arrive at a 
decision on planting soybeans as a double crop following winter wheat. Management 
suggestions included variety selection, fertilizer recommendation, herbicide selection, 
and residue management. 
Decision Support Systems 
In some of the recent efforts, several integrated systems have been developed by 
researchers that combine simulation models and knowledge based systems. The deci­
sion support systems possess the capability of prediction and handling time varying 
inputs by virtue of the simulation component and reasoning ability by virtue of the 
knowledge based component. 
Lai et ai. (1987) developed a décision support system consisting of five modules. 
The system collects background information from the user, modifies the inputs if 
necessary, simulates farm operations, predicts yield and advises the user based on the 
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simulation results. The simulation module is a critical part of the system. Farm-level 
Intelligent Decision Support System (FINDS), a decision support system developed 
by Kline and McCarl (1987) integrates REPFARM, a farming systems management 
linear program, a companion simulation model, SECURE, and a knowledge based 
system. It can be used to find machinery sets and operation schedules that can 
increase farm profit. The system uses a frame based knowledge representation schema 
which reduces the flexibility of the system, 
Levary and Lin (1988) integrated expert systems with a simulation program 
to illustrate the fact that simulation programs can be used efficiently with expert 
systems. The integrated system called Hybrid Expert Simulation System (HESS) 
consists of a simulation model of a software development life cycle process and two 
expert systems that serve as the front and back end of the system. The expert 
systems analyse input and output vectors. The input expert system interacts with 
the user to accept input vectors for the simulation module and verifies them. When 
found to be incorrect or unusual, the system prompts the user for correct input. The 
output expert system analyses the output of the simulation program and recommends 
design characteristics or modifications. The application of HESS to the planning and 
management of a space station software development process wivs discussed. 
Inadequacies of the Expert Systems Approach 
A thorough understanding of the problem solving approach used by experts is 
required to develop an expert system. The expert systems approach can be used 
only for narrowly defined domains. The problems in the agricultural domain are 
ill-structured and a complete understanding of the causal relationships that govern 
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the behavior of an agricultural system is a difficult task. In addition, the thought 
processes of experts to solve problems are often hard to elicit and represent as simple 
facts and if-then-else rules. Another difficulty in the expert systems approach is 
resolving conflicts between different experts' opinions. The expert systems approach 
can therefore be used only for narrowly defined domains well understood by the 
system developer. 
Suggested Approach using Fuzzy Set Theory 
The core of many farm management problems involves decision making. Decid­
ing whether or not to carry out a tillage operation on any day, the best time to plant, 
when to apply fertilizer or herbicides, or when to harvest the crop are a few examples. 
Optimum decisions can be made only when all the necessary information is available. 
On the contrary, the information available is often incomplete and uncertain. The 
problem solving approaches discussed so far have no provisions to handle the uncer­
tainty and imprecision of the inputs because they are based on the assumption that 
the inputs to the model are complete and precise. 
The knowledge based systems discussed in earlier sections are based on two-
valued logic. In other words the basic assumption in these systems is that truth 
is two valued i.e. when facts are presented to knowledge based systems as input 
the truth value of the fact is either 'True' or 'False'. For example, while collecting 
information about the weather forecast for the following day, a knowledge based 
system may pose a question to the user such as 
Enter the expected high temperature (°C) for 15 .Jan '91: 
The numerical value entered by the user, say 30, will be assigned to a variable 
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such as 'hi.temp' and stored temporarily as a fact 'hi_temp = 30'. The system is 
forced to believe that the truth value of this fact is 'True' or 1 and if the actual 
temperature is 29°C the truth value of the fact is set to 'False' or 0, even though the 
actual is not far from the forecast value. It is possible to model the variable 'hi.temp' 
as a fuzzy set which would enable the system to accept and handle inputs such as 
'around 30' or 'upper 50'. Using fuzzy logic the truth value of the fact 'hi-temp = 30' 
can be set to any value in the interval [0, 1] depending upon the actual temperature. 
In the example mentioned, the truth value of the fact 'hi.temp = 30' may be 0.95. 
Therefore, an integrated knowledge based system based on fuzzy set theory may help 
in handling farm management problems better. The resulting decision may still be 
binary but the information used to reach the decision can be fuzzy. 
A brief introduction to fuzzy set theory is essential for further discussion. De­
tailed accounts of it can be found in Dubois and Prade (1980), Zimmermann (1985), 
and Yager et al. (1987). Figure 1.1 shows the soil moisture content variation over a 
7 day period under a hypothetical situation. Let us assume that it is necessary to 
decide each day whether to plant or not and that the decision is dictated only by 
soil moisture content. Under the simulation approach criteria such as those shown in 
Equation 1 may be set up and the days classified as suitable or not. The classification 
is based upon whether the soil moisture content satisfies the criteria or not. 
IF moisture.content > (0.95 * f ield.capaci iy) T H EN soil  is wet^ 
IF jnoisiure.content < (0.95 * field.capacity) TH EN soilis dry, (1) 
According to these criteria days I, 2, 6, and 7 are classified as unsuitable and 
the rest belong to the set of suitable days (Figure 1.1). These criteria are examples of 
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the modus pouens (Equation 2) (Charnaik and McDermott, 1986) rule of inference 
generally used in knowledge based systems using first-order logic. 
P 
P-*(1 
•I (2) 
Given the fact p is true and if p implies another fact q, then by modus ponens 
rule we may infer q. This rule of inference can be employed when the truth value of 
the antecedent is known to be True. For days such as 1, 4, and 7, when the moisture 
content is towards the wet and dry extremes, classification is simple. Whereas, on 
days 2, 3, 5, and 6, when the moisture content values are close to the limiting value 
(0.95 * field capacity), deciding whether or not to plant is not easy. 
If the soil water content range between wilting point and saturation is modeled 
as fuzzy sets dry and wet (Figure 1.2), the moisture content on days 2 and 3 would 
belong to the wet fuzzy set nearly to the same extent, 0.8 and 0.75 respectively. For 
example, based on the membership values of the soil moisture content in the wet 
fuzzy set on days 2 and 3 it may be more reasonable to say that day 2 is suitable to a 
level of 0.2 on a scale of [0, I] and day 3 is suitable to a level of 0.25 or not suitable to 
a level of 0.75. The classical set theory classification of day 2 as unsuitable and day 
3 as suitable does not consider the closeness of the moisture content values on the 
two days. The decision to plant can then be made with relative ease by considering 
the relative merits of carrying out the operation on the days being considered. When 
applying rules of inference such as (Equation 2), using fuzzy set theory, it is possible 
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0.30 -
0 
Figure 1.1: Variation of soil moisture content (volume basis) over a 7 day period for 
a hypothetical situation 
to determine the extent to which the antecedent is satisfied and apply the consequent 
to that extent, i.e., determine to what extent the fact 'p' is true and by inference 
assert the fact 'q' to that extent. 
Fuzzy set theory was elaborated mathematically during the past two decades. A 
number of applications have been developed in the field of industrial process control. 
Unlike human operators, conventional programs have no provision to utilize quali­
tative information about processes for control. This 'human' aspect of the control 
process can be dealt with by using fuzzy set theory. Maiers and Sherif (1985) have 
reviewed a number of applications of fuzzy set theory with special emphasis on fuzzy 
industrial controllers. The collection of applications discussed shows the applicabil­
ity of fuzzy set theory to a wide range of problems. Zimniermann et ai. (1984) 
* 
4-
j I I I I I J I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Day numbers 
30 
Membership value 
1.00 
Dry Wet 
Day 2 
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0.60 
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0.30 0.36 0.38 0.40 0.32 0.34 0.42 
Moisture content, mm/mm 
Figure 1.2: Membership functions of wet and dry fuzzy sets over the interval be­
tween the permanent wilting point and saturation moisture contents 
have compiled several applications of fuzzy set theory dealing with decision analysis, 
possibility theory, fuzzy mathematical programming, natural language processing, 
multi-criteria analysis, and financial applications. 
Fuzzy sets were used in scheduling classes for a quarter in a French school, 
'Grand Ecole' by Prade (197S). It was shown that the procedure generally works in 
the same way as an operator would without a computer, but more rapidly, because 
it uses fuzzy concepts and' heuristics. Probabilistic decision theories and game the­
ory do not account for inexactness, ill-defmedness, vagueness or in short: fuzziness. 
The disadvantage of the mathematical modelling of decision-making arises from the 
required precision underlying the modelling approach. The contribution of fuzzy set 
theory to the development of decision-making models has been discussed by Kickert 
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(1978). One-stage, multi- stage, multi-person decision making, fuzzy extension of 
dynamic programming and linguistic modelling approach to decision processes have 
been discussed briefly. Schmucker (1984) used fuzzy set theory to model natural lan­
guage expressions for the estimation of risk. An existing experimental automated risk 
analyzer which embodies calculations based on fuzzy set theory has been described. 
Horsak and Damico (1985) used fuzzy set analysis for the selection of acceptable sites 
for industrial facilities. The community opinions of the order of importance of the 
criteria were also included as fuzzy sets in the determination of the site. Rous h et 
al. (1989) evaluated the crowding of caged laying hens using fuzzy decision analysis. 
Membership functions for fuzzy sets of biological responses like egg production, mor­
tality, and serum corticosterone levels of laying hens for different levels of population 
densities were calculated. The decision was based on the maximum of the minimum 
(iMaxmin approach) membership values in the decision set. 
Thangavadivelu and Colvin (1991) have suggested an approach to decide whether 
or not to carry out a crop production operation on a given day using linguistic 
approximation. Crop production operations are assumed to be carried out to satisfy 
at least three objectives viz. the completion of the operation on time, preparation 
of a seedbed and minimizing damage to soil. The satisfaction of objectives and their 
importance have been modeled as fuzzy sets. The alternatives: to carry out the 
operation, postpone, or skip the operation, were compared based on the extent to 
which they satisfy the objectives taking into account the relative importance of the 
objectives. 
First-order logic, which is the foundation of knowledge based systems (Charniak 
and McDermott 1986) permits the use of only two types of quantifier 'Forall' (V) and 
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'There Exists' (E). Whereas, in fuzzy logic it is possible to deal with fuzzy quantifiers 
like 'most', 'few', 'many', and 'several' which are used frequently. The crux of the 
problem associated with the knowledge based systems is due to the wide gap between 
the precision of classical logic and the imprecision of the real world. 
Disadvantages of using Fuzzy Set Theory 
Classical set theory models are based on the assumption that objects either 
fully possess the properties that define a class or not possess them at all (French, 
1986). Fuzzy set theory attempts to extend this model by allowing objects to possess 
properties to varying degrees. This is based on the assumptions that human percep­
tion is well modeled by the abstract concept of a fuzzy set and that it is useful to 
model fuzziness. The two assumptions are debatable and have been criticized. The 
equivalence of quantitative rules of fuzzy mathematics and the qualitative properties 
considered in the 'imprecise reasoning' of a human expert has been questioned by 
French (1986). 
The assumptions behind the definitions of operators in fuzzy mathematics have 
also been criticized. For example, independence of fuzzy sets is assumed for the 
intersection operation to be valid and that logically equivalent sets are assumed to 
have the same membership functions. Fuzzy set theory is still in its early stages of 
development and several issues remain unclear, therefore, caution should be exercised 
in applying this theory. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Farm management problems particularly crop production scheduling problems 
are ill-structured and often require inferences to be drawn from incomplete and im­
precise information. Simulation models using classical set theory to classify days in 
the operation window of an operation into good or bad working days is inadequate to 
model the real situations. The use of a systems approach may not be required when 
considering scheduling of tillage operations for a single crop, because the sequence of 
the operations may be predetermined once a tillage system is chosen. The problem 
lies in deciding what is the best time to carry out the operation. Developing an 
expert system in this domain requires a complete understanding of the problem in 
order to transform the problem solving procedure into facts and rules in a knowledge 
base. 
Where the interactions between the components of the agricultural system have 
been understood to a reasonable level it may be represented as a simulation model. 
Under situations where decisions are based on human judgement and the process has 
been identified, a knowledge based approach can be used. 
Even an integrated approach may only be partially successful because often the 
available information is incomplete and uncertain. The simulation and knowledge 
based approaches have poor provisions to handle incomplete and uncertain inputs. 
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Fuzzy set theory is suitable for such situations where inference has to be made from 
imprecise and uncertain inputs. The advantage of using fuzzy logic for inferences is 
that the operations performed using first-order logic can also be done using fuzzy 
logic. Fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic by themselves are not the ultimate solution, 
however, they may help in dealing with real world problems. 
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PART II. 
TRAFFICABILITY DETERMINATION USING FUZZY SET 
THEORY 
41 
ABSTRACT 
For many crop-production operations involving field machinery, the decision re­
garding whether or not to carry out the operation is largely influenced by the trafTi-
cability of tiie field. The prevalent approach in simulation models employs classical 
set theory to classify days in the operation window as workable or unworkable based 
on trafficability. Such a classification Is inadequate from the management point of 
view because it does not consider the relative contributions of the factors leading to 
the decision on trafficability. An alternative approach that determines the field traf­
ficability by using fuzzy set theory is suggested in this paper. The criteria used for 
trafficability determination were modeled as fuzzy sets to account for their relative 
contributions and the moments method was used to defuzzify the pooled contribu­
tion. Weather data from different periods in four years were used to compare the 
results of this approach with those of an existing model. The number of trafficable 
days predicted by the fuzzy set approach were closer to the observed number of traf­
ficable days than those predicted by Babeir's model. The improved performance of 
knowledge based systems by employing fuzzy rules of inference is also discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Most operations in a crop-production system are influenced by trafficability of 
the field. A field is considered trafficable if tractors or other farm machines can 
perform their function satisfactorily without causing significant damage to the soil 
(Babeir et al., 19S6). Trafficability is one of the criteria used to classify days in the op­
eration window as workable or unworkable. The moisture content of soil and its state 
of freeze or thaw are two of the major factors used for trafficability determination. 
Crop maturity, soil moisture-content, and weather elements are some of the 
factors used to describe the status of a crop-production system. It is common practice 
to describe such factors with vague expressions like 'low maturity', 'dry soil', and 'hot 
weather'. Such qualitative descriptions are of little use in programs simulating crop-
production systems because these simulation models require input in a well-defined 
numerical form. For example, to determine the resulting soil moisture-content after 
a rain using a moisture-balance simulation model, the soil moisture-content before 
the rain, the amount of rainfall, the drainage characteristics, infiltration capacity of 
the soil, and runoff potential of the soil must be quantitatively specified. It is not 
practical to determine accurately such factors to compute a moisture-content value 
representative of the entire field because the nature of the components of the system, 
soil in this instance, exhibits differences over place and time. 
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Classical Approach to Trafficability Determination 
The procedure followed in the conventional simulation models classifies days in 
the operation window as trafOcable or untrafficable, based on certain criteria. For 
example, when moisture content is chosen as a criterion, the limiting value may be set 
at, say, 95% of field capacity and the field may be declared trafFicable or untrafficable 
depending upon whether the moisture content is less or greater than the limiting 
value (Baier, 1973 and Babeir et al., 1986). In other words, the membership of 
days in the set of trafTicable days would be 0 or 1 depending upon whether the 
soil moisture-content is aliove or below the limiting value, respectively. In terms 
of a characteristic function, this classification of soil moisture-content values can be 
represented as follows: 
where x is the soil moisture-content value. 
Figure 2.1 is a graphical representation of such a classification. .According to 
the Soil Conservation Service ( 1981), the field capacity of Clarion-Webster soil asso­
ciation is about 0.21 mm/mm, or 21%. The limiting value for the Clarion-Webster 
soil association, based on the moisture-content criterion of 95% of field capacity, is 
19.95%. The simulation model would declare the field untrafficable if the moisture 
content were 20.0%. It would, however, indicate the possibility of operation for a 
value of 19.90%, even though the two values are hardly different from the limiting 
value. The benefits derived from or damage done to the soil by operating at these 
moisture-content levels may not be very different from each other, because both levels 
1 .r > 95% of f ield capacity 
0 .1- > 95% o/ f ield capacity 
( 1 )  
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Figure 2.1: Example of characteristic function used in conventional models to deter­
mine membership of workable days based on the soil moisture-content 
lie in the neighborhood of the limiting value. 
The transition from trafficable to nntrafficable, using the classical set theory clas­
sification, occurs over a crisp boundary witli a sudden transformation in membership 
value from 0 to I from one side of the boundary to the other. In reality the transition 
from trafficable to untrafficable is gradual and occurs over a range of values, in other 
words, the set of trafficable days is a fuzzy set without a crisp boundary. 
Fuzzy Set Theory 
The theory of fuzzy sets is, basically, a theory of graded concepts - a theory in 
which everything is a matter of degree or, to put it figuratively, every thin has elasticity 
(Zimmermann, 1985). it is a step toward a rapprochement between the precision of 
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classical mathematics and the pervasive imprecision of the real world (Kaufmann, 
1975). Fuzzy set theory was initiated by Zadeh in the early 1960's (Zadeh, 1965). 
However, the term ensemble Jlou (the French counterpart of fuzzy set.) was coined by 
Menger (1951). 
If we were to classify a set of non-negative numbers A = {1, 2, 3, ..20 } into 
sets of small numbers and large (not small) numbers, under the theory of binary sets, 
we might define the small numbers set to include numbers less than or equal to five. 
The rest would belong to the set of large numbers. 
The characteristic function representing this classification is 
I 1 .r < 5 
/(z) = (2) 
I 0 .r > 5, wfievexeA 
An alternative representation of the above classification, using the membership 
idea might be 
Domain set  A = {1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,..., 20}, 
Membership of  e lements 
of  A in  the set  
o f small mmibers = (1,1, 1,1,1,0, 0,..., 0}, 
Membership of  e lements 
of  A in the set  
o f  lar( je  numbers = {0, 0,  0,0,0,1,1, . . . ,  1}  
Under fuzzy set theory, the instant transition from membership to non-membership 
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Figure 2.2: Example of a membership function to represent a fuzzy set of small 
numbers over the domain of discourse A = {1, 2, 3, ..., 20} 
is relaxed, and a set of small numbers may be represented as shown in Figure 2.2. 
Only element 1 lias maximum membership in the fuzzy set of small numbers. As we 
move along the x-axis, the membership levels decrease and ultimately reach a point, 
at which there is no level of membership left. A membership function of small sets 
under the fuzzy set theory may be represented as 
= + .r = 1,2,3,..., 20 (3) 
In other words, under the binary set theory, the membership of the elements of 
a set arc drawn from a discrete set (0, 1), whereas, under the fuzzy set theory, the 
elements of the fuzzy set may possess a grade of membership at any level between 
complete non membership and complete membership, i.e, from the interval [0, 1]. In 
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general, a fuzzy set 'A' in the universe of discourse 'U' can be represented as a set 
of ordered pairs; 
A = [xj, //.aC-ï,;)], xi e U,/iA(-x-i) : U -• [0,1] (4) 
where is the membership function associating each element Xj of U with 
a number in the interval (0, 1), indicating the grade of membership of x^ in the fuzzy 
set A. 
Applications of fuzzy set theory can be found in engineering disciplines such as 
reliability modeling, transportation problems, and management science. The use of 
fuzzy logic in the automatic control of industrial processes ha.s been demonstrated 
by Holmblad and Ostergaard (19S2), Mamdani et al. (1984), and Miyamoto et al. 
(1987). Fuzzy logic has been used to maintain the truth values of expert-system 
rules that hold with varying degrees of certainty, as shown by Guth (1987). Fuzzy 
set analysis was employed in the selection of acceptable sites for hazardous-waste 
management facilities by Horsak and Damico (1985). 
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OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this part is to demonstrate the utility of using fuzzy set theory 
that considers the relative contribution of system variables leading to tlie trafficability 
decision. 
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FUZZY TRAFFICABILITY CRITERIA 
A realistic approach would be to model the moisture-content based trafficability 
determination using fuzzy set theory. When the days in the operation window are 
considered as the domain of discourse, any day within the operation window has 
a grade of membership in the fuzzy set of trafficable days. The grade of member­
ship decreases as the soil moisture-content of the field on the day being considered 
approaches the limiting value and eventually reaches 0 at some point beyond the 
limiting value. An arbitrary index called trafficability level, which ranges from -1 to 
-fl, was chosen as the domain in which to define fuzzy sets of trafficability based 
upon the soil moisture-content of the field. The three fuzzy trafficability sets de­
fined are 'trafficable,' 'less trafficable,' and 'untrafficable.' A trafficability level of -f 1 
corresponds to a trafficable field, -1 to an untrafficable field, and 0 to a field in the 
intermediate state. The intermediate range would correspond to days with moisture-
content values neither too high lo avoid operation nor low enough for satisfactory 
operation. Operating in this moisture-content range could result in soil damage in 
the form of compaction, and the outcome of the operation might not be entirely sat­
isfactory. This intermediate range, in which trafficability is not well defined, plays 
an important role when a decision has to be made as to whether a crop-production 
operation should be carried out. Like trafficability, the moisture status of the soil 
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was also divided into three fuzzy sets defined as 'wet,' 'moderately wet,' and 'dry.' 
When soil is not frozen, soil moisture-content level is used as the criterion to 
determine trafficability. The soil freeze or thaw state and its moisture-content level 
are two of the commonly used criteria in trafficability determination. 
The following example illustrates the use of fuzzy set theory in determining traf­
ficability of a field when the soil is not frozen: hence, only moisture-content is consid­
ered as the determinant of trafficability. In many instances, the membership function 
of a fuzzy set over a continuous domain is expressed in terms of a standard function 
whose parameters are chosen to fit a specified membership function. Moisture-content 
and trafficability were modeled using the standard S and ^--functions, which may be 
defined over the domain (0, 1) (Kandel, 19S6) as follows: 
S { x \ a , ( i ,  r )  =  <  
0 for  X <  Q, 
2 * [(z - 0')/(r — a))^ for  a < x < (3,  
l - 2 [ ( a ; - r ) / ( r - a ) ] 2  f o r  l 3  <  x  <  T ,  
1 for  X >  T;  
'(•ï; /?, r) 
(5) 
(6)  
s ( x - , r - 0 , r - 0 / 2 S )  f o r x  <  r ,  
1  - 5 ( . T ; r , r - f / ? / 2 , r 4 - / î )  f o r x  >  r  
where the parameter /? in the S-function is ( a  -f- V ) / 2  and also defined as the 
crossover point, and in the 7r-function 0 is the bandwidth, that is, the separation 
between the crossover points of t where the membership value is 1.0, and F is the 
interval in which zr is unity (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). 
The membership functions for the fuzzy sets of trafficable, less trafficable, un-
trafficable, wet, moderately wet, and dry soils can be modeled using appropriate 'S' 
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1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
Cross over point 0.5 
0.4 
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20 40 60 80 100 0 
X 
Figure 2.3: Example of a 'S-membership function' showing the parameters q, /?, 
and r, after Kandel (19S6) 
and 'tt' functions (Kandcl, 1986). These membership functions are sliown graphically 
in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 and are given by the following equations: 
f^moderate ly  ~  
= S{xi;a = 0.1888,/? = 0,199, r = 0.21) 
a = 0.146,/) = 0.162, V = 0.178) Xj < 0.178 
1, 0.178 < xj < 0.198 
1 - S{xi; Q = 0.198,/? = 0.213, F = 0.23) > 0.198 
~ 1 — S(xf, Q = 0.168,= 0.18'1, F = 0.20) 
(7) 
where q, 0, and F are moisture-content values expressed on a volumetric basis. 
Membership value 
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Figure 2.4: Example of a 'Pi-membership function' showing the crossover points 
and the band width, after Kandel (19S6) 
f^ t ra f f icable^^ i^  
^Hess t raf f icable^^ i^  ~  
S'(xj; a = 0.00, ^  = 0.30, T = 0.60) 
S{x^\  a  = —0.70,/? = —0.40, F = —0.10) < —0.10 
1, -0.10 < < 0.10 
1 - S{xi', 0 = 0.10,/) = 0.40, r = 0.70) xi > 0.10 
^^untrafficable^^i) = ^ ^ = -0.60, /? = -0.30, T = 0.00) 
(8) 
where a, /?, and F are trafficability levels. 
The support of a fuzzy set is a set of points in the domain for which the mem­
bership value is greater than zero. The values used for the parameters a, /?, and 
r were chosen in such a way that the support of the three fuzzy sets were propor­
tional division of the domain. The actual determination of the values would require 
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Figure 2.5: Membership functions of trafficability 
considerable research. 
Simulation models and expert systems use inference rules in decision making. 
• The three inference rules used in this paper for determining trafficability of a field on 
any given day based on the moisturc-content level of the field are as follows: 
Rule.  1 : IF dry THEN traf f icable 
Rule 2 : IF tuet  THEN uniraf f icable and 
Rule 3 : IF moderalehj  wet  THEN less t raf f icable (9) 
These are linguistic approximations for decision making regarding trafficability, 
and they can be mathematically handled using fuzzy logic. The antecedent and 
the consequent of the above rules, i.e., moisture-content (mc) and trafficability (t), 
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Figure 2,6: Membership functions for soil moisture (Dry, Moderately wet. Wet] 
respectively, have already been established as fuzzy quantities, as shown earlier in 
Figures 2.5 and 2.6. The degree of fulfillment (r/j) of a rule may be defined as the 
extent to which the antecedents of the rules are satisfied. Consider a set of rules 
defined as 
(10) 
I —  1 , 2 , , , , ,  TTl 
j  =  1 , 2 , . , , ,  n  
h  =  1 , 2 ,  . . . , p  
where C^j are the n conditions or antecedents in the rule and are the p 
actions of the rule. 
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The pattern in the antecedent (left-hand side of the rule) and the consequent 
(right-hand side of the rule) parts of the rules may use the connectives 'and'/'or' to 
combine individual conditions and actions. When the antecedents and consequents 
are expressed as fuzzy sets and when the values of the antecedents, expressing the 
state of the system are expressed by membership functions the degree of 
fulfillment, may be represented as 
Which operator to be used in Equation 9 - minimum or maximum - to determine 
the degree of fulfillment depends upon the connectives used in the rule. The minimum 
operator is used when the connectives are 'and,' and the maximum operator is used 
when the connectives are 'or.' The extent to which the consequents are applied is 
scaled according to the degree of fulfillment of the rule. For example, to apply rule 
1, the extent to which the day being considered is dry (/i^^^,j^(.r)] will determine the 
extent to which the action, i.e., 'trafficable' can be applied. In general, the resulting 
consequent, of rule(i) is the area bounded by the damped curve and the X-axis, 
as shown in Figure 2.7, which can be computed using the relation 
where is the degree of fulfillment of the antecedent of rule(i) and /!,; is the 
consequent of rule(i). 
The overall contribution, A, of all the rules towards the final trafficability level 
can then be determined by the fuzzy union of the contribution of each rule, expressed 
as 
4 = Minor Max[ f ix iCi [ ) ,  f ix iCio) , . . . ,  HxiCio) ]  (11) 
(12) 
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Figure 2.7; Contributions of each rule [Moisture content = 0.1995 mm/mm] 
Figure 2.8 shows the result of the fuzzy union of the contributions from each 
rule, and the total contribution is the area bounded by the curve and the X-axis. 
To determine the final trafïïcability level, the resultant contributions from the three 
rules have to be defuzzified. Two methods are generally followed for the arithmetic 
defuzzification which aims at extracting a single representative scalar value from a 
fuzzy set. Using the 'maximum method,' defuzzification results in a scalar value 
corresponding to a point in the domain at which maximum membership of the fuzzy 
set is to be found. The 'moments method' determines a fuzzy set scalar value which 
corresponds to a point in the domain at which a perpendicular to the X-axis would 
= LK-^iÂ:). i = 1.2,3. (13) 
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Figure 2.S: Total contribution of the three rules [Moisture content = 0.1995 
mm/mm] 
pass through the center of area of the fuzzy set (Graham and .Jones 1988). 
Considering a day (D) when the soil moisture-content (x) is about 30 mm in 
the top 150 mm layer of soil, i.e., about 0.20 mm/mm; by the classical set theory 
approach, this day would be declared untraflicable because soil moisture-content ex­
ceeds the limiting value (0.95 * 0.21 mm/mm = 0.1995 mm/mm). On the other 
hand, the moisture-content on day (D) has a low membership value in the fuzzy set 
dry. Therefore, the contribution of rule 1 to the final decision is damped by a factor 
equal to the degree of dryness of D. Rules 2 and 3 apply to a greater degree as 
membership grades dm and dw of D in the fuzzy sets of moderately wet and wet, 
respectively, are greater than The final trafficability level of the day considered 
is determined by pooling contributions of all the rules and finding the point on the 
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abscissa that divides this pooled area into two equal halves. The overall contribution 
(A) of the three rules to the final decision can be determined by applying the union 
operator, 'U/ to the contributions of each rule as 
~ ^d^^Hraf f icable i^y^^ If' less l raf f icable^^ '^^ [^ ' •untraf f icable^^) !  
(14) 
The trafTicability value of the field on day (D) is then determined by the method 
of moments procedure suggested by iVIamdani et ai.(1984), i.e., by finding the point 
A'o dividing A in two halves. 
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COMPARISON WITH AN EXISTING MODEL 
A computer-simulation model based on a simplified moisture-balance equation 
developed by Babeir (1984) was modified to generate the moisture history of a field 
for 25 days in August 1989. Because the moisture-balance model was verified for a 
field in Central Iowa, the field considered in this example was also assumed to be in 
the same location, with corn crop cover. The model includes the top 450 mm layer 
of soil divided into three zones, each 150 mm deep. 
This is a deterministic model based on the moisture balance equation 
MCi — A'/Cj_[ -f Precip iLat ion — {Runof fEvaporat ion — Di f f i is ion -f Drainage) 
(15) 
where A/Cj is the soil moisture-content on the day. 
The precipitation, runoff, évapotranspiration and simulated moisture-content in 
the top two layers for a period of 25 days in August 1989 are shown in Table 2.1. 
Trafiicability determination using fuzzy set theory was compared with the clas­
sification system used by Babeir (1984) for selected blocks of days in four years. A 
computer program was developed in C to perform the computations involved (Fig­
ure 2.9). The moisture-balance model was added as a separate module to keep track 
of the daily soil moisture level. Calculations were performed on a daily basis, and 
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the membership of soil moist lire-content values on each day in the fuzzy sets wet, 
moderately wet, and dry were determined. Using the three rules of inference from 
(Equation 9), the contributions of each rule to final trafRcability was pooled and the 
final trafTicability level determined by the method of moments. To compare results of 
the fuzzy set approach with those of Babeir's model, the 'maximum method' was used 
in the defuzzification of the overall contribution of all three rules. Tlie trafTicabil­
ity decision was made according to which fuzzy set had the maximum membership. 
When the maximum membership was cither in the 'trafficable' or 'less trafficable' 
fuzzy sets, the day was considered trafficable. When the maximum membership was 
in the 'untrafficable' fuzzy set or when the memberships in the 'less trafTicable' and 
'untrafficable' fuzzy sets were equal and greater than in the 'trafficable' fuzzy set, the 
day was considered untrafficalile. Table 2.2 summarizes the results of a comparison 
of the two approaches. Babeir's model classifies 10 out of these 25 days as traffica­
ble, but under the fuzzy set approach there are only four days with near absolute 
trafRcability. There is close agreement between the two approaches for days with 
moisture-contents in the low and high extremes of the range. Days 5 and 12 are traf­
ficable and days such as M, 15, 16, and 17 are untrafficable by both the approaches 
(Table 2.2). 
The benefit of using the fuzzy set approach occurs on days with a soil moisture-
content in the vicinity of the limiting value i.e on days like 8 and 13 when trafRcability 
is not well defined (Table 2.2). These days are classified as untrafficable by Babeir's 
model but the fuzzy set approach classifies them as less trafficable days with possible 
damage to soil. 
On such days in the intermediate range of trafficability, the decision to carry 
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Figure 2.9: Flow chart of the computations involved in the trafficability determina­
tion program 
out an operation should be made considering other factors such as the urgency for 
completion or importance of the operation. The implication of the fuzzy set approach 
is that the farmer can perform the operation if delay will cause greater loss than 
operating at that soil moisture-content level will. 
Further comparison with Babeir's model and the observed work days was made 
for certain periods in the years 1973 - 1976. The results are summarized in Table II. 
The fuzzy set approach yielded predictions as good as or better than Babeir's model 
in six out of the eight periods considered. Trafficability cannot be used as the sole 
criterion for deciding workability or for scheduling crop-production operations. How­
ever, it is one of the important factors that influences scheduling crop-production 
operations involving field machinery. This trafficability determination approach us­
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ing fuzzy sets was therefore developed as a part of a decision support system to 
schedule and monitor the progress of crop-production operations. 
The ability of decision support systems to make inferences from imprecise and 
uncertain inputs can be accomplished using fuzzy set theory. Thus the procedure 
suggested can aid in the process of decision making regarding scheduling or carrying 
out crop-production operations from the trafficability point of view. 
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Table 2.1; Weather and Soil Moisture data in the top two layers of the soil for a 25 
day period in August, 1989 
Day Rain Runoff Potential ET Moisture Content 
mm mm mm Layer 1, mm Layer 2, mm 
1 0.00 0.00 5.00 28.3 28.3 
2 0.50 0.00 5.00 27.0 26.8 
3 0.00 0.00 5.10 25.2 25.1 
4 0.00 0.00 3.90 23.9 23.9 
5 0.00 0.00 S.IO 21.2 21.2 
6 10.20 0.00 3.10 25.2 22.7 
7 19.00 0.00 3.10 32.9 26.8 
8 2.50 0.00 4.60 31.0 26.7 
9 0.00 0.00 4.20 27.5 26.4 
10 0.00 0.00 5.50 25.1 24.8 
11 0.00 0.00 4.00 23.6 23.5 
12 0.00 0.00 4.80 22.0 22.0 
13 13.50 0.00 2.40 30.4 23.3 
14 29.50 1.90 1.70 40.0 31.4 
15 0.00 0.00 1.00 38.8 31.5 
16 0.00 0.00 1.10 37.8 31.5 
17 0.00 0.00 1.80 36.5 31.3 
18 4.10 0.00 2.30 35.7 32.8 
19 0.50 0.00 1.20 35.9 32.0 
20 0.00 0.00 1.10 35.3 31.7 
21 0.00 0.00 2.10 34.2 31.2 
22 0.00 0.00 1.60 32.9 31.0 
23 1.50 0.00 . 1.30 32.6 31.3 
24 0.00 0.00 1.20 31.6 31.2 
25 0.00 0.00 0.70 31.2 31.1 
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Table 2.2: Comparison in terms of trafficability of Babeir's model and Fuzzy ap­
proach 
Fuzzy Set Approach 
Day Babeir's Less Un 
Model Trafïï cable Trafficable Trafficable 
1 Y 0.005 1.000 0.000 
2 Y 0.125 0.986 0.000 
3 Y 0.653 0.653 0.000 
4 Y 0.995 0.094 0.000 
5 Y 1.000 0.001 0.000 
6 Y 0.653 0.653 0.000 
7 N 0.000 0.014 1.000 
S N 0.000 0.706 0.595 
9 Y 0.067 0.999 0.000 
10 Y 0.706 0.595 0.000 
11 Y 1.000 0.045 0.000 
12 Y I.OOO 0.001 0.000 
13 N 0.000 0.906 0.294 
14 N 0.000 0.000 1.000 
15 N 0.000 0.000 1.000 
16 N 0.000 0.000 1.000 
17 N 0.000 0.000 1.000 
IS N 0.000 • 0.000 1.000 
19 N 0.000 0.000 1.000 
20 N 0.000 0.000 1.000 
21 N 0.000 0.000 1.000 
22 N 0.000 0.014 1.000 
23 N 0.000 0.027 1.000 
24 N 0.000 0.294 0.906 
25 N 0.000 0.595 0.706 
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Table 2.3: Comparison of Fuzzy Set Approach with Babeir's Model and with ob­
served number of workdays 
Period Total number Observed Babeir's Fuzzy Set 
of days Workdays Model Approach 
1973 
04/03 - 04/28 26 5 1 5 
04/29 - 05/26 28 16 9 12 
1974 
03/31 - 04/27 28 15 3 3 
04/28 - 06/01 35 14 11 12 
1975 
03/30 - 04/26 28 2 0 3 
04/27 - 05/31 35 24 11 12 
1976 
04/04 -04/30 27 15 10 11 
05/01 - 05/28 28 20 20 20 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Classifying days in the operation window as workable or not workable may lead to 
improper decisions regarding whether or not to carry out a crop-production operation. 
The procedure outlined in this paper can help determine the trafRcability of a field 
employing fuzzy set theory, which considers the relative contribution of factors leading 
to the trafRcability decision. This procedure was evaluated by comparing its results 
with those of a classical set theory based approach. For a 25 day segment the fuzzy 
set approach classified 4 days with near absolute trafRcability, 3 days with equal 
trafRcability rating in the trafficable and less trafficable and 5 days with maximum 
membership in the less trafficable fuzzy set. Whereas the classical set theory based 
approach classified 10 days as workable. 
This methodology provides a means whereby vague, commonly used expressions 
can be converted into rational numeric forms that can be used by a knowledge base 
to perform inferences. The major advantage of this procedure is the flexibility by 
which rule bases can be modified to make inferences the way human experts do. 
Fuzzy variables combined with the computational rules of fuzzy logic can be used to 
describe the way people reason and act, an essential strength for building expert or 
knowledge based systems. 
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double a_traf = 0.2, b_traf = 0.4, g_traf = 0.6; 
double b.intraf = 0.6, gl_intraf = -0.1, g2_intraf = 0.1; 
double a_notraf = -0.6, b.notraf = -0.4, g_notraf = -0.2; 
int julian_day, indexl; 
double pan_evap, rain, fin.traf, fin_int_traf, fin_not_traf; 
FILE *mois_input, *mois_output; /• Ptrs weather I/O files */ 
FILE *traf_output; /* Ptr trafficability file */ 
char m_in_file[50], m_out_file[50]; 
char t_out_fileCSO]; 
struct fuzzy_terms trafl, intrafl, notrafl, fuzzyl, fuzzy2; 
struct fuzzy_terms *main_pl = &trafl, *main_p2 = &intrafl, 
*main_p3 = ftnotrafl, *main_p4 = ôfuzzyl, 
*main_p5 = &fuzzy2; 
main_pl -> domain.low = main_p2 -> domain.low = -1.0; 
main_p3 -> domain.low = -1.0; 
main_pl -> domain_up = main_p2 -> domain_up = 1.0; 
main_p3 -> domain_up = 1.0; 
main_p4 -> domain_low = main_p5 -> domain_low = -1.0; 
main_p4 -> domain_up = main_p5 -> domain_up = 1.0; 
printf("Enter the name of the file with the weather data \n"); 
scanf ("%s", m_in_file); 
while ((mois.input = fopen(m_in_file, "r")) == NULL) 
{ 
printf("Trouble finding %s \n", m_in_file); 
printf("Re-input the name of the file with weather data \n"); 
scanf ("%s", m_in_file); 
> 
printf ("Enter the name of the file to output moisture data \n"); 
scanf ("%s", m_out_file); 
mois_output = fopen(m_out_file, "w"); 
printf("Enter name of file to output trafficability data \n"); 
scanf ("%s", t_out_file); 
traf.output = fopen(t_out_file, "w"); 
fprintf (mois.output, "The weather data read is %s \n\n", 
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m_in_file); 
while ((fscanf(mois_input, "%d %lf */,lf", &julian_day, &pan_evap, 
ftrain)) != EOF) 
{ 
mois_today = daily_moisture(&julian_day, &pan_evap, &rain); 
membGrships_mc(&mois_today, &wet_mem, &mod_wet_mem, &dry_mem); 
a_traf =0.2, b.traf = 0.4, g.traf = 0.6; 
s_fu2zy_initialize(main_pl, &a_traf, &b_traf, &g_traf); 
a.notraf = -0.6, b_notraf = -0.4, g_notraf = -0.2; 
z_fuzzy_initialize(main_p2, &a_notraf, &b_notraf, &g_notraf); 
b_intraf =0.6, gl.intraf = -0.1, g2_intraf = 0.1; 
pi_fuzzy_initialize(raain_p3, &b_intraf, ôgl.intraf, 
&g2_intraf); 
for (indexl 
domain 
domain 
main_pl • 
main_p2 • 
main_p3 • 
> 
fuzzy_union 
fuzzy_union 
fuzzy_cog 
final.traf 
fprintf 
fprintf 
= 0, domain = main_pl -> domain_low; 
<= main.pl -> domain_up; 
+= 0.01, indexl++) 
> membership[indexl][l] *= dry_mem; 
> membership[indexl][1] *= wet_mem; 
> membership[indexl][l] *= mod_wet_mem; 
(main.pl, main_p2, main_p4); 
(main_p3, main_p4, main_p5); 
(main_p5, &cog); 
(&cog, &fin_traf, &fin_int_traf, &fin_not_traf); 
(traf.output, '"/.If %lf y.if y.lf y.if y.if %lf \n", 
wet.mem, mod_wet_raem, dry_mem, cog, fin_traf, 
fin_int_traf, fin_not_traf); 
(mois.output, "%d %lf %lf %lf\n", julian.day, 
pan.evap, rain, mois.today); 
/***************************************************************** 
Functions to determine trafficability. The procedure followed 
is similar to the one in Holmblad ft Ostergaard. 1982. Control 
of a cement kiln by fuzzy logic. In: Fuzzy Information & 
Decision Processes Eds: M.M. Gupta k E. Sanchez. 
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The procedure is carried out in four steps 
1. Determine the membership of the moisture content value on 
each day in the fuzzy sets - Dry, Moderately wet and wet. 
2. For the membership values determine the contribution of 
the fuzzy sets trafficable, int-trafficable & trafficable 
3. Determine the total contribution by the union operation. 
4. Find the Centre of Gravity of the pooled contribution & 
its membership in the trafficability fuzzy sets. 
*******************************************************************/ 
#include<stdio.h> 
/* The fuzzy set definitions for moisture content and trafficability 
are based on the following values defined. */ 
Wdefine alpha.traf 0.20 
#define beta_traf 0.4 
#define gamma.traf 0.6 
#define gamraal_ltraff (-0.1) 
#define gamma2_ltraff 0.1 
Wdefine beta_ltraf 0.6 
^define alpha.notraf (-0.6) 
«define beta_notraf (-0.4) 
#define gamma.notraf (-0.2) 
«define square(x) (x)*(x) 
«define smemberl(x, y, z) 2*square(((x)-(y))/((z)-(y))) 
«define smember2(x, y, z) l-(2*(square(((x)-(z))/((z)-(y))))) 
«define area(x, y) ((x)+(y))*0.005 
extern struct fuzzy_terms{ 
double domain.low; 
double domain_up; 
double membership[205][2]; 
> ;  
extern void s_fuzzy_initialize(struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
double *alpha, double •beta, double *gammal); 
extern void pi_fuzzy_initialize(struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_p3, 
double *beta, double *gammal, double *gamma2); 
extern void z_fuzzy_initialize(struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p2, 
double *alpha, double *beta, double *gamma); 
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extern void fvizzy_union(struct fuzzy_terms *fu_pl, 
struct fuzzy_terms *fu_p2, struct fuzzy_terms *fu_p3); 
void trafficability (double *wet_mem, double *mod_wet_mem, 
double *dry_mem, struct fuzzy.terms *traf_p) 
{ 
int indexl; 
struct fuzzy_terras traf_fuzzy, int.traf_fuzzy, ; 
struct fuzzy_terras not_traf.fuzzy, dummyl.fs; 
struct fuzzy.terms *traf_pl = fetraf.fuzzy; 
struct fuzzy.terms *traf_p2 = &int_traf.fuzzy; 
struct fuzzy.terms *treif.p3 = ftnot.traf.fuzzy; 
struct fuzzy.terms *traf.p4 = ftdummyl.fs; 
double alpha, beta, gammal, gamma2, domain; 
traf.pl -> domain.low = traf_p2 -> domain.low = -1.0; 
traf.pS -> domain.low = -1.0; 
traf.pl -> domain.up = traf.p2 -> domain.up = 1.0; 
traf.pS -> domain.up = 1.0; 
traf.p4 -> domain.low = -1.0; 
traf.p4 -> domain.up = 1.0; 
alpha = alpha.traf, beta = beta.traf, gammal = gamma.traf; 
s_fuzzy.initialize(traf_pl, &alpha, &beta, ftgammal); 
beta = beta.ltraf, gammal = gammal.Itraff; 
gajnma2 = gamma2.Itraf f ; 
pi.fuzzy.initialize(traf_p2, fcbeta, fegammal, &gamma2); 
alpha = alpha.notraf, beta = beta.notraf; 
gammal = gamma.notraf; 
z.fuzzy_initialize(traf_p3, ftalpha, febeta, &gammal); 
for (indexl = 0, domain = traf.pl -> domain.low; 
(indexl < 150) && (domain < traf.pl -> domain.up); 
domain += 0.01, indexl++) 
{ 
traf.pl -> membership[indexl][1] *= *dry_mem; 
traf.p2 -> membership[indexl][1] *= *mod_wet_mem; 
traf.pS -> membership[indexl][1] *= fwet.mem; 
} 
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fuzzy.union (traf.pl, traf_p2, traf_p4); 
fuzzy.union (traf.pS, traf_p4, traf_p); 
} 
/************************************************************** 
Function final.traf to determine the final trafficability 
values of the centre of gravity of the total contribution 
of the 3 rules. 
**************************************************************/ 
void final.traf (double *cog, double *fin_traff, 
double *fin_int_traff, double *fin_not_traff) 
{ 
double alphal.ltraf, betal.ltraf, alpha2_ltraf, beta2_ltraf; 
double gammal.ltraf, gamma2.1traf; 
/***** Program segment to determine membership in not 
trafficable fuzzy set ****•/ 
if (*cog <= alpha.notraf) 
*fin.not.traff = 1.0; 
else if (*cog <= beta.notraf) 
*fin.not.traff = 1 -
(smemberl(*cog, alpha.notraf, gamma.notraf)); 
else if (»cog <= gamma.notraf) 
*fin.not.traff = 1 -
(smember2(*cog, alpha.notraf, gamma.notraf)); 
else 
*fin.not.traff =0.0; 
/**** Program segment to determine membership in 
int.trafficable fuzzy set ****/ 
alphal.ltraf = gammal.ltraff - beta.ltraf; 
betal.ltraf = gammal.ltraff - beta.ltraf/2.0; 
gammal.ltraf = gammal.ltraff; 
alpha2.1traf = gamma2_ltraff; 
beta2.1traf = alpha2.1traf + beta_ltraf/2.0 ; 
gzimma2_ltraf = alpha2_ltraf + beta.ltraf; 
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if (*cog <= alphal_ltraf) 
*fin_int_traff = 0.0; 
else if C*cog <= betal.ltraf) 
*fin_iiit_traff = smemberl(*cog, alphal.ltraf, gammal_ltraf ) ; 
else if (*cog <= gammal_ltraf) 
*fin_int_traff = smember2(*cog, alphal.ltraf, ganunal_ltraf); 
else if (•cog <= alpha2_ltraf) 
*fin_int_traff = 1.0; 
else if (*cog <= beta2_ltraf) 
*fin_int_traff = 1 -
(smemberl(*cog, alpha2_ltraf, gainraa2_ltraf ) ) ; 
else if (*cog <= gamma2_ltraf) 
*fin_int_traff = 1 -
(smember2(*cog, alpha2_ltraf, gamma2_ltraf)); 
else 
*fin_int_traff =0.0; 
/**** Program segment to determine the membership of *cog in 
trafficable fuzzy set ****/ 
if (*cog <= alpha_traf) 
*fin_traff = 0.0; 
else if (*cog <= beta.traf) 
»fin_traff = smemberl(*CGg, 
else if (*cog <= gamma.traf) 
*fin_traff = smember2(*cog, 
else 
•fin_traff = 1.0; 
} 
y************************************************************ 
Function to dermine the centre-of-gravity of the total 
contribution of the 3 rules [Ref: Surendranath & Colvin. 
1990. Trafficability determination using fuzzy set 
theory. ASAE 907553. Winter meeting, Chicago. 
The procedure involves computing the area enclosed by the 
membership function and the x-axis and determine the x-value 
at which a perpendicular to the x-axis will bisect the area. 
Area determination is by trapezoidal rule and assumes the 
alpha.traf, gamma.traf); 
alpha_traf, gaonma.traf ) ; 
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interval is 0.01 x-units. 
****************************************************************/ 
#define area(x, y) ((x)+(y))*0.01/2.0 
extern struct fuzzy_terms{ 
double domain_low; 
double domain.up; 
double membership[205][2]; 
} ;  
void fuzzy.cog(struct fuzzy_terms *fcog_p, double *cog) 
{ 
int indexl; 
double domain, total_area = 0.0, half.area =0.0; 
double dummy = 0.0; 
fcog_p -> domain.low = -1.0; 
fcog_p -> domain_up = 1.0; 
for (domain = fcog_p -> domain.low, indexl = 1; domain < 
fcog_p -> domain_up; indexl++, domain += O.Ol) 
if ((fcog_p -> membership[indexl][l] > 0.0) && 
(fcog_p -> membership[indexl][1] <= 1.0)) 
total_area += area(fcog_p -> membership[indexl-l][1], 
fcog.p -> membership[indexl][1]); 
> 
half_area = total_area / 2.0; 
for (indexl = 1, domain = fcog_p -> domain_low; domain < 
fcog_p -> domain_up; indexl++, domain += 0.01) 
{ 
if (dummy > half.area) 
{ 
*cog = domain; 
break; 
> 
dummy += area(fcog_p -> membership[indexl-l][1], 
fcog_p -> membership[indexl][1]); 
> 
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} 
j*********************************************************** 
Function to simulate daily moisture balance. Moisture balance 
is based on the following relationship also used in Babeir, 1984 
M C i  =  M C i - 1  + P - R - E - D  
where MCi is the moisture content on day i, cm for each zone. 
P is the precipitation in inches 
R is the runoff in cm 
E is the evaporation in cm 
D is the drainage quantity from each zone in cm 
The model assumes 3 zones, each 15cm thick. The pan-evap and 
rain inputs are in inches, they are converted into cm in this 
function. The moisture content of each zone is declared 
as a static variable in order to remember the previous day's 
moisture content values. 
*****»•*»***********•********+*****»***»*»*****»*•*******•*»*****/ 
^include <stdio.h> 
Wdefine field_cap 3.20 /* Field capacity .21 cm/cm */ 
double daily_moisture(int *julian_day, double *pan_evap, 
double *rain) 
{ 
double drainage, runoff; 
double evaporation, zone.evap, difference, deficit2; 
double infil_rain, deficit3; 
static double zonel.mc = 3.20; 
static double zone2_mc = 3.20; 
static double zone3_mc = 3.20; 
/**** Initializing some of the variables ****/ 
drainage = 0.0; 
runoff = 0.0; 
if(zonel_mc > field_cap) 
{ 
drainage = (zonel.mc - field_cap); 
zonel_mc -= drainage; 
zone2_mc += drainage; 
> 
•rain *=2.54; /* Conversion to cm */ 
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•pan_evap *=2.54; 
if ((*rain - 2.54) < 0.0) 
runoff = 0.0; 
else 
runoff = (*rain - 2.54) * 0.344; 
if (*julian_day <= 109) 
evaporation = 0.0138; 
else if (*julian_day < 166) 
evaporation = *pan_evap * 0.38; 
else if (*julian_day < 178) 
evaporation = *pan_evap * 0.55; 
else if (*julian_day < 196) 
evaporation = *pan_evap * 0.6768; 
else if (*julian_day < 212) 
evaporation = *pan_evap * 0.7896; 
else if (*julian_day < 227) 
evaporation = *pan_evap * 0.7224; 
else if (*julian_day < 243) 
evaporation = *pan_evap * 0.28; 
else if (*julian_day < 258) 
evaporation = »pan_evap * 0.6298; 
else if (*julian_day < 274) 
evaporation = *pan_evap * 0.47; 
else if (*julian_day < 306) 
evaporation = *pan_evap * 0.35; 
else 
evaporation = 0.0143; 
/**** ET is assumed to be drawn evenly from all 3 zones ****/ 
zone_evap = evaporation / 3.0; 
infil_rain = *rain - runoff - zone.evap; 
zonel_mc += infil.rain; 
zone2_mc -= zone_evap; 
zone3_mc -= zone_evap; 
/**** The following if <> then <> else <> portions 
are to check the drainage and redistribution of moisture 
between layers ****/ 
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if (zonel.mc > 4.00) 
{ 
difference = zonel.mc - 4.00; 
zonel.mc -= difference; 
zone2_mc +- difference; 
} 
if (zonel.mc > zone2_mc) 
{ 
difference = zonel.mc - zone2.mc; 
if (zone2_mc < field.cap) 
{ 
deficit2 = field.cap - zone2_mc; 
if (difference > deficit2) 
{ 
zone2_mc = field.cap; 
zonel.mc -= deficit2; 
> 
else 
zonel.mc -= (difference/2.0); 
zone2.mc += (difference/2,0); 
} 
} 
> 
if (zone2.mc >= zonel.mc) 
{ 
difference = (zone2.rac - zonel.mc) * 0.8; 
zone2_mc -= difference; 
zonel.mc += difference; 
> 
if (zone2.mc > field.cap) 
drainage = (zone2_mc - field.cap); 
zone2_mc -= drainage; 
zone3_mc += drainage; 
} 
so 
if (zone2_mc > zone3_mc) 
{ 
difference = zone2_mc - zoneS.mc; 
if (zone3_mc < field.cap) 
{ 
deficits = field.cap - zone3_mc; 
if (difference > deficits) 
{ 
zone3_mc = field.cap; 
zone2_mc -= deficits; 
} 
else 
{ 
zone2_mc -= (difference/2.0); 
zone3_mc += (difference/2.0); 
} 
} 
} 
if (zone2_mc <= zoneS.mc) 
{ 
drainage = (zone3_mc - zone2_mc) * 0.8; 
zone2_mc += drainage; 
zoneS_mc -= drainage; 
} 
if (zoneS.mc > field.cap) 
{ 
difference = (zoneS.mc - field.cap); 
if (difference <= 1.25) 
zoneS.mc -= difference; 
else 
zoneS.mc -= 1.25; 
> 
if (zonel.mc <0.0) 
zonel.mc =0.0; 
if (zonel.mc > 4.0) 
{ 
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********************************************************* I  
i 
: (Dui'xauoz) ujn^Bj 
! (om~eauoz 'oui'gauoz 'dui"18uoz 'uox^ejodcAa 
•jjouna 'ux?j* '„u\ j% 'j% 'j% 'j% 'j% 'J%„ )J4UtJd 
! 0 ' t  =  3 i u ~ e a u o z  
(O't < 3ui"eauoz) jx 
î q ' o  =  o m ~ £ & v i o z  
(0 0 > oui -gauoz)  JX 
! 0 ' t  =  o w ' c a u o z  
(o't < 3ui"sauoz) JX 
!0"0 = ow"2©uo2 
(0 0 > oui-^auoz) JX 
{ 
; 0 ' t  =  3 W " T 8 U 0 Z  
! ( 0 "t -  Dui"xeuo2)  =+ jjouna 
IS 
double *dry_mem) 
{ 
/» function variable declarations */ 
double alphal_mwet, betal.mwet, gammal.mwet, gamma2_mwet, 
alpha2_mwet, beta2_mwet; 
•moisture_content /= 15.0; 
/* Program segment to determine membership in wet fuzzy set */ 
if (*moisture_content <= alpha_wet) 
*wet_mem = 0.0; 
else if (*moisture_content <= beta_wet) 
*wet_mem = smeraberl(»moisture_content, alpha.wet, gamma.wet) 
else if (*moisture_content <= gsunma.wet) 
*wet_mem = smember2(*moisture_content, alpha.wet, gamma_wet) 
else 
*wet_mem = 1.0; 
/* Program segment to determine membership in moderately 
wet fuzzy set */ 
alphal_rawet = gamma.mwetl - beta_mwet; 
betal.mwet = gamma.mwetl - beta_mwet/2.0; 
gammal.mwet = gamma.mwetl; 
alpha2_mwet = gaunma_mwet2 ; 
beta2_mwet = alpha2_mwet + beta_mwet/2.0 ; 
gamma2_mwet = alpha2_mwet + beta.mwet; 
if (*moisture_content <= alphal_mwet) 
*mod_wet_mem = 0.0; 
else if (*moisture_content <= betal.mwet) 
*mod_wet_mem = smemberl(*moisture_content, alphal.mwet, 
gammal.mwet); 
else if (•moisture.content <= gammal.mwet) 
•mod.wet.mem = smember2(*moisture_content, alphal.mwet, 
gammal.mwet); 
else if (*moisture_content <= alpha2.mwet) 
*mod_wet_mem = 1.0; 
else if (*moisture.content <= beta2.mwet) 
•mod.wet.mem = 1 - (smemberl(*moisture.content, 
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alpha2_rawet, gamma2_mwet)); 
else if (*moisture_content <= gainma2_mwet) 
*mod_wet_mem = 1 - (smember2(*moisture_content, 
alpha2_mwet, gamma2 _mwet)); 
else 
*mod_wet_mem = 0.0; 
/* Program segment of determine the membership of moisture 
content in dry fuzzy set */ 
if (*moisture_content <= alpha_dry) 
*dry_mem = 1.0; 
else if (*moisture_content <= beta_dry) 
*dry_mem = 1 - (sraemberl(*moisture„content, 
alpha.dry, gamma_dry)); 
else if (*moisture_content <= gamma.dry) 
*dry_mem = 1 - (smember2(*moisture_content, 
alpha.dry, gamma_dry)); 
else 
*dry_mem = 0.0; 
> 
/************************************************************ 
Declaration of a structure for fuzzy sets. 
domain_up 6 domain.low are the upper & lower extremes 
of the domain of the fuzzy subset (support + other pts 
in the domain where the membership is zero) respectively 
membership is the array of values corresponding to 
the 100 interval points between domain.up & domain.low 
univ_discourse_up & univ_discourse_low are the upper 
& lower extremes of the universe of discourse on which 
fuzzy subsets are defined 
***************************************************************/ 
«include <stdio,h> 
«include <stdlib.h> 
«include <math.h> 
«define square(x) x*x 
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#define smemberl(x, y, z) 2 * (squareC((x)-(y))/((z)-(y)))) 
#define smember2(x, y, z) 1 - 2 * (square (((x)-(z))/((z)-(y)))) 
/* Declaration of the structure for fuzzy sets */ 
struct fuzzy_terms { 
double domain_low; 
double domain.up; 
double membership[205][2]; 
} ;  
/******** Function declarations ***********/ 
void fuzzy_concentration (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p2); 
void fuzzydraw (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_duramy_pl); 
void s_fuzzy_initialize (struct fuzzy_terms *s_pl, double *alpha, 
double *beta, double *gammal); 
void z_fuzzy_initialize (struct fuzzy_terms *z_pl, double *alpha, 
double *beta, double *gammal); 
void pi_fuzzy_initialize (struct fuzzy.terms *pi_pl, double *beta, 
double •gammal, double *gamma2); 
void pil_fuzzy_initialize (struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
double alphalpi, double betalpi, double gammalpi, 
double gamma2pi, double beta2pi, double alpha2pi); 
void fuzzy.union (struct fuzzy.terms *fu_pl, struct fuzzy.terms 
*fu_p2, struct fuzzy.tenns »fu_p3); 
void fuzzy_intersection(struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p2, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p3); 
void fuzzy_complement (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy_terms »fn_dummy_p2); 
void fuzzy_dilation (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_p2); 
void fuzzy_product (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p2, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p3); 
void dp_fuzzy_initialize (struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
double alpha, double 11, double 12, double beta, 
double gamma, double delta, double ul, double u2); 
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void fuzzy_bounded_sum (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p2, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p3); 
/**** Function declaration to initialize an 
S-membership function */ 
void s_fuzzy_initialize(struct fuzzy.terms *s_pl, double *alpha, 
double *beta, double *gainmal) 
{ 
int counterl; 
double domain, increment, dummy1, dummy2, test; 
domain = s_pl -> domain_low; 
increment =0.01; 
for(counterl = 0; domain <= s_pl -> domain_up; 
counterl++, domain += increment) 
{ 
s_pl -> membershipCcounterl][0] = domain; 
if (domain < *alpha) 
s_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 0.0; 
else if (domain < *beta) 
{ 
s_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = sraemberl(domain, 
•alpha, fgammal); 
} 
else if (domain < *gammal) 
{ 
s_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = smember2(domain, 
*alpha, *gammal); 
} 
else if (domain > fgammal) 
s_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 1.0; 
> 
/* uoTî^aunj 02TtTBT;;Tut"Az2nj"z jo pug */ 
•O'O = [T][TJ8luno3]dtqsj8qwew <- i d ~ z  
8s%e 
{ 
!((%ewwe9* 'eqdtg* 
'uTBuiop)2J8quj9UJs) - T = [t][TJa%uno3]dTqsj8qm8m <- i d ~ z  
y 
> UTBUiop) ji 8S%e 
{ 
:((TÏU]UIBS* 'Bqd%e* 
'utBUiop)iJ9qmams) -  \  =  [f] [iJa:vuuoo]dTnsj8qui8Ui <- td'z 
} 
(sïsq* > uiisuiop) jT 8s%e 
•O'T = [1] [Ta9q.unoo]dTi{saaqm8ui <- xd~z 
(TSqdXTS* > UITBUlOp) JT 
lUTBUiop = [0] [T-iaiunoD]dTqsj8qui8ui <- %d"z 
} 
(q.U8uieaDui =+ uxBiuop 
'++%j8iuno3 !dn"UTÇUiop <- td'z => utBuiop ! g = tJ8iuno3)jof 
ÎTO'O = ^ueuiajDUi 
!rtO-["UTBUIOp <- Td"Z s UITBUIOp 
!|Xuiuinp '3.U8U18JDUI 'ux-euiop e%qnop 
!%j8%uno3 q.ui 
} 
(TBuiureâ* 8%qnop 'g^aq* exqnop 
'eqd%e* 8%qnop ' i d ~ z *  suueq."Xzznj ï3nJis)8ZT%eTïTUT-Xzznj"z pxoA 
y*********************************************************** 
diijsjequieui g aqq. jo sSbuit jojjiui tb st siq^ •uoi^.ounj 
dxqsjeqwaw % Sutztx^i^tut aoj uoiiejex^sp uoi^oun^ 
**********************************************************/ 
/* uoi%3unz 8ZTxeT%TUT"Xzznj-s jo pug */ { 
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/************************************************************ 
Function to initialize pi membership. The assumption made 
here is tha the pi membership is a composite of the S & Z 
membership functions. The membership values are assumed to 
be 1.0 at the junction of S & Z i.e in between gammal 
& gamma2. 
- beta is the band-width. 
- gamma is split into gammal k gamma2 
**************************************************************/ 
void pi_fuzzy_initialize(struct fuzzy_terms •pi_pl, 
double *beta, double *gammal, double *gamma2) 
{ 
int counterl; 
double alphalpi, alpha2pi, betalpi, beta2pi, dummy!; 
double domain, increment; 
alphalpi = »gammal - *beta; 
alpha2pi = »gammal + (*gaimma2 - *gammal); 
betalpi = *gammal - (*beta/2.0); 
beta2pi = alpha2pi + (*beta/2.0); 
*gamraa2 = alpha2pi + *beta; 
domain = pi_pl -> domain_low; 
increment = 0.01; 
forCcounterl = 0; domain <= pi.pl -> domain_up; counterl++, 
domain += increment) 
{ 
pi.pl -> membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
if (domain < alphalpi) 
pi.pl -> membership[counterl][1] = 0.0; 
else if (domain < betalpi) 
{ 
pi.pl -> raembership[counterl][1] = smemberl(domain, 
alphalpi, *gammal); 
} 
else if (domain < *gammal) 
{ 
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pi_pl -> membership[counterl][1] = smember2(domain, 
alphalpi, *gammal); 
} 
else if (domain < alpha2pi) 
pi_pl -> membership[counterl][l] = 1.0; 
else if (domain < beta2pi) 
{ 
pi_pl -> membership[counterl][1] = 1 - (smemberl(domain, 
alpha2pi, *gamma2)); 
} 
else if (domain < *gamma2) 
{ 
pi_pl -> membershipEcounterl] [1] = 1 - (smember2(domain, 
alpha2pi, *gamma2)); 
> 
else 
pi_pl -> membership[counterl][1] = 0.0; 
} 
} /* End of the pi.fuzzy.initialize function */ 
/************************************************************ 
Function to print the membership function 
************************************************************/ 
void fuzzy_draH(struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_pl, FILE *outfile) 
{ 
int indexl; 
double domain, increment; 
increment = 0.01; 
for (indexl = 0, domain = fn.dummy.pl -> domain_low; 
domain <= fn_dummy_pl -> domain.up; 
domain += increment, indexl++) 
{ 
fprintf (outfile, "%f, %f \n", 
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fn.dummy.pl -> membership[indexl][0], 
fn_dummy_pl -> membership[indexl][1]); 
printfC %f \n", 
fn_dummy_pl -> membership[indexl][0], 
fn_dummy_pl -> membership[indexl][1]); 
> 
} 
/******************************************************** 
Function to determine the membership of the fuzzy set 
resulting from the union of two other fuzzy sets. The 
two fuzzy sets should be defined on the SAME UNIVERSE 
OF DISCOURSE (NOT NECESSARILY THE SAME DOMAIN) 
*********************************************************/ 
void fuzzy_union(struct fuzzy_terms *fu_pl, struct fuzzy.terms 
*fu_p2, struct fu2zy_terms *fu_p3) 
{ 
int counterl = 0, counter2 = 0; 
double domain; 
if (fu.pl -> domain.low <= fu_p2 -> domain_low) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain_low = fu_pl -> domain.low; 
for (counterl = 0, domain = fu_pl -> domain_low; 
domain < fu_p2 -> doraain_low; 
domain += 0.01, counterl++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][l] = 
fu_pl -> membership[counterl][1]; 
} 
if (fu_pl -> domain_up <= fu_p2 -> domain.up) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.up = fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain.low, counter2 = 0; 
domain < fu_pl -> domain_up; 
counter2++, domain += 0.01, counterl++) 
{ 
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fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][1] = 
(float) max (fu_p2 -> membership[counter2][1], 
fu_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1]); 
> 
for (domain = fu_pl -> domain.up; 
domain <= fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
domain += 0.01, counterl++, counter2++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][1] = fu_p2 -> 
membershipCcounter2]Cl]; 
> 
} 
else 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain_up = fu_pl -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain_low, counter2 = 0; 
domain < fu_p2 -> domain.up; counter2++, 
domain += 0.01, counterl++) 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl]CO] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl] [1] = 
(float) max (fu_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1], 
fu_p2 -> membership[counter2]Cl]); 
} 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain_up; domain <= fu_pl 
-> domain_up; domain += 0.01, counterl++) 
< 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl]CO] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl]Cl] = 
fu_pl -> membershipCcounterl]Cl]; 
} 
} 
} 
else 
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fu_p3 -> doinain_low = fu_p2 -> domain.low; 
for(counter2 = 0, domain = fu_p2 -> domain.low; 
domain < fu_pl -> domain_low; 
domain += 0.01, counter2++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter23[O] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][1] = fu_p2 -> 
membershipCcounter2][1]; 
> 
if (fu_p2 -> domain.up <= fu_pl -> domain_up) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain_up = fu.pl -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu_pl -> domain_low, counterl = 0; 
domain < fu_p2 -> domain_up; 
counterl++, counter2++, domain += 0.01) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][1] = 
(float) max (fu.pl -> membership[counterl] [l] , 
fu_p2 -> membership[counter2][1]); 
} 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain_up; 
domain <= fu.pl -> domain.up; 
counter2++, counterl++, domain += 0.01) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][1] = fu.pl 
-> membershipCcounterl][1]; 
} 
> 
else 
{ 
fu.p3 -> domain.up = fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu.pl -> domain.low, counterl = 0; 
domain < fu.pl -> domain.up; 
counter2++, counterl++, domain += O.Ol) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounter2][1] = (float) 
= [T][TJ3%uno3]dTqsjBqm3w <- ed"iîuimnp~uj 
îUTBUiop = [0] [TJ9q.unoD]dtiîSj9qui9ui <- ed~Xuiuinp"uj 
> 
(++%j8%uno3 'TO'O =+ utçuiop 
îftofux'EUiop <- 3d"Xmuinp"uj > uiïuiop 
Iftot'utbujop <- xd~iîuiu:np~uj = ui^uiop 'o = ijeaunoo) joj 
'.ttox"uxT2uiop <- xd~Xuiuinp"uj = ftox'uiçuiop <- £d~Xuiujnp"uj 
> 
(floi'UTBiuop <- 2d~Xujmnp~uj => ttox~uiçuiop <- ïd~/îujmnp"uj) jt 
fuTBuiop Bxqnop 
:0 = 2J0q.unoD 'o = tJa^unos lut 
} 
(ed~Xuiump~uj+ smaa3."iîzznj lonj^s 
'2d~jÇmump"uj* siujaq."Xzznj %3nj%s 
•-[d'Xuiutnp'uj* ï5nJïs)uoTï3esjeïu%-Xzzn2 pioA 
/************************************************************ 
• [ T  ' 0 ]  S T  
sq.9s Xzznj eqq. jo uxBmop peiunssB os%e si q.% 
(NIVWOa 3WVS 3H1 AliyVSS303N ION) SSHnOOSIQ jO 3SH3AINn 
3WVS uo psuTjep eq p%noys s^Bs iîzznj omq. am -s^as 
Xzznj jBTiq.o owq. jo uoT3.o9sa03.UT aqq. uioaj 9uT%%ns9J q.8s 
Azznj 9^3 }o dTqsjaquisui aqa euTuija^ap oq. uoTiounj 
********************************************************/ 
{ 
{ 
•[T][SJa%uno3]dTqsjaqmaw 
<- 2d"nj s [T][CJ9%uno3]dTqsjaqwam <- edTij 
.'UTBUiop = [0] [SJequnoD] dx^sjaquiaui <- ed~nj; 
> 
( T O ' O  = +  u x x î u i o p  ' + + 2 J a % u n o 3  î d n ' u x B i u o p  < -
jd'nj => uxBuiop :dn"uxBUiop <- td-R) = uxisuiop) joj 
{ 
! ( [t] [2j9q.ut\oo]dxiisj9qui9u] <- sd~nj 
' [t] [faaq.unoojdxqsjaquiaui <- td'nj) xbuj 
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fn_duinmy_pl -> membership [counterl] [1] ; 
> 
if (fn_dummy_pl -> domain_up <= fn_dummy_p2 -> domain_up) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> domain.up = fn_dumray_p2 -> domain_up; 
for (domain = fn_dummy_p2 -> domain_low, counter2 = 0; 
domain < fn_dummy_pl -> domain_up; 
counter2++, domain += 0.01, counterl++) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][0] = domain; 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][l] = 
(float) min (fn_dummy_p2 -> membershipCcounter2][1], 
fn_dummy_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1]); 
} 
for (domain = fn_dumray_pl -> domain_up; 
domain <= fn_dummy_p2 -> domain.up; 
domain += 0.01, counterl++, comiter2++) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][0] = domain; 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][l] = 
fn_dummy_p2 -> membership[counter2]Cl]; 
} 
else 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> domain_up = fn_dummy_pl -> domain_up; 
for (domain = fn_dummy_p2 -> domain_low, counter2 = 0; 
domain < fn_dummy_p2 -> domain.up; counter2++, 
domain += 0.01, counterl++) 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][0] = domain; 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membershipCcounterl]Cl] = 
(float) min (fn_dummy_pl -> membershipCcounterl]Cl], 
fn_dummy_p2 -> raerobershipCcounter2]Cl]); 
} 
for (domain = fn_dummy_p2 -> domain.up; 
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domain <= fn_dumray_pi -> doraain_up; 
domain += 0.01, counterl++) 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter1][0] = domain; 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counterl][1] = 
fn„dummy_pl -> membership[counterl][1]; 
fn_dumray_p3 -> domain.low = fn_dummy_p2 -> domain_low; 
for(counter2 = 0, domain = fn_dummy_p2 -> domain.low; 
domain < fn_dummy_pl -> domain_low; 
domain += 0.01, counter2++) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter2][l] = 
fn_dummy_p2 -> membership[counter2][l]; 
> 
if (fn_dummy_p2 -> domain_up <= fn_dummy_pl -> domain_up) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> domain_up = fn_dummy_pl -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fn_dummy_pl -> domain.low, counterl = 0; 
domain < fn_dummy_p2 -> domain.up; 
counterl++, counter2++, domain += 0.01) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter2] [1] = 
(float) min (fn_dummy_pl -> membership[counterl][l], 
fn_dummy_p2 -> membership[counter2][1]); 
} 
for (domain = fn_dumray_p2 -> domain_up; 
domain <= fn_dummy_pl -> domain.up; 
counter2++, counterl++, domain += O.Ol) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
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fn_duinmy_p3 -> membership [counter2] [1] = 
fn_duinmy_pl -> membership [counterl] [1] ; 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> domain_up = fn_dummy_p2 -> domain_up; 
for (domain = fn_dummy_pl -> domain.low, counter1 = 0 
domain < fn_dummy_pl -> domain.up; 
counter2++, counterl++, domain += 0.01) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter2][1] = (float) 
min (fn_dummy_pl -> membership[counterl][1], 
fn_dummy_p2 -> membership[counter2][1]); 
} 
for (domain = fn_dummy_pl -> domain_up; 
domain <= fn_dummy_p2 -> domain_up; 
counter2++, domain += 0.01) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fn_dummy_p3 -> membershipCcounter2][l] = 
fn_dummy_p2 -> membershipCcounter2][1]; 
} 
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PART in. 
DECISION ANALYSIS USING LINGUISTIC APPROXIMATION 
Scheduling and carrying out agricultural operations is an ill-structured problem 
requiring inferences based on incomplete and uncertain information. In agriculture, 
deciding whether or not to carry out a crop-production operation on a given day 
involves deciding between competing alternatives based on the extent to which they 
satisfy the relevant objectives. This approach to decision making has been modeled 
as a multi-objective decision problem. A modified form of the approach, suggested 
by Yager and using linguistic approximation, was developed to define a methodology 
for decision making. This approach was examined and discussed under different situ­
ations for different dates in the operation window for two farms with small and large 
machinery. Linguistic approximation provides differential weighting and expresses 
the satisfaction of objectives in their individual domains of discourse. Heuristics 
can easily be used to determine the importance and satisfaction of objectives in 
knowledge-based applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the frequently posed questions about agricultural operations is 'What is 
the best time to perform an operation?' The difficulty in answering this quosLion 
arises from the nature of the tasks. Agricultural operations are influenced by several 
factors, including weather, soil type, machinery, and crop (I^ink and Bockhop, lOG-l). 
These influencing factors are complex, dynamic, and interdependent. It is difficult 
to predict the exact response of a biological system to changes in individual inputs 
because the states attained by such a system are often the result of a combination of 
several factors. The problem of choosing the best time to carry out an agricultural 
operation is a typical example of the ill-structured problems in agriculture wherein 
inferences must be made from incomplete and uncertain information. 
The factors considered by farmers in deciding when to plant corn may include 
soil temperature at planting depth, soil condition, calendar date, acreage to plant, 
equipment size, five-day weather forecast, seed quality, and weed-control strategies 
( S wo bo da, 1990). Very little germination or growth of corn occurs until soil tem­
peratures average bO°F or higher, but the decision to plant is not necessarily made 
when the soil temperature readies 51° F, and planting does not necessarily stop when 
it reaches 49°F. The importance associated with each factor varies with time; for 
example, the condition of the seed-bed may be of greater importance than soil tein-
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perature when it is May 1 or later. 
Several approaches have been developed to handle this management problem. 
Taking into consideration farm conditions and constraints imposed upon the sys­
tem, (Link and Bockhop, 1964) developed an analytical approach to the problem of 
scheduling a system of farm field-machinery operations. The procedure consitlen-d 
a series of operations as a sequence, and scheduling was based on the probability of 
the occurrence of a sufficient number of suitable days to carry out the operations in 
the sequence. 
(Peart et al. 1970) used the project completion and selection and network-
analysis techniques to schedule crop-production operations modeled as a network. 
A modified form of (PERT) the Program Evaluation and Review Technique, cal led 
the 'Tree Network,' was developed by Link (1967) to allow a wide range of random 
variation in durations and to reduce the complexity of network analysis. 
Meyer et al. (1987) developed a region-specific Expert System to classify soil 
into tillage-management groups, suggest a tillage system based on this classification, 
and compute an estimated yield. Decision-analysis and risk- analysis procedures have 
been used in agricultural management problems. To understand the implications of 
empirical studies accumulated over twenty years, Fleisher and Robison (1987) have 
analyzed decision theory and they found means to measure attitudes towards risk. 
The simulation approach is useful in strategic planning, but most factors influencing 
crop-production operations are dynamic and require a more flexible approach. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this part are to 
model the decision process used to determine when'to carry out tillage opera­
tions as a multi-objective decision making problem and 
modify Yager's approach of multi-objective decision making to facilitate knowl­
edge acquisition for the problem. 
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MULTI-OBJECTIVE DECISION MAKING 
The problem of deciding what is the appropriate time to carry out agricultural 
operations can be modeled as a mulLi-objective decision making problem, which gen­
erally requires the choice of an alternative from a set, /Ij, of possible alternatives that 
would satisfy a set of objectives, Oj, of relevance to the problem. Several approaches 
to multi-objective decision-making using fuzzy set theory have been proposed by Zini-
mermann (1985), Yager (197S, 1980, 1981), and Tong and Bonisonne (1984). The 
procedure adopted in this study is a modified form of that suggested by Yager (1981 ), 
which is in turn a modification of that suggested by Bellman and Zadeh (1970). 
Bellman and Zadeli's Approach to Multi-objective Decision Making 
The multi-objective decision-making procedure suggested by Bellman and Zadeh 
(1970) and the modification suggested by Yager (1981) are described below. Consider 
a set, A, of alternatives in a decision making problem represented as 
A = {/Ijl i = 1,2,3,...,n}, (1) 
and consider a set, O, of objectives to be satisfied by the alternatives represented 
as 
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O = {Oj\j - 1,2,3,... ,m}. (2) 
Each objective has an associated fuzzy set representative of the levels of satis­
faction attainable by the alternatives, which are also referred to as term sets when 
expressed in linguistic forms. We can associate with each objective, Oj, elements 
of the term set for satisfaction, Oj{A), to represent the extent to which the set of 
alternatives, A, satisfy the objective, Oj. This fuzzy representation can accommo­
date criteria having subjective or objective evaluation procedures. In other words, 
objectives with satisfaction expressed as a continuum and those expressed in a binary 
form (satisfied or not) can both be handled. 
The decision function, DF, shown below can be developed for each alternative, 
indicative of how well the alternatives satisfy the set of objectives, Oj: 
The underlying idea is to choose an alternative, from A such that it satisfies 
the overall objective, '0^ and O2 and, ..., and Om>' to a greater extent than others 
do. A reasonable way of combining the objectives suggested by Bellman and Zadeh 
(1970) is by 'anding.' In the theory of fuzzy sets, the 'and' operation corresponds 
to the use of the 'minimum' operator, hence Equation 3. The best alternative is 
therefore chosen as the one that maximizes the decision function DF considering all 
the objectives. 
Yager (1981) modified the above approach to include objectives of unequal im­
DF{A) = A/in[Cli(A), 02( A ) , . . . ,  O m ( A ) ] ,  
= 0^ n Og n Og,..., n Om. (3) 
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portance by employing the relation existing between implication, negation, and union 
operations in two-valued logic: 
a —» 6 = -ifl V 6. ('1) 
With suitable definitions for implication, negation, maximum, and minimum 
operations (—>, V, and A respectively), Yager (1980) has shown this relation to be 
applicable in fuzzy set theory in which the underlying membership set is multivalued. 
Modification of Yager's Approach 
The procedure proposed by Yager (1981) maps the satisfaction and importance 
of all objectives to a common term set, as illustrated in Table 3.1. The satisfaction 
of the objectives » ^2' O3, which are shown in Table 3.1, are expressed by 
the common term set, This method of expressing the satisfaction 
of objectives imposes a restriction because objectives may be of different nature, for 
example, it would be restrictive to use the same term set to express the satisfaction of 
objectives such as cost and comfort, which are totally different. Moreover, it might be 
appropriate to express the satisfaction of objectives as a continuum for some and for 
others as two-valued (as per the classical set theory). From the knowledge acquisition 
point of view, satisfaction of objectives expressed in their own domains of discourse 
(Table 3.2) would be more easily understood than a mapping of the alternatives to 
a common term set for all the objectives. 
The modification suggested in this paper involves an additional step in deter­
mining the utility of choosing an alternative. Each objective has an individual term 
set (or fuzzy set representation), {TSj}, in its domain of discourse. The extent to 
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which each alternative, Ai, accomplishes this objective is expressed as a mapping 
from the set of alternatives, to the term set of the objective, {r5y}.' As shown 
in Table 3.2, the utility of choosing the alternative with respect to an objective is 
then a mapping of the image of the alternatives on the term set, {TS'j}, to the term 
set of overall utility, GS: 
: /L-H. {rSj}, (5) 
gj  : /(A) -4 GS, (6) 
where f(A) is the image of the elements of set A on the term set, 
The satisfaction of objectives Oj, Ogt 3,nd O3, which are shown in Table 3.2, 
are expressed by term sets in the domain of each objective, which, for the example 
in Table 3.2, are defined as follows: Term set for the satisfaction of objective 
Oi ' .S iOi )  = {r^iA;}t=l,2,3' 
02 :5(02) = {^%}t=l,2,3 ' 
O^-SiO-^)  = 2,3 
Term set for the overall utility set 
{G5m}m=l,2,3,4 = 053,0^ 4) (?) 
Referring to Table 3.2, the extent to which objective Oj is satisfied by choosing 
alternative Ai corresponds to the element TSu in the term set for 0%, i.e., : Ai 
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—*TSii. The corresponding element in the overall utility set, defined by the relation 
The importance of the objectives, determined heuristically, is expressed as a 
mapping to the global satisfaction set, GS: 
The overall utility of choosing an alternative is determined in two steps. The 
element in the term set of the objective best describing the extent to which the 
alternative satisfies the objective Oj is determined using the relations fj. The 
element in the term set for overall utility, which describes the utility of choosing this 
alternative, is then determined by the relation gj for the corresponding image of the 
alternative on the term set of the objective Oj, i.e., 
The final aggregation of the alternatives can be performed according to Equa­
tion 4 as suggested by Yager (1981), and as shown in the following equations: 
gj ,  is GS2,  i.e., gi  : f(/li) = GS'g. 
/ij : O GS = {b j }  (S) 
DF(A()  = [(-«Z»! V Oj) n (-162 V 02) n ... n (-lim V Om)] 
DF{A*)  =  Max[DF{Ai ) ] ,  
— Max i  [Min j  { -^b j  V Oj{A j^ ) ) ]  (10) 
(9) 
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Table 3.1: Example of a mapping of alternatives to satisfaction of objectives ex­
pressed by a common term set S(01) = S(02) = S(03) = {Si, S2, S3}, 
as suggested by Yager 
Alternatives S(0,) S(0,) S(Oi) 
/ll ^1 ^2 ^'l 
^2 Si  So 
^3 So So 
Table 3.2: Example showing partial mapping of alternatives to satisfaction of ob­
jectives expressed by individual term sets TS{Oy} in tlie domain of cach 
object ive Oj 
Alternatives Ol 02 O3 Overall Utility 
/^l r5n 
/ll 0^3 
^1 GSo 
^2 TSn 
^2 T^21 0:99 
M T^31 
^3 Ggg 
-^3 T^22 
/Is 
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APPLICATION 
The procedure discussed was used to decide whether to carry out a crop-production 
operation on a given day. The domain of discourse considered here includes tillage 
operations in corn production. On any given day in the operation v/indow, it is 
assumed that a farmer has the following alternatives to choose from: 
• /Ij to carry out the operation being considered if no constraints are violated; 
• A2 not work and postpone the operation, which becomes an obvious choice 
under adverse conditions; and 
• /I3 not work and skip the operation because of such considerations as soil 
damage, importance of the operation, and proximity to the end of the operation 
window. 
Tillage operations are carried out to prepare the field for planting, and thus to 
satisfy the following three objectives: 
• complete the tillage operations within the corresponding operation windows 
to avoid delaying other operations; 
• O2 prepare soil for planting. Soil preparation can be qualitatively defined biised 
on the moisture content or trafficability of soil; and 
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• Og minimize soil damage. Soil damage in the form of compaction can be related 
to the soil-moisture content and type of operation, which will determine the 
weight of machinery used. 
The suitability or satisfaction matrix is developed to show the levels to which the 
alternatives satisfy each objective. This matrix development is based on heuristics 
and therefore can be adopted in a knowledge-based environment. 
Term sets for Satisfaction and Importance of Objectives 
Individual term sets are defined for the satisfaction of each objective in their 
respective domains of discourse. For the completion objective, Oj, the nrca that can 
be covered in a day with the available machinery corresponds to 100% or 'full' satis­
faction in the corresponding term set associated with the completion objective. The 
term set for the satisfaction of this criterion is defined as {Little or none, About 1 /4, 
About 1/2, About 3/'1, Full}. Based on the weather and other prevailing conditions, 
the amount of work done can be related to one of these elements in the term set. 
The term set for the soil-preparation objective is based on qualitative definitions 
related to the moisture content at the time of operation. Soil preparation ranges 
from good to bad depending upon where in the range of dry to wet soil the value of 
soil-moisture content fits. Tillage operations carried out on a dry soil are assumed 
to result in good soil preparation; bad soil preparation is assumed to be the result 
otherwise. Satisfaction of soil-preparation objective can be expressed with one of the 
following values {None, Little, Satisfactory, Sufficient, Good}. 
The term set for the soil-damage objective is related both to the soil-moisture 
content at the time of operation and to the type of operation. An inverse mapping is 
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developed to express the satisfaction of this objective because soil damage must be 
minimized. The degree to which each alternative satisfies this objective can assume 
values from the set {No damage, Chance of being damaged, Damaged}, 
The overall utility of alternatives and the importance of the objectives are map­
pings to the term set {Lowest or none, Very low, Low, Medium, High, Very high. 
Perfect or absolute}. For each element in the term set of satisfaction of the objec­
tives, its image on the overall-utility term set is defined a priori based on heuristics. 
Some of the heuristics used to determine the importance of objectives are as follows: 
1. Prevention of soil damage is given 'Very high' or 'Absolute' importance. The 
degree of importance associated with the prevention of soil-damage objective 
is 'Absolute' when time is not a constraint for the completion of the operation 
and the degree of importance can be reduced to 'Very high' when less time is 
available. 
2. Soil preparation is generally given 'High' or 'Very high' importance generally 
and 'Absolute' importance with delayed planting. 
3. Planting and the operation preceding it are given 'High' importance; therefore, 
completion of these jobs within the window of operation is given 'Very high' or 
'High' importance. They are given 'Absolute' importance when it is past the 
operation window for planting. 
4. When considering two farms, completion is given 'High' importance for the 
farm with a greater ratio of farm size to equipment field capacity and 'Medium' 
importance for the other with a smaller ratio because the time required for 
carrying out the operation is less. 
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The term set used to express the overall utility of alternatives and the importance 
of objectives was adopted from Yager (1981). Other term sets and the relation 
between the alternatives and the elements of the term set for overall utility, shown 
in Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, were established by the authors subjectively. 
Table 3.3: Mapping f(/lj) —> GS] of levels of satisfaction in the term set for 
completion objective to the global utility set 
Term Set for Overall Utility 
Completion Objective Term Set 
Lowest or none 
Little or none Very low 
About 1/4 Low 
About 1/2 Medium 
High 
About 3/4 Very high 
Full Perfect or absolute 
Table 3.4: Mapping [§2'. f(/l^) —» GS] of the levels of satisfaction of the term set 
for the preparation objective to the global utility set 
Term Set for Overall Utility 
Preparation Objective Term Set 
None Lowest or none 
Little Very low 
Low 
Satisfactory Medium 
Sufficient High 
Very high 
Good Perfect 
The decision-making procedure is explained below, considering a large and a 
I l l  
small farm and different dates in the operation window, to demonstrate applicability 
of the procedure under different situations. Disk harrowing is considered for the 
example of two farms of about 160 and 30 ha. The 160 ha farm is worked with a 
John Deere 8450, 138 kW tractor and a John Deere 335, 10 m wide disk harrow. The 
30 ha farm is operated with a John Deere 4050, 75 kW tractor and a John Deere 115, 
4.25 m disk harrow. A computer simulation program TERMS, (TERramechanics 
Machine System), developed by Col vin et al. (1989) was used to generate the time 
required to disk the two farms. The total time required for the operation was 26 hours 
and 12 hours for the 160 and 30 ha farms, respectively. The first day considered for 
carrying out the operation was 9 April, 1990 because weather forecast information 
was collected starting on that date. The short- and medium-range forecasts obtained 
on 8 April, '90 are shown in Table 3.6. The satisfaction matrix shown in Table 3.7 
was generated using the weather information and applying some of the heuristics 
mentioned earlier. With a 70% chance for rain in the forecast, it is assumed that 
not much work can be done, and therefore the degree of satisfying the completion 
objective is 'Little or none,' the equivalent of which in the overall utility term set is 
'Very low' (Table 3.3). 
Other values in the satisfaction matrix were thus arrived at using weather in­
formation and heuristics. Because it is quite early in the operation window the 
completion objective is given 'Very high' importance rather than 'Absolute' impor­
tance. 
The decision functions for comparing the alternatives were generated as shown in 
Equation 9, using the equivalent values in the overall-utility term set corresponding 
to the extent to which each alternative satisfies the objectives (entries in parenthesis 
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in Table 3.7) and the negation of the importance of the objective (entries in the last 
row of Table 3.7). 
Ci  — Very low  ^  {Very  low I  Work ,  Very  low I  Postpone,  Very low I  Sk ip)  
Cg =  Low y  {None/Work ,  Medium!Postpone,  None/Sk ip)  
Cg =  Lowest  y  [None/Work ,  Abso lu te /Postpone,  Abso lu te !Sk ip)  (11) 
Equation 12 shows how the overall rating Cj, for the alternative to work, Ai over 
all the objectives is determined. 
Ci  =  Min { (Very low V Very low) ,  {Low V None) ,  {Lowest  V None))  
C\  =  Min {Very low,  Low,  None) ,and 
=  None (12) 
Similarly, the overall rating for the other alternatives was derived, as shown in 
Equation 13, and then the alternative of maximum overall rating was chosen for 
application, according to Equation 10, 
C =  Maximum {None/Work ,  V  ery  low !  Postpone,  V  ery low !  Sk ip)  (13) 
As 9 April is quite early in the operation window, the skip alternative can be 
neglected, and therefore the decision made for the day under consideration is not to 
operate, a reasonable choice from the weather standpoint. 
The decision-making procedure is repeated for the 4 May, 1990, assuming that 
the remaining area to be covered would require about three days and one day for 
the 160 and 30 ha farms, respectively. The summary of relevant weather forecasts 
for one week is shown in Table 3.8. The satisfaction matrices for the small and large 
farms are shown in Tables 3.9 and 3.10, respectively. Equations 14 and 15 show the 
ratings of each alternative for the small and large farms. 
Ci  =  Medium V [Medix imjWork^  Very low I  Postpone,  Very  low/Sk ip ]  
C2 =  VeryLowy {MediumjWork ,  H igh jPostpone,  None/Sk ip ]  
C3 =  Money {Medium I  Work ,  Abso lu te /Postpone,  AbsohUe/Sk ip}  
C  — Max imum{MediumjWork ,  MediumjPostpone,  NonejSk ip ]  (M)  
According to the weather forecast in Table 3.8, three days have no precipitation, 
and therefore, for the 30 ha farm, the alternatives to work and postpone have an equal 
final rating (Equation 14, which indicates that the operation can still be postponed. 
For the 160 ha farm, the fewer number of available days results in choosing the 
alternative to work with satisfactory preparation and a chance of damaging the .soil. 
= LowV {Medium/Work ,  Very low/Postpone,  Very low/Sk ip ]  
C2 — Noney {Medium/Work ,  Very lo iv /Postpone,  None/Sk ip)  
C3 =  Very low y  {Medium/Work ,  Abso lu te /Postpone,  Abso lu te /Sk ip ]  
C  =  Maximum{Medi tLm/Work ,  Very low/Postpone,  None/Sk ip ]  (15)  
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How the Model Works 
By negating the importance of an objective, all alternatives with ratings lower 
than the level of negated importance are considered equal. All distinctions between 
ratings of alternatives below the level of negated importance are disregarded. The 
more important an alternative is, the lower the negated importance is and the higher 
the levels of distinction. When the objective is less important, the high level of 
the negated importance disregards distinctions between the alternatives rated below 
this negated importance level and reduces the penalty for their failing to satisfy the 
objective. 
The importance associated with the completion-objective is relatively less for 
the 30 ha farm because there are more days available than required to complete the 
operation (Table 3.9). In the expression Cj, for evaluating the alternatives with 
respect to the completion-objective (Equation 14), the negated importance 'medium' 
of the completion objective results in disregarding distinctions between the postpone 
and skip which arc rated below this. The damage objective assigned with absolute 
importance, however, results in a negated importance of 'none'. Therefore in the 
expression C3, for evaluating the alternatives with respect to the damage objective 
(Equation 14), retains distinctions between the alternatives because all of them are 
rated above this level. 
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Table 3.5: Mapping [(/g: —» GS] of levels of satisfaction of the term set for 
damage objective to the global utility set 
Term Set for 
Damage Objective 
Overall Utility 
Term Set 
Damaged 
Chance damage 
No damage 
Lowest or none 
Very low 
Low 
Medium 
High 
Very high 
Perfect 
Table 3.6: Summary of the short- and medium-range forecasts for one week 
(Recorded on 8 April, 1990) 
Date Maximum Wind Rain General 
Temperature (m/s) Chances Remarks 
% 
9 April Aboutis 7-11 70% 
10 10-12 Cloudy 
11 10s Partly cloudy 
12 About 15 Chance of showers 
13 Around 15 
14 Above normal precipitation 
1 5 Above normal precipitation 
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Table 3.7: Satisfaction matrix of the different alternatives to decide for 9 April, 1990 
Objectives Completion Preparation Damage 
Alternatives (01) (02) (03) 
Work Little" None Damaged 
(Very low)'' (Lowest) (Lowest) 
Ao- Postpone Little Satisfactory No damage 
(Very low) (Medium) (Absolute) 
/Ig. Skip Little None No damage 
(Very low) (Lowest) (.Absolute) 
Importance (6. ) Very high High Absolute 
Very low Low Lowest 
"Levels of satisfaction in the term set of the corresponding objective. 
^Equivalent of the levels of satisfaction in the term set of overall utility. 
Table 3.8; Summary of the short- and medium- range forecasts for one week 
( Recorded on 3 May, 1990) 
Date Maximum Wind Rain General 
Temperature (m/s) Chances Remarks 
% 
4 May Around 13 '1.5-9 60 Light rain in morn 
5 18-21 Partly sunny 
6 16 
7 Around 18 
8 20s Chances of shower 
9 Below normal Above normal precipitation 
10 Below normal Above normal precipitation 
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Table 3.9: Satisfaction matrix (30 ha farm) of the different alternatives to decide 
for 4 May, 1990 
Objectives 
Alternatives 
Completion Preparation Damage 
1. Work About half" Satisfactory Chance of damage 
(Medium)^ (Medium) (Medium) 
2. Postpone None Adequate No damage 
(Very low) (High) (Absolute) 
3. Skip None Bad No damage 
(Very low) (None) (Absolute) 
Importance {hj) Medium Very high Absolute 
Medium Very low None 
"Levels of satisfaction in the term set of the corresponding objective, 
^Equivalent of the levels of satisfaction in global set of satisfaction. 
Table 3.10: Satisfaction matrix (160 ha farm) of the different alternatives to decide 
for 4 May, 1990 
Objectives 
Alternatives 
Completion Preparation Damage 
I. Work About half " Satisfactory Chance of damage 
(Medium) ^ (Medium) (Medium) 
2. Postpone None Little No damage 
(Very low) (Very low) (Absolute) 
3. Skip None Bad No damage 
(Very low) (None) (Absolute) 
Importance (6j) High Absolute Very high 
Low None Very low 
"Levels of satisfaction in the term set of the corresponding objective. 
^Equivalent of the levels of satisfaction in the global set of satisfaction. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The problem of deciding tiie best time to perform an operation has been modeled 
as a multi-objective decision problem. The decision-making procedure involves eval­
uating the subjective ratings of alternatives across the objectives. Different ratings 
were used to account for the contribution of objectives of varying importance to the 
final decision. The example discussed indicates how this methodology assigns differ­
ent importance levels to objectives depending upon when in the operation window a 
decision is to be made. 
Yager's approach to multi-objective decision making was modified by defining 
term sets in the domain of each objective. This would facilitate expressing the sat­
isfaction and importance of objectives in terms of the elements in the term set of 
each objective rather than in some common units. This would facilitate knowledge 
acquisition for the satisfaction and importance of objectives in the domain of tillage 
operations scheduling. 
The strength of this model lies in the proper definition of term sets for the satis­
faction and importance of the objectives. Heuristics play an important role, defining 
relations among the alternatives and members of the term sets. Assigning satisfac­
tion levels to term sets in the domains of the objectives would facilitate knowledge 
acquisition rather than assigning to elements of a common global utility set in a sin­
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gle step. This decision making model can be adopted with ease in decision-support 
systems. 
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APPENDIX A. COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF DECISION 
ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 
The computer implementation of the procedure described in the paper requires 
the comparison of fuzzy numbers in order to rank the alternatives. The Buckley 
(1985) and Buckley et al. (1986) approaches to rank alternatives across a set of ob­
jectives has been used in the decision support system, which is based on the fuzzy 
number representations used by Dubois and Prade (1980). Buckley's approach con­
siders ranking alternatives based on the opinion of several experts and the ranking is 
done by pooling the fuzzy rankings across the experts. 
For a given set of objectives Of., k = 1, 2, ..., k, the satisfaction of each objective 
by the alternatives /Ij, i = 1, 2, ..., m is expressed as a fuzzy number a^j by each 
expert  J j ,  ]  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n .  The experts  indicate  the importance of  each object ive Of,  
by fuzzy numbers bj^j. 
a^j and bj^j are defined as follows i j  
The general shape of the membership functions represented by and bjf^ is 
shown in Figure A.l. 
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Figure A.l: General shape of the (a//?, 7/6) membership functions used in Buck­
ley's (1985) approach 
The rankings are pooled across the experts to determine the overall ranking 
rnjf^ of alternative /Ij with respect to objective Of,. Likewise, the importance of 
objectives are also pooled across the experts to determine the overall importance 
of the objective 0/,. 
•Hk = ;^ 0 Ki ® 4 ® ••• ® 4.1 
"A; = ~ ® [('tl ® bk2 ® • • •  ® ^kn]  
where 0 refers to fuzzy multiplication and ® to fuzzy addition as defined in 
Kaufmann and Gupta (1988). 
The procedure used considers the opinion of one expert whereby the fuzzy num­
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bers representing the satisfaction and importance of objectives are obtained in one 
step. 
The final ranking of the alternatives over all the objectives was calculated 
by the approach suggested by Buckley (1985) and is given by the following equation. 
O l("h'l © '"n) ® ("h'2 O "2) ® ••• ® ® "A')) (^3) 
The fuzzy weights are divided by L so that their support lies within [0, 1|. The 
fuzzy number representations used were as defined by Kandel (1986). The procedure 
suggested by Buckley for the computation of tvj is dependent on the fuzzy number 
representation and therefore cannot be used directly for the representation scheme 
used. In order to determine the weights of alternatives for such a representation 
scheme the procedure for fuzzy multiplication G and fuzzy addition © defined in 
Kaufmann and Gupta (1988) were used. The addition of fuzzy numbers is defined as 
/VI ® b( ' )  ="  =  x+ i j  /'^(î/)))' V.%',2/, z e I I  (A.'l) 
and the multiplication of fuzzy numbers is defined as 
/M O = Vj = x.y  {min  (//^(x), f i f f i y ) ) ) ,  e R. (A.5) 
The comparison of the weights was done using the weighted sigma-count of a 
fuzzy set as defined by Kandel (19S6) in the following equation. 
^ X (A.6) 
i  
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where is the multiplicity of and np{xi) is the grade of membership of 
in the fuzzy set F. 
Program functions in the C language were developed to perform the basic oper­
ations on fuzzy sets involved in the decision making process. 
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PART IV. 
FUZZY LOGIC BASED DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR CROP 
PRODUCTION OPERATIONS SCHEDULING 
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ABSTRACT 
A fuzzy logic based program in the C computer language was developed to 
assist in deciding whether or not to carry out an operation on a chosen day. Tillage 
operations were assumed to be carried out in order to satisfy at least three objectives: 
completion within the operation window, preparation of the soil for planting and 
avoidance of damage to soil. The alternatives available to a farmer are to carry out, 
postpone, or skip the operation. The final decision, which is a choice among the 
alternatives, is made by evaluating the alternatives across the objectives taking into 
consideration the relative importance of the objectives. The factors considered for 
decision making were the soil moisture content, urgency of the operation, size of the 
farm, capacity of the machinery and labor system, weather forecast and the relative 
importance of operations. Unlike most conventional programs and expert systems, 
tliis program has provisions to accept fuzzy data as input and derive inferences. 
The program accepts background information about the farm being considered 
at the beginning of the season and evaluates the alternatives on a daily basis. The 
program was evaluated using weather forecast data collected on a daily basis for a 
cropping season and the decisions made by two farm managers regarding whether or 
not to carry out an operation. The conflict in the decision between the two managers 
made it difficult to evaluate the results of the program. It was found that the results 
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were in agreement with one manager on nearly 75% of the clays and 45% for the other 
considered. The poor agreement with the second manager was due to the distributed 
nature and larger size farm managed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Management decisions in agriculture require consideration of interrelated eco­
nomic, physical, and biological variables often difficult to predict and upon which 
little or no control can be exercised. All stages of crop production involve making 
high risk decisions from incomplete and imprecise information. Solving agricultural 
problems require judgemental and subjective logic. Experts do not always solve 
problems through equations and precise mathematical computations. The knowl­
edge gained by experience in dealing with the domain is transformed into heuristics 
which are selectively employed according to the input information. 
An expert system by definition is a computer program that can perform at 
the level of a human expert in the specified domain. Human experts, by knowl­
edge gained from experience, are capable of extending their expertise to solve non-
stereotypical problems in the domain. Knowledge representation as facts and IF < 
condition > THEN < action > rules arc often inadequate to encode the problem 
solving approach of an expert in computer form. Human experts can learn from 
new experience and enhance their expertise which most expert systems don't. The 
human experts are able to draw inferences from fuzzy inputs and do not always go 
by hard numerical data manipulations. First-order logic, which expert systems and 
conventional programs are based on, assumes that truth is two valued, true or false. 
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This logical system is too limited to be able to deal effectively with the complex­
ity of human cognitive processes. The interactions of the components of a system 
need to be understood thoroughly in order to develop an expert system. In the crop 
production domain, the interactions of the components are complex and tlifTicult 
to comprehend. Therefore, the applicability of an expert system developed for the 
crop production domain may be very limited. Analyzing imprecise data to derive 
meaningful information is an easier task using fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic. 
Modus ponens (Charnaik and McDermott, 1986), is an inference rule commonly 
used in systems based on first-order logic. As shown in Equation (1), when an 
implication exists such that a fact B may be infered when fact A is true and if fact 
A is true, by applying the modus ponens rule of inference we may infer that fact B 
is true. An example would be the implication: 'If there is smoke, then there is fire' 
and when the fact 'smoke is there' ia true, by applying (1) we may infer that there 
is fire. Modus ponens requires the propositions A and B to be crisply defined. The 
proposition B in the implication statement is identical to B in the conclusion. 
Premise : A i s  t rue 
Implication : If A then B 
Conc lus ion- .  B i s  t rx ie  (1) 
The generalized modus ponens rule of inference, may be used when it is necessary 
to characterize propositions as fuzzy sets and the identity of B's in the implication 
and conclusion needs to be relaxed. The example (2) quoted by Zimmermann (1985) 
clarifies the distinction between the modus ponens and generalized modus ponens 
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rules of inference. 
X is  smal l  
X and y are approximately equal 
y is more or less small (2) 
Such inferencing is not feasible using first-order logic which does not support 
approximate relationships. In crop production systems, the interactions between the 
components cannot always be defined precisely. Fuzzy set theory facilitates charac­
terizing and drawing inferences from imprecise propositions and relations. 
The program described is based on fuzzy logic. Factors that contribute to deci­
sion making regarding operations scheduling have been modeled as fuzzy sets. The 
generalized modus poneiis rule of inference (Zimmermann 1985) was employed to 
consider the relative contributions of the factors influencing decision making in this 
program. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this part are 
to develop a computer program to help managers decide whether or not to carry 
out a crop production operation on a given day, and 
to test and evaluate the program using weather forecast data and decisions 
made by farm managers for each day of a cropping season. 
DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM 
The choice of an appropriate tool for the program developed was made after 
experimenting with some of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) programming languages 
and expert system shells. A simplified vei-sion of the program was initially developed 
in PC-f. Attempts were made to use the C Language Integrated Production Sys­
tem (CLIPS) for this program development. One of the common difficulties faced 
while using the AI languages and shells was their lack of support for representing 
and manipulating fuzzy data. Programs developed in PC-{- were slow and memory 
consuming. The purpose of the program was to obtain background information about 
the farm being considered, and evaluate on a daily basis the alternatives: carry out, 
postpone or skip the operation. This required iterations on a daily basis, but AI 
languages and shells have little or no provision for such program control and are 
generally not suited for handling fuzzy data which require large array manipulations. 
The program was finally developed in the C programming language using Turbo C 
Version 2.0. General purpose functions were developed to perform the necessary oper­
ations on fuzzy sets like initializing fuzzy membership functions, union, intersection, 
complement, product, bounded sum etc. The source code of the program is provided 
in Appendix B. 
The program has several modules dedicated to performing different functions 
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like background information gathering, weather data collection, and evaluating the 
alternatives on a daily basis. 
Background Data Module 
During the first consultation the program prompts the user for relevant data. 
For subsequent runs it searches for a file with the background data obtained from the 
user during previous runs and uses it. This avoids repeated data entry every time 
consultation is initiated. I'hc data acquisition module consists of several specialized 
functions to gather data regarding different aspects of the farm. The program lists 
data entered and provides an opportunity to be changed at the end of the input 
session. 
The program units that constitute the data-acquisition module (Figure 4,1) col­
lect details about the farm, tillage system being followed, as well as the machinery 
and equipment available. The program provides a list of machinery and tillage sys­
tems from which a choice can be made rather than ask the user to input all the 
details. Consultation can be initiated on any date, the program determines if the 
date specified lies within the window of any of the operations in the chosen tillage 
system and proceeds to make decisions on a daily basis. 
Weather Data Module 
The end of background data gathering signals the beginning of a consultation 
that can be done daily (Figure 4.2). The program displays the current status of the 
system such as the initial moisture content of the soil and the window of operation 
in which the consultation date lies. The program prompts for expected low and high 
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Prevloua 
Data Avallabia 
Vaa No 
Prompt for 
background 
data 
Read 
background 
data 
Oltplay 
background 
data coMacttd 
No 
Change 
data Consu l t  
wodulV 
Figure 4.1: Flow of control used in gathering background information about farm, 
tillage system, machinery and equipment to be used 
temperatures, chance of precipitation, the type of precipitation (light, moderate, 
heavy rain, thunder showers, thunder storm etc.), and any general remarks such as 
sunny, clear, cloudy etc. 
The program accepts fu%%y input data for some of the weather variables. For 
example, the expected high temperature can be input as a numeric value or with a 
qualifier as 'around 70', 'mid 40', 'upper 70' etc. Similarly the precipitation chances 
can either be specified as a numerical input or in terms of words used in everyday 
conversation like slight chance, good chance, likely etc. From the weather forecast 
data the equivalent numerical representation was used for further computations. A 
'good' chance of precipitation is equivalent to 50% chance and 'likely' corresponds 
to 65% chance. This provides flexibility in data input unlike conventional programs 
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Figure 4.2: The consultation function controlling the weather data module and de-
and expert systems where the inputs are often required in numerical terms. 
Soil moisture content is a major factor which influences pre-planting operations. 
It is therefore essential to observe soil-moisture variations on a daily basis to schedule 
operations. A computer simulation model based on a simplified moisture balance 
equation developed by Babeir et al. ( 1986) was modified in order to demand minimum 
input data from the user and simultaneously make reasonable estimations of moisture 
content. Figure 4.3 shows the interaction between the selected aspects of soil and 
weather components of the system. The top 450 mm of soil, divided into three layers 
of equal thickness, v/as considered in this model. This deterministic model is based 
cision analysis module 
Water Balance Simulation Module 
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Figure 4.3; Components of the water balance model 
on the water balance equation 
A'/Cj  =  + Precip i tat ion —{Runof f  +  Evaporat ion — Di f fus ion-^ Drainage) 
(3) 
where MC^ is the soil moisture content on the i^^^ day. The movement of water 
is fully described by the rate functions that determine the quantity of water in each 
soil layer, an essential state variable of this model. The rate functions used in the 
determination of the water balance are given below: 
Runoff  = 0.344 [Precip i tat ion — 1.0) (4) 
This empirical function was estimated for Iowa corn fields by Kanwar (1981) and 
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Shaw (1963). 
The potential evaporation (PE) was calculated by means of Thornthwaite's for­
mula (1948) requiring only the mean monthly air temperature (t). The equations 
used for calculating the potential evaporation are shown below: 
with the subscripts 1,2,, 12 defining the months of the year. 
The redistribution of small amounts of soil water towards the soil surface as the 
upper layers dry up was determined using the moisture content (SM) of the layers be­
ing considered, the respective field capacity (FC) of the layers and the redistribution 
coefficient (RDC). 
the subscripts n and (n-1) refer to the layer numbers. For the conditions of a 
corn field in Ames the redistribution coefficient was assumed as 0.8 iis suggested by 
Kanwar et al. (1983). 
The draining of gravity water was calculated tissuming a drainage coefficient 
PE 
a = (0.657/^ - 77.1/^ + 1792/ + -192390)10"^ 
I  = -f-  " f "  ^3 *22 
Di f fus ion,  =  RDC | ( f^)  -  ( f^) ]  FC ( 6 )  
(DRS) of 12.5 mm.day ^ as suggested by Kanwar et al. (1983). 
Dvainagen = {SMn - FCn)DRS (7 )  
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Decision Analysis Module 
The decision analysis procedure discussed by Thangiivadivelu and Colvin (1991b) 
was implemented in this module. The computer implementation of the theoretical 
development required modifications mentioned in Appendix A of part III. Crop pro­
duction operations were assumed to be carried out to satisfy at least three objectives: 
completion of the operation within the operation window, suitable preparation of the 
soil, and avoiding soil damage. The alternatives available to a farmer are to carry 
out, postpone, or skip the operation. The extent to which the alternatives satisfy 
the objectives and the importance of the objectives were considered in the decision 
analysis procedure. 
The factors considered in deciding whether or not to carry out an operation 
include the current moisture content of the soil, weather forecast regarding precip­
itation, expected moisture content, urgency of the operation, remaining area to l)e 
covered, and machinery capacity. The resulting moisture content (Table 4.1) for dif­
ferent initial moisture contents and various levels of precipitation was used to develop 
the heuristics regarding expected moisture content. The definitions for different types 
of percipitation like light, moderate, heavy rain etc. were adopted from the glossary 
of meteorology. 
• Very light rain - scattered drops that do not completely wet an exposed surface 
regardless of duration. 
• Light rain - rate of fall varies between a trace and 2.5 m,m.l i r~K 
• Moderate rain - rate of fall varies between 2.8 to 7.6 mm.hr~^.  
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Heavy rain - rate of fall is greater than 7.6 mm.hr 
The heuristics developed from the precipitation and moisture content data in 
Table 4.1 are summarized in Table 4.2. The precipitation type and chance of precip­
itation input by the user as part of the forecast is used to determine the expected 
moisture status of soil. An example is presented to illustrate how the heuristics in 
Table 4.2 were used to forecast the expected soil-moisture status on tlie following 
day. Let the membership of the moisture content on the previous day in the fuzzy 
set dry be 0.70 and the chance of 'moderate rain' on the following day be 60%. Ac­
cording to the heuristics in Table 4,2, the final soil-moisture status is expected to 
be moderately wet. The membership function for the fuzzy set 'Moderately wet' 
^''moderately was damped by the precipitation chance (0.60) and the mem­
bership of the moisture content on the previous day (0.70) in the fuzzy set dry, using 
the definition (8) for the scalar product of fuzzy sets (Kandel 1986), The resulting 
membership functions for the other two fuzzy sets (Dry and Wet) were determined in 
a similar fashion. The final expected moisture status was determined by combining 
the three sets using the fuzzy union operation (9) and determining the centroid of 
the resulting membership function. Days in the forecast window with greater than 
a 50% chance of moderate or heavy rain were assumed not workable. A non-fuzzy 
approach was used here to avoid spurious calculations, the forecast data was used îls 
a guide to foresee if there would be better conditions later in the forecast window 
than the following day. 
(S) 
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A U ®  ^ (0) 
where fi ,\{x) is the membership of the element x in the fuzzy set A, cv is any 
nonnegative real number in the interval [0, 1], (J refers to the union of two fuzzy 
subsets, and V represents the operation of taking the maximum. 
To determine the extent to which the objectives are satisfied, elements of the 
global utility term set {Lowest, Very low, Low, Medium, High, Very high, and 
Perfect} were modeled as fuzzy sets. The membership functions of the elements 
were defined over the domain (0, 1]. The definitions of elements of the global utility 
set were modifications of the terms used by Rinks (1982) for aggregate production and 
inventory planning using linguistic variables. The membership functions arc shown 
in Figure 4.4. 
The extent to which the completion objective is satisfied by choosing different 
alternatives was based on the current and expected moisture status of soil on the 
day being considered, the weather forecast, the urgency of the operation, the area to 
be covered, and tlie machinery capacity. Satisfaction of the objective was expressed 
as one of the linguistic terms in the global utility term set shown in Figure 4.4. 
The heuristics used for determining the satisfaction of the completion objective are 
shown in Table 4.3. The precipitation forecast was included in the decision analysis 
as a bad days factor, which is the fraction of the number of days in the forecast 
window with greater than 50% chance of precipitation. The urgency of the operation 
was determined as the quotient of the time required as 8 hr days to complete the 
remainder of the operation and the number of days in the operation window. 
The heuristics used for determining the satisfaction of the damage and prepara­
/ 
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tion objectives are shown in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. Satisfaction of both these objectives 
was also based on the factors considered for the completion objective. 
The satisfaction of the soil damage objective was considered in the negative 
sense. Absolute satisfaction of the damage objective is realized when least or no 
damage is caused by choosing the alternative and vice versa. The importance of 
the objectives were generally higher for planting and the operation just preceeding 
it. Thus heuristics were established to determine the satisfaction and importance of 
objectives. The final rating of the alternatives and their comparison was based on 
the procedure presented in Appendix A of part III. 
Decision Making 
The satisfaction of the objectives was assumed to be lowest for the worst case 
scenario and perfect for the best. For example, when the water content of soil has 
maximum membership in the dry fuzzy set and when there are lesser days available 
than what is required for completion within the operation window, the 'work' alter­
native satisfies the completion objective to the maximum extent i.e. 'perfect'. When 
employing the heuristics in deciding the satisfaction of the objectives, the member­
ship of the moisture content in the corresponding moisture content fuzzy sets (Wet, 
Moderately wet, and Dry) was taken into account. Figure 4.5 shows the satisfaction 
of the completion objective by choosing the alternative 'work' when the moisture 
content is 38%. The membership function of the element in the global utility term 
set corresponding to this situation, i.e., 'Very high' was damped by the member­
ship value of the moisture content in the fuzzy set 'Moderately wet'. Similarly the 
satisfaction and the importance of the other objectives were determined as fuzzy sets. 
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Fuzzy product and fuzzy bounded sum operations, as defined by Zimmermanti 
(1985), were employed to determine the overall ratings of the alternatives, 
^skip^ ^postpone «across all the objectives (11) from the satisfaction (SC, SD, 
and SP) and importance (IC, ID, and IP) of objectives. The fuzzy sets thus obtained, 
were compared using the weighted sigma count (WSC) of a fuzzy set, determined as 
shown in Equation (10). The alternative with the maximum weighted sigma count 
was chosen as the best alternative (14). 
^  =  E ( 1 0 )  
i  
where is the membership of the element xj in the fuzzy set A. 
Ôwork = ^ 0 O IC)  © {SDiu O ID)  ® (SPtu G IP)}  
Ôskip =  ^ 0 { (SCs O IC)  © (SDs O ID)  © {SPs O IP)}  
Ô p o s t p o n c  =  I  O  { ( S C p  0  I C )  ®  ( S D p  Q  I D )  ®  { S P p  Q  I P ) }  ( 1 1 )  
where O and © are the fuzzy product and fuzzy bounded sum operations respec­
tively (12, 13) as defined by Kaufmann and Gupta (1988) 
© 5(2) = v. = x+y {min i f i^ ix) ,  p^ iy)) ) ,  Vx,j/,5 c R. (12) 
/M O = Vr = X.1J (mm {n^{x), fi^iy))), Vz,y,3 e R. (13) 
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WSCfoslpme -  Ç''(5p„s(p„„e<-^'i)"^^> <'•'' 
where (.rj is the membership of the element x:  in the fuzzy set Ô, 
^ loork 
Program Evaluation 
To evaluate the program, a 40 ha (100 acres) farm in the Ames area under corn 
production was considered. Collection of forecast data was started during March 
1990. The tillage systems considered for testing the program were spring mold board 
plowing tillage system, spring disking, and no-till planting. The operation window 
dates were assumed as default when the user does not specify different dates. The 
operations may be started earlier or later than the starting date of the operation 
window. The tillage system, machinery and equipment details are shown in Table 4.6. 
It is assumed in this program that consultation is made at the end of the day to decide 
whether or not to carry out an operation on the following day. 
At the beginning of the consultation (Table A.I), the soil moisture-content was 
set at saturation level (0.4044 mm.mm~^) to account for the moisture added to soil 
by precipitation during the piiat winter. Although no precipitation was in the forecast 
for of April, the program recommends postponing the operation because working 
at a high soil moisture-content is liable to damage the soil. The decision for April 
3"^ was to carry out the operation because the soil had dried and no precipitation 
was forecast for the following three days. 
The program was run for the entire spring tillage season of 1990 using weather 
forecast data collected every day in that season and the actual weather data. The 
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results were compared with the decisions made by two farm managers in the local 
area. The program results and the decisions made by the farm managers (Table A.l) 
suggest that if the number of days required to carry out the operations are more, 
the com;)letion of the operations would be seriously affected. Table 4.7 shows the 
number of days in the window of each operation, number of days required for the 
operation and the number of days workable according to the program and the two 
managers. There was agreement between the decisions made by the program and one 
of the farm managers for nearly 75% of the days considered. A pcrfect agreement 
may not be expected, as differences were observed even betwœn the decisions of the 
two managers. There could be several reasons for this disagreement. The size of the 
farms managed, their way of considering urgency or importance of the operations, 
and expertise in handling the weather forecast etc. vary between individuals. Farm 
manager 2 managed a larger and distributed area, therefore it w;us possible for him 
to work in one location wlieii the others may have been rained out. The agreement 
in decision with one of the managers was for 75% of the days considered and for 45% 
of the days with the other, managing a larger farm. 
Another set of comparison was made for two other farms (80 and 120 ha large) 
using the same set of machinery set as for the 40 ha farm (Table 4.0), to test the 
performance at different urgency levels. The results arc shown in Table 4.8. For 
the larger farms (SO and 120 ha) the program recommended operating on additional 
days with relatively higher moisture content due to the greater urgency of operations. 
There was no difference between the number of days suggested as favourable for the 
SO and 120 ha farms because completion of most of the operations was feasible within 
the respective operation windows. 
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Frequent rains interrupted tillage operations during spring 1990 leaving not 
enough days to plow farms larger than 80 ha. Rain showers were so distributed 
during the season that soil remained wet on most of the days. Spring plowing was 
the most affected as the farm size was increased. 
'lablc l.l: Tlic membership values of the iiiilial and final moislure content values 
in the moisture content fuzzy sets: Dry, Moderately wet, and Wet 
Precipitation Initial Membership Final Membership 
mm Moisture Wet Moderately Dry Moisture Wet Moderately Dry 
mm/mm w.et mm/mm wet 
l.l 0.3466 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.3420 0.000 0.000 LOGO 
•2.6 0.3000 
7.G 0.3807 , 0.000 0.986 0.014 
1.1 0.;{800 0.000 0.968 0.032 0.3460 0.000 0.907 0.093 
2.6 0.3873 0.262 0.738 0.000 
7.6 0.4044 1.000 0.000 0.000 
1.1 0.1044 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.4044 1.000 0.000 0.000 
2.6 0.4044 
7.6 0.4044 
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Table 4.2: Heuiistics used to determine the expected moisture status of soil for 
different intial states and precipitation levels 
Initial Precipitation Resultant 
State r^evel State 
Wet Very light Wet 
Light Wet 
Moderate Wet 
Heavy Wet 
Moderately wet Very light Moderately wet 
Light Moderately wet 
Moderate Wet 
Heavy Wet 
Dry Very light Dry 
Light Dry 
Moderate Moderately wet 
Heavy Wet 
Membership value 
iHK 
0.0# 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
Lowest 
+•• Very low 
^ Low 
-3- Medium 
High 
-0— Very high 
Perfect 
co 
Fi'furr LI: Mcnil>crslii|) fiiiiclioiis of Uic clciiicnls in tlic global iitilily Icnii set 
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Table 4.3: Heuristics used for determining the satisfaction of the completion objec­
tive by choosing different alternatives 
Expected Urgency Alternative Satisfaction 
Moisture of completion 
Status objective 
Wet Work Very low 
Urgent Skip Very low 
Postpone Very low 
Not urgent Skip Lowest 
Postpone Lowest 
Moderately wet Urgent Work Very high 
Skip Lowest 
Postpone Lowest 
Not urgent Work Medium 
Skip Lowest 
Postpone Very low 
Dry Urgent Work Perfect 
Skip Lowest 
Postpone Lowest 
Not urgent Work Very high 
Skip Lowest 
Postpone Lowest 
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Table 4.4: Heuristics used for determining tlie satisfaction of the damage objecti\'c 
by choosing different alternatives 
Expected Urgency Bad days Alternative Satisfaction 
Moisture factor of completion 
Status objective 
Wet Work 
Skip 
Lowest 
Perfect 
Urgent <0.5 Postpone Medium 
>0.5 Postpone Lowest 
Not urgent <0.5 Postpone Medium 
>0.5 Postpone Low 
Moderately wet Work 
Skip 
High 
Perfect 
Urgent <0.5 Postpone Medium 
>0.5 Postpone Lowest 
Not urgent <0.5 Postpone Medium 
>0.5 Postpone Low 
Dry Work 
Skip 
Perfect 
Perfect 
Urgent <0.5 Postpone Medium 
>0.5 Postpone Low 
Not urgent <0.5 Postpone Low 
. 
>0.5 Postpone Very low 
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Table 4.5: Heuristics used for determining the satisfaction of the preparation objec­
tive by choosing different alternatives 
Expected Urgency Bad days Alternative Satisfaction 
Moisture factor of completion 
Status objective 
Wet Work Lowest 
Skip Lowest 
Urgent <0.5 Postpone Low 
>0.5 Postpone Very low 
Not urgent <0.5 Postpone High 
>0.5 Postpone Medium 
Moderately wet Work Medium 
Skip Very low 
Urgent <0.5 Postpone Very low 
>0.5 Postpone Lowest 
Not urgent <0.5 Postpone Medium 
>0.5 Postpone Very low 
Dry Work Perfect 
Skip Lowest 
Urgent <0.5 Postpone Very low 
>0.5 Postpone Lowest 
Not urgent <0.5 Postpone Very low 
>0.5 Postpone Lowest 
Table 4.6: Tillage system and equipment details used for program verification 
Operation Equipment 
Speed Start End Width Unit draft 
Name (kmph) date date (m) kN/m 
Moldboard plowing 7.24 4/01 4/15 2.0 7.40 
Disk harrowing 8.05 4/15 4/25 5.0 2.05 
Spike tooth harrowing 10.06 4/25 4/30 5.0 1.00 
Row planter 7.24 5/01 5/10 4.5 0.63 
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Membership value 
Medium 
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 Membership applied 
to the dsolslon 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.1 
X 
Figure «1.5: The satisfaction of the completion objective by choosing the alternative 
'work', damped by the membership of the moisture content in the fuzzy 
set: Moderately wet 
Table 4.7: Number of days required and available for the operations according to 
the program and the two farm managers 
Number of days S hr days Number of days available 
Operation in window required Program Manager 1 Manager 2 
Moldboard plow 15 3.0 3 3 9 
Disk harrowing 10 1.5 2 5 6 
Field cultivating 5 1.0 3 3 3 
Planting 10 2.0 3 4 5 
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Table 4.8: Program results for 3 ctiffercnL farms at different urgency levels compared 
with Crop and Livestock Reporting Service (CIjRS) data (1990) 
Week 
ending 
Number of days favorable 
CLRS Program results 
100 acres 200 acres 300 acres 
April 6 6.0 0 I 1 
13 4.8 3 3 3 
20 4.1 0 0 0 
27 6.1 4 5 5 
May 4 4.1 2 2 2 
11 3.8 1 2 2 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A program to evaluate feasible alternatives in scheduling crop production oper­
ations was developed using the C programming language. In solving farm manage­
ment problems such as scheduling crop production operations tliere is need to use 
judgemental knowledge and infer from imprecise or fuzzy input. The programming 
languages experimented with had no provision for handling fuzzy input data, there­
fore, the C programming language was chosen and program units to perform the 
operations on fuzzy sets involved in the decision analysis procedure were developed. 
Deciding whether or not to carry out an operation Wtis based on the urgency of 
the operation, moisture status of the soil, short term weather forecast, and the field 
capacity of the equipment used. The lack of an established procedure to evaluate 
such programs was an obstacle for the evaluation phase of this study. The program's 
analysis of the alternatives for every day in the spring tillage season of the year 1990 
was compared with the decisions made by two farm managers regarding field work. 
For 75% of the clays considered the results of the program were in agreement with the 
decisions of one of the farm managers and for 45% of the period with the other. For 
.3 farms with operations at different urgency levels the number of days recommended 
by the program for working was compared with the Crop and Livestock Reporting 
Service data on weekly ba,sis. For larger farms the program recommended working on 
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additional days to account for the greater urgency levels. Frequent rains interrupted 
the operations and not enough days were available for spring plowing during the year 
1990. 
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APPENDIX A. PROGRAM EVALUATION RESULTS 
Table A.l: Decision made by the program compared with the decisions of the two 
farm managers 
Decision of Precipitation Moisture con ( (.mi 
Date Program Farm Manager 1 Farm Manager 2 (in) (mm/150niin) 
31 Mar 0.08 60.7 
01 Apr Postpone Not work Work 0.00 60.6 
02 Postpone Not work Work 0.00 60.2 
03 Postpone Not work Work 0.00 59.7 
04 Postpone Not work Work 0.00 59.2 
05 Postpone Not work Work 0.00 59.1 
06 Postpone Not work Work 0.00 5S.7 
07 Work 0.00 58,2 
08 Work 0.00 57.9 
09 Work Tried to work Work 0.24 57.6 
10 Postpone Not work Not work 0.14 60.6 
11 Postpone Work Work 0.00 60.6 
12 Postpone Work Work 0.00 60.6 
13 Postpone Not work Work 0.24 60.2 
M Postpone 0.07 60.6 
15 Postpone 0.09 60.6 
16 Postpone Not work Work 0.04 60.6 
17 Postpone Work Work 0.00 60.6 
IS Postpone Work Work 0.00 60.6 
19 Postpone Not work Not work 0.15 60.6 
20 Postpone Not work Not work 0.07 60.6 
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Table A.l (Continued) 
Decision of Precipitation Moisture coiitrMil 
Date Program Farm Manager 1 Farm Manager 2 (mm) ( % )  
21 Postpone 0.00 60.2 
22 Postpone 0.00 60.0 
23 Postpone Work Work 0.00 .59.6 
24 Work Work Work 0.00 50.1 
25 Work Work Work 0.00 58.6 
26 Work Work Work 0.00 58.1 
27 Work Work Work 0.46 58.1 
28 Postpone 0.48 60.6 
29 Postpone 0.02 60.6 
30 Apr Postpone Not work Work 0.00 60.6 
01 MayPostpone Work Work 0.00 60.6 
02 Work Work Work 0.00 .59.7 
03 Work Work Work 0.02 59.5 
04 Postpone Not work Not work 0.53 59.3 
05 Postpone 0.03 60.6 
06 Postpone 0.00 60.6 
07 Postpone Not work Work 0.00 59.8 
OS Work Work Work 0.00 58,9 
09 Postpone Not work Not work 1.95 58.6 
10 Postpone Not work Not work 0.00 58.2 
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APPENDIX B. FUZZY LOGIC BASED PROGRAM FOR CROP 
PRODUCTION OPERATIONS SCHEDULING 
/***** 
FILENAME: MAIN.ACQ 
Function: Main() 
*****/ 
mainC) 
{ 
int data_ready; 
extern int prev.dataO; 
extern void consult(); 
clrscr 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
getch 
clrscr 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
) ;  
1, 5); 
• " ) ;  
1, 7); 
"A FUZZY LOGIC BASED PROGRAM TO SCHEDULE " 
"AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS") ; 
10, 9); 
"Thangavadivelu, S. and T.S. Colvin"); 
1 0 ,  2 0 ) ;  
"Press any key to continue "); 
) :  
) ;  
1, 5); 
1, 7); 
" This program helps you decide whether or " 
"not to carry out tillage operations on a given 
"day. The user will be prompted for background 
"information about farm, machines used, tillage 
"system followed etc. When available a list of 
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"choices are provided rather than input all the " 
"data. The program will proceed to determine " 
"on a daily basis whether or not to carry out " 
"the operation on the following day."); 
gotoxy (1, 20); 
printf ("Press any key to continue "); 
getch 0: 
clrscr 0; 
data.ready = prev_data(); 
consult(); 
if ( !data_ready) 
printf("\n Previous data available \n") ; 
else 
printf("\n No previous data read \n"); 
> 
#define tractor_file "tractors.dat" 
#define tillsys_file "tillsys.dat" 
#define field_cap 58.41 
«define EOL '\r' 
#define square(x) (x)*(x) 
«define smemberl(x, y, z) 2*square(((x)-(y))/((z)-(y))) 
«define smember2(x, y, z) l-(2*square(((x)-(z))/((z)-(y)))) 
«define area(x, y) ((x) + (y))*0.001 
typedef int LOGICAL; 
struct farm.s { 
char farm_nameC30]; 
char location[30]; /* Location to tie up weather */ 
double size; /* data file, size of farm - acres */ 
} ;  
struct machinery_s { 
char mc_name[30]; 
double hp; 
LOGICAL mc_status; 
} ;  
struct fuzzy.terras { 
double domain_low; 
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double domain_up; 
double membership[150] [2]5 
} ;  
struct operation.s { 
char opern_id[30]; 
double time.reqd; /* Time required for the operation in */ 
float speed; /* hours, speed is the rate at which */ 
char equip_id[30]; /* the operation is carried out */ 
double equip.eff_width; 
double equip_draft; 
struct date oper_start; 
struct date oper_end; 
} ;  
struct tillage_sys_s { 
char till_sys_id[30] ; /* maximum number of opems in */ 
int no_operns; /* tillage sys is limited to 10 */ 
struct operation.s oper_list[10]j 
>: 
struct w_data_s { 
struct date today; 
char hi_temp_qual[25]; 
double hi.temp; 
char lo.temp.qual[25]; 
double lo.temp; 
char precip_qual[25]; 
char precip_type[25]; 
char p_chans_qual[25]; 
float precip.chans; 
float wind.speed; 
char gnl_rem[25]; 
struct os_code { 
int no_of_oper; 
int cur_oper; 
double days_in_window; 
double days_for_oper; 
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LOGICAL next_ready; 
int next_oper; 
} oper_status = {0, 0, 0.0, 0.0, 0, 0}; 
/***** DECLARATION OF GLOBAL VARIABLES *****/ 
struct farm_s farml; 
struct machinery.s raachinel; 
struct tillage_sys_s tillsysl; 
struct farm.s *fm_p = ftfarml; 
struct machinery.s *mc_p = ftmachinel; 
struct tillage_sys_s *ts_p = fttillsysi; 
struct ffblk file_info; 
struct w_data_s wdata[103; 
struct w_data_s *wd_p = &wdata[0]; 
struct fuzzy.terms wet_fs, mwet_fs, dry_fs; 
struct fuzzy_terms *wetp = &wet_fs, *mwetp = &mwet_fs; 
struct fuzzy_terms *dryp = &dry_fs; 
char *test_val = "other", *YES = "yes", *ND = "no"; 
int no_rain =0; /* No of consecutive no rain days */ 
static double zonel.mc = 58.41; /* MC = 58.41 mm */ 
static double zone2_mc =58.41; /* in each 150 mm layer */ 
static double zone3_mc = 58.41; 
LOGICAL trip_switch = 0; 
double alpha_wet = 0.3819, beta.wet = 0.3894, gamma_wet = 0.3969; 
double gajnma_mwetl = 0.3819, gamma_mwet2 = 0.3819; 
double beta.mwet = 0.015; 
double alpha_dry = 0.3669, beta_dry = 0.3744, gamma.dry = 0.3819; 
double lowesta = 0.1, lowestb = 0.125, lowestc = 0.20; 
double verylowcl = 0.125, verylowc2 = 0.125, verylowb = 0.125; 
double lowcl = 0.25, lowc2 = 0.25, lowb = 0.25; 
double mediumcl = 0.5, mediurac2 = 0.5, mediumb = 0.25; 
double highcl = 0.75, highc2 = 0.75, highb = 0.25; 
double veryhighcl = 0.875, veryhighc2 = 0.875, veryhighb = 0.125; 
double perfects, = 0.80, perfectb = 0.875, perfectc = 0.95; 
/***** FUNCTION DEFINITIONS *****/ 
int prev.dataO; 
void data_display(); 
void multi_choice(char input[133]); 
void power.check (LOGICAL match, int prob.equip); 
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void farm_info(); 
void rac_info(); 
void tillsys_info(); 
void oper.timeO; 
int getline (char lined, int max); 
void weather.data (); 
void incr_date (int i); 
char *user_choice(char *fname); 
char *file_read_display(char *file^name); 
float unscramble_t (char qual[25], char line[133], int max_c); 
void unscramble.p (char qual[25], char p_type[25], 
char input[133], int max); 
LOGICAL str_chk (char in_str[133], char c, int max_c); 
void weather_data (int indexl); 
void stodate (char s[l33], char *temp_mon, char *temp_day, 
int *temp_year); 
int date_julday (struct date tempi); 
int find_op_win (int indexl); 
void daily_moisture(int month, double prev.mois, 
double rain); 
extern void memberships.mc (double *moisture_content, 
double *wet_mem, double *mod_wet_mera, 
double *dry_mem); 
void to.lower (chair input [133], int max); 
void unscramble_p_chans (char dum_line[133], int max_ch, 
int count); 
void decision.maker (double bad_factor); 
void soil_status_analyzer (double *wet, double *mod_wet, 
double *dry); 
extern void s_fuzzy_initialize (struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
double *alpha, double *beta, double *gamma1, double increment); 
extern void pi_fuzzy_initialize (struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_p3, 
double *beta, double *gammal, double *gamma2, double increment); 
extern void z_fuzzy_initialize (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p2, 
double •alpha, double *beta, double *gamma, double increment); 
extern void fuzzy_union (struct fuzzy.terms *fu_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fu_p2, struct fuzzy_terms *fu_p3); 
extern void fuzzy_union_inc (struct fuzzy_terms *fu_pl, 
struct fuzzy_terms *fu_p2, struct fuzzy_terms *fu_p3, 
double inc); 
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extem void fuz2y_inter_inc (struct fuzzy_tenns *fu_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fu_p2, struct fuzzy_terms *fu_p3, 
double inc); 
extern void mois_cog (struct fuzzy.terms *mcog_p, double *mcog); 
extern void final_mois (double fcogmois, double *fin_dry, 
double *fin_mwet, double *fin_wet); 
extem void satis_completion (double res_dry, double res.mwet, 
double res_wet, double bad_factor, struct fuzzy_terms *cworkp, 
struct fuzzy_terms *cskipp, struct fuzzy_terms *cpostp); 
extem void satis_damage (double res_dry, double res_rawet, 
double res_wet, double bad_factor, struct fuzzy_terms *dworkp, 
struct fuzzy_terms *dskipp, struct fuzzy^terms •dpostp); 
extern void satis_prep (double res.dry, double res.mwet, 
double res_wet, double bad_factor, struct fuzzy.terms *pworkp, 
struct fuzzy.terms *pskipp, struct fuzzy.terms *ppostp); 
extern void importance (double bad_factor, struct fuzzy_terms *icp, 
struct fuzzy_terms *idp, struct fuzzy.terms •ipp); 
extern void scalar.prod (struct fuzzy_terms *sp_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *sp_p2, double sp_inc, double sca.val); 
extern void zero.initialize (struct fuzzy.terras *dum_fs, 
double incr); 
extern double wtd_sig_count (struct fuzzy.terms *finputp, 
double inc); 
extern void fuzzy.product (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy.pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy.p2, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_p3, 
double inc): 
extern void fuzzy.bounded.sum (struct fuzzy.terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn.dummy_p2, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fn.dummy.pS, 
double increment); 
extern double final.rating (double b.factor, 
struct fuzzy.terms *cp, 
struct fuzzy.terms *dp, struct fuzzy.terms *pp); 
/***** INCLUDE FILES *****/ 
«include <stdio.h> 
«include <dir.h> 
«include <stdlib.h> 
«include <math.h> 
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#include <ctype.h> 
#include <dos.h> 
#include <conio.h> 
#include "declare.c" 
#include "set2.c" 
/***** 
Function to determine if data has been stored already. 
If so read all the information aind fill up the slots in the 
structures. The function expects to read from the files 
"previous.dat" and "prevoper.dat". RETURN VALUE: The function 
returns the value of 'found', a LOGICAL variable when found 
is zero, previous data file exists amd when it is not zero 
previous data file does not exist. 
*****/ 
int prev_data() 
{ 
extern char *file_read_display(char *file_name); 
extern void farra_info(); 
extern void mc_info(); 
extern void tillsys_info(); 
extern void power_check(LOGICAL match, int prob.equip); 
extern void data_display(struct farm_s *fml_s_p, 
struct raachinery.s *mcl_s_p, 
struct tillage_sys_s *tsl_s_p); 
int found, index, i, match, il, problem = 0, tempi = 0; 
int temp2 = 0 ; 
int temp3 = 0, temp4 = 0, temp5 = 0, temp6 = 0; 
LOGICAL test = 0; 
FILE *pdfl_p, •popsfl.p; 
/************************************************************** 
When the file previous.dat is found the slots in structs 
defined for the farm, machinery, tillage system are filled. 
The data for the operations are read from the file 
prevoper.dat 
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if ((found = findfirst("previous.dat", &file_info, 0)) == 
{ 
pdfl.p = foponC'previous.dat", "r"); 
fscanf (pdfl.p, '"/.s %s %lf %8 %lf %d %s %d", 
6fm_p -> farmjname, &fm_p -> location, 
Afarml.size, &mc_p -> mc.name, ftmachinel.hp, 
ftmachinel.mc.status, ftts.p -> till_sys_id, 
fttillsysl .no_opems) ; 
fclose(pdfl_p); 
/************************************************************ 
For the number of the operations - no.operns read from 
the previous.dat file the data are collected from 
prevoper.dat file 
*************************************************************/ 
popsfl.p = fopen("prevoper.dat", "r"); 
for (index = 0; index < ts_p -> no_operns; index++) 
{ 
fscanf(popsfl_p, 
"%s %lf %f %s %lf '/.If %d %d %d %d %d %d", 
&ts_p -> oper.list[index].opern_id, 
fttillsysl.oper_list[index].time_reqd, 
fttillsysl.oper_list[index].speed, 
ftts_p -> oper.list[index].equip.id, 
fttillsysl.oper.list[index].equip.eff.width, 
fttillsysl.oper.list[index].equip.draft, 
fttempl, fttemp2, fttemp3, &temp4, fttempS, 
fttempG); 
ts_p->oper_list[index].oper.start.da.mon = tempi; 
ts.p->oper.list[index].oper.start.da.day = temp2; 
ts.p->oper_list[index] .oper.steurt .da.year = temp3; 
ts_p->oper_list[index].oper.end.da.mon = temp4; 
ts_p->oper_list[index].oper.end.da.day = temp5; 
ts.p->oper.list[index].oper.end.da.year = temp6; 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
farra_info(); 
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mc_info(); 
tillsys_info(); 
} 
power_check (test, problem); 
data_display(fm_p, mc_p, ts.p); 
return(found); 
} 
/***** 
Function segment to display the data acquired from the user 
or from previous run and prompt for selecting items to be 
chemged. This function will be called from the "prev_data" 
function. 
*****/ 
void data.displayO 
extern void multi_choice(char input[133]); 
int indexl = 1, index2, max = 133, dummy; 
char chg_items[133]; 
clrscr (); 
gotoxy (3, 3); 
printf ("%d. Name of the field;", indexl); 
gotoxy (60, 3); 
printf ("%s", fm_p -> farm.name); 
gotoxy (6, 4); 
printf ("Location of %s:", fm_p -> farm.name); 
gotoxy (60, 4); 
printf ("%s", fm_p -> location); 
gotoxy (6, 5); 
printf ("Size of %s: ", fm_p -> farm.name); 
gotoxy (60, 5); 
printf ("%10.llf", fm_p -> size); 
indexl++; 
gotoxy (3, 7); 
printf ("%d. Tractor used for tillage operation:", indexl); 
gotoxy (60, 7); 
printf ("%s", mc_p -> mc_narae); 
gotoxy (6, 8); 
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printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
indexl++ 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
gotoxy 
printf 
"The horsepower of %s is:", mc_p -> inc_name) ; 
6 0 ,  8 ) ;  
"%5.llf", mc_p -> hp); 
6, 9); 
"Availability status of %s is:", mc_p -> mc.name); 
60, 9); 
"%d", tnc_p -> mc.status) ; 
3, 11); 
"%d. Tillage system followed: ", indexl); 
6 0 ,  1 1 ) ;  
"%s", ts_p -> till_sys_id); 
6 ,  1 2 ) ;  
"Number of operations in %s: ", ts_p -> till_sys_id); 
60 ,  12 ) ;  
"%d", ts_p > no_operns) ; 
6, 13); 
"The list of operations in %s: ", ts_p -> till_sys_id); 
1, 15); 
"OPERATION TIME REQ. SPEED EQUIPMENT 
"WIDTH DRAFT START END"); 
for (index2 = 0; index2 < ts_p -> no_operns; index2++) 
{ 
gotoxy (1, index2+16); 
printf ("%s", ts_p -> oper_list[index2].opern.id); 
gotoxy (21, index2+16); 
printf ("%4.llf", ts_p -> oper_list[index2].time_reqd); 
gotoxy (31, index2+16); 
printf ("%4.llf", ts_p -> oper_listCindex2].speed); 
gotoxy (37, index2+16); 
printf ("7,s", ts_p -> oper_list[index2] .equip_id) ; 
gotoxy (51, index2+16); 
printf ("%5.21f", 
ts_p->oper_list[index2],equip_eff_width); 
gotoxy (57, index2+16); 
printf ("%7.11f", ts_p -> oper.list[index23.equip_draft); 
gotoxy (66, index2+16); 
printf ("%d/%d", 
ts_p->oper_list Cindex2].oper_start.da_mon, 
ts_p -> oper_list[index2].oper_start.da_day); 
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gotoxy (73, index2+16); 
printf ("%d/%d", 
ts_p -> oper_listCindex2].oper_end.da_mon, 
ts_p -> oper.list[index2].oper_end.da_day); 
} 
gotoxy (1, 22); 
printf ("Input the item #'s to be changed:\n" 
"0 for no items to be changed " 
"[separate by comma or space]: "); 
dummy = getline(chg_items, max); 
multi_choice(chg_items); 
> 
/***** 
This function is to accept multiple inputs from the user. 
This function may be used when the user wants to change a 
number of items displayed as in the above function data.display. 
A maximum of 15 items can be accepted at a time. The inputs 
have to be numbers corresponding to the items to be changed. 
*****/ 
void multi_choice(char input[133]) 
{ 
extern void farm_info(); 
extern void rac_info(); 
extern void tillsys_info(); 
int index = 0, indexl = 0; 
/**** 
The input from the user is verified and the appropriate 
item is changed in the following section, 
*****/ 
clrscr (); 
while (input[index] != '\xO') 
{ 
if (ispunct(input[index]) == 0) 
{ 
switch(input[index]) 
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{ 
case '1': 
gotoxy 3, 20); 
printf "Previous inputs:"); 
gotoxy 10. 21); 
printf "Name of farm: ") ; 
gotoxy 50, 21); 
printf "%s", fm_p -> farm.name); 
gotoxy 10. 22); 
printf "Location of farm:"); 
gotoxy 50, 22); 
printf "7,s", fm_p -> location); 
gotoxy 10, 23); 
printf "Size of farm:"); 
gotoxy 50. 23); 
printf "%10.llf". fm_p -> size); 
farm.infoO; 
break; 
case '2': 
printf("\nPrevious inputs: " 
"\n \t\t Name of tractor: " 
"%s \n \t\t Hp of the tractor: %lf " 
"\n \t\tAvailability status: %d \n", 
mc_p -> mc.name, mc_p -> hp, 
mc_p -> rac_status); 
mc_info(); 
break; 
case '3': 
printf("\nPrevious inputs: \n \t\t" 
"Tillage system followed: %s \n \t\t" 
"Number of operations: %d \n \t\t" 
"List of operations: \n", 
ts_p -> till_sys_id, ts_p -> no_operns); 
printf ("\tOpern\tTime Reqd.\tSpeed\tEquip.\t" 
"E-Width\tDraft\tStart\tEnd\n"); 
for (indexl = 0; indexl < ts_p -> no.operns; 
indexl++) 
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{ 
printf("\t%5\t%4.11f\t%4.1f\t%s\t%5.21f\t" 
"%d/%d\t %d/%d\n", 
ts_p->oper_listCindexl].opern.id, 
ts_p->oper_list[index1].time.reqd, 
ts_p->oper_list[indexl3.speed, 
ts_p->oper_list[indexl].equip_id, 
ts_p->oper_list[indexl].equip_eff_width, 
ts_p->oper_list[indexl].oper_start.da_mon, 
ts_p->oper_listCindGxl].oper_start.da.day, 
ts_p->oper_list[indexl].oper_end.da.mon, 
ts_p->oper_list[indexl].oper_end.da_day); 
} 
tillsys_info(); 
break; 
case '0': 
printf("\nNo item has been chosen for change"); 
break; 
} 
} 
index++; 
} 
} 
/***** 
Function to check the compatibility fif equipment and prime-mover. 
The unit draft values used are averages from (Donnell Hunt. 1979. 
Farm Power k Machinery Management. Table 2.4, P 46.) 
*****/ 
void power_check (LOGICAL match, int prob_equip) 
{ 
int indexl, no.rows; 
double unit_draft, power_reqt; 
printf ("\nChecking power requirements of equipments..\n"); 
for (indexl = 0; indexl < tillsysl.no_opems; indexl++) 
{ 
if (strcmp (tillsysl.oper_list[indexl].opern_id. 
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"mold_board_plowing")==0) 
unit.draft = 7.4; /* Units kN/m */ 
else if (strcmp (tillsysl.oper_list[indexl].opern.id, 
"disk_plowing")==0) 
unit.draft = 4.2; 
else if (strcmp (tillsysl .oper.list [indexl] . opem_id, 
"chisel.plowing")==0) 
unit_draft = 8.0; 
else if (strcmp (tillsysl.oper.list[indexl] .opem_id, 
"field_cultivating")==0) 
unit_draft = 2.65; 
else if (strcmp (tillsysl.oper.list[indexl] .opern_id, 
"disk_harrowing")==0) 
unit_draft = 2.05; 
else if (strcmp (tillsysl.oper.list[indexl].opern_id, 
"planting")==0) 
printf ("\nWhat is the number of rows in planter? "); 
scanf ("%d", &no_rows); 
ts_p->oper_list[indexl].equip_eff_width = no_rows*l.016; 
unit.draft = no.rows * 1.45 / 
tillsysl.oper_list[indexl].equip_eff.width; 
} 
else 
unit.draft = ts_p->oper_list[indexl].equip.draft; 
tillsysl.oper.list[indexl].equip.draft = unit.draft * 
tillsysl .oper_list[indexl] .equip_eff.„width; 
power_reqt = tillsysl.oper.list[indexl].equip.draft * 
tillsysl.oper_list[indexl].speed / 3.60; 
if (power_reqt > machinel.hp) 
{ 
match = 0; 
prob_equip = indexl; 
printf ("\n Problems for operation # %d. " 
"Please re-input ra/c data", prob_equip+l); 
} 
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/**** 
Function to collect farm data when not available from a 
previous run and when farm data needs to be corrected. 
****/ 
void farm_info() 
{ 
gotoxy (1, 5); 
printf ("Input the name of the farm: 
gotoxy (45, 5); 
scanf ("*/,s", &fm_p -> f arm_name) ; 
gotoxy (1, 7); 
printf("Please input the location of %s: 
farml.farm_name); 
gotoxy (45, 7); 
scanf("%s", &fm_p -> location); 
gotoxy (1, 9); 
printf("How big is %s in acres: farml.farm_name); 
gotoxy (45, 9); 
scanf ("'/,If ", &farml. size) ; 
farml.size *= 4047.0; /* conversion to sq. m */ 
clrscr 0; 
/**** 
Function to collect prime mover data when data from a 
previous run is not available and when data needs to be 
changed. 
****/ 
void rac_info() 
{ 
int indexl, index2; 
char *choicel, mc_fnaina[30] ; 
FILE *tracf_p; 
gotoxy (1, 5); 
printf("What tractor do you use for tillage operations? 
gotoxy (1, 7); 
choicel = file_read_display(tractor_file); 
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indexl = strlen(choicel); 
if (strcrap(choicel, test.val) != 0) 
{ 
for (index2 = 0; index2 < indexl; index2++) 
{ 
mc_fnameCindex2] = *choicel; 
choicel++; 
} 
mc_fname[index2] = '\xO'; 
tracf.p = fopenCmc.fname, "r"); 
fscanf (tracf.p, "7,s %lf %d", &mc_p -> mc.name, 
fimachinel.hp, &machinel.mc_status); 
fclose(tracf_p); 
} 
else 
{ 
clrscr (); 
gotoxy (1, 5); 
printf("Please enter name of tractor used for tillage:" 
gotoxy (1, 60); 
scanf("%s", &mc_p -> mc.name); 
gotoxy (3, 5); 
printf("What is the hp of %s ?", raachinel.mc.name); 
gotoxy (3, 60); 
scanf ("•/,If ", ftmachinel .hp) ; 
machinel.hp *= 0.7457; /* conversion to kW */ 
mc_p -> mc_status = 1; 
gotoxy (5, 5); 
printf("By default program assumes that %s is available 
raachinel.mc_name); 
gotoxy (6, 5); 
printf (" i.e not under repair"); 
} 
if (mc_p -> rac.status == 0) 
{ 
gotoxy (8, 5); 
printf ("Machine not available after the last use"); 
gotoxy (9, 5); 
printf ("What is its status now [0 or 1]: "); 
gotoxy (9, 60); 
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scanf ("*/,d", &mc_p -> mc.status) ; 
if (mc_p -> mc_status ==0) 
{ 
gotoxy (11, 5); 
printf ("Please choose another tractor "); 
mc.infoO ; 
} 
} 
clrscr 0; 
} 
/***** 
Collecting information about the tillage system being used, 
the number of operations (limited to 10), the names of the 
operations and their details. This function is used to prompt 
the user to choose from a list of tillage systems known to the 
program or for the user to define his own tillage system. 
*****/ 
void tillsys_info() 
{ 
extern void oper_time(); 
int indexl, index2, index3, index4, checkl, max = 133; 
int dumyl = 0, dumy2 = 0, dumy3 = 0, dumy4 = 0, dumyS = 0, 
int dumy6 = 0; 
char *choice2, ts_fname[30], tempi[133]; 
FILE *tillf_p; 
gotoxy (1, 5); 
printf ("Select the tillage system you would adopt"); 
gotoxy (1, 7); 
choice2 = file_read_display(tillsys_file); 
indexl = strlen(choice2); 
if (strcmp(choice2, test_val) != 0) 
{ 
for (index2 = 0; index2 < indexl; index2++) 
{ 
ts_fnajne[index2] = *choice2; 
choice2++; 
> 
ts_fname[index2] = '\xO'; 
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tillf_p = fopen(ts_fname, "r"); 
fscanf (tillf.p, "%s 7,d", &ts_p -> till_sys_id, 
&tillsysl.no.operns); 
for (index3 = 0; index3 <= ts_p -> no_operns; index3++) 
< 
fscanf(tillf_p,"*/.s '/.If %f 7.S %lf %lf %d %d %d %d %d %d", 
&ts_p -> oper_list[index3].opern_id, 
&tillsysl.oper_list[index3].time_reqd, 
fttillsysl.oper_list[index3].speed, 
&ts_p -> oper_list[index3].equip_id, 
fttillsysl.oper.list[index3].equip_eff„width, 
fttillsysl.oper_list Cindex3].equip.draft, 
ftdumyl, &dumy2, &dumy3, 6dumy4, &dumy5, 
&dumy6); 
tillsysl.cper_list[index3].oper_start.da_mon = dumyl; 
tillsysl.oper_list[index3].oper_start.da_day = dumy2; 
tillsysl.oper_list[index3].oper.start.da_year = dumy3; 
tillsysl.oper_list[index3].oper_end.da_mon = dumy4; 
tillsysl.oper.list[index3].oper_end.da_day = dumyS; 
tillsysl.oper_list[index3].oper_end.da_year = dumy6; 
} 
fclose(tillf_p); 
for (indexS = 0; index3 < ts_p -> no_operns; index3++) 
{ 
oper_time(index3); 
> 
} 
else 
{ 
gotoxy (1, 3); 
printf ("Input name of tillage system followed: "); 
gotoxy (50, 3); 
scanf ("%s", &ts_p -> till_sys_id); 
gotoxy (1, 5); 
printf ("How many operations are in %s: ", 
fitillsysl.till_sys_id); 
gotoxy (50, 5); 
scanf ("%d", &tillsysl.no_operns); 
for (index4 = 0; 
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index4 < tillsysl.no.operns; 
index4++) 
{ 
clrscr (): 
gotoxy (1, 5); 
printf ("Input operationC'/.d] : ", index4+l) ; 
gotoxy (55, 5); 
scanf ("%s", &ts_p -> oper_list[index4].opern_id); 
gotoxy (1, 7); 
printf ("Enter name of equipment used for %s: 
Atillsysl.oper_list[index4].opern_id); 
gotoxy (55, 7); 
scanf ("%s", &tillsysl.oper_listCindex4].equip_id); 
gotoxy (1, 9); 
printf ("What speed in mph is %s carried out ; 
fttillsysl .oper.list [index4] .opem_id) ; 
gotoxy (55, 9); 
scanf ("%f", &tillsysl.oper.list[index4].speed); 
tillsysl.oper_list[index4].speed *= 1.609; 
/* conv to km/h */ 
gotoxy (1, 11); 
printf ("What is the effective width of %s in feet: ", 
&tillsysl.oper.list[index4].equip.id); 
gotoxy (55, 11); 
scanf ("%lf", 
fttillsysl.oper_list[index4].equip_eff.width); 
tillsysl.oper_list[index4].equip.eff.width *= 0.3048; 
/•conv to m*/ 
gotoxy (1, 13); 
printf ("Input unit draft of %s [lbs/ft]: ", 
fttillsysl.oper.list[index4].equip.id); 
gotoxy (55, 13); 
scanf ("%lf", &ts_p -> oper_listCindex4].equip.draft); 
ts_p->oper_list[index4].equip_draft *= 0.00448482; 
/* conv to kN */ 
gotoxy (1, 15); 
printf ("How much time (hours) does it take to do %s: ", 
ts_p -> oper_list[index4].opern_id); 
gotoxy (1, 16); 
printf ("[If you are not sure input '0']"); 
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gotoxy (1, 17); 
printf ("Program will make an estimate"); 
gotoxy (55, 17); 
scanf ("%lf", &tillsysl.oper_list[index4].time.reqd); 
if (tillsysl.oper_list[index4].time^reqd == 0) 
oper_time(index4); 
else 
tillsysl.oper_list[index4].time_reqd /= 8.0; 
/* conv to 8 hr days */ 
oper_status.days_for_oper = 
ts_p->oper_list[index4].time_reqd; 
gotoxy (1, 19); 
printf ("Enter the starting date for the operation " 
"window of %s ", 
ts_p->oper_list Cindex4].opem.id) ; 
gotoxy (1, 20); 
printf ("[Enter date as mon/day/year, include year " 
" as well]: "); 
gotoxy (55, 20); 
checkl = getline (tempi, max); 
stodate (tempi, 
&ts_p->oper_list[index4].oper.start.da_mon, 
&ts_p->oper_list Cindex4].oper_start.da_day, 
&ts_p->oper_list[index4].oper.start.da.year); 
gotoxy (1, 22); 
printf ("Enter approximate last date of window: "); 
gotoxy (55, 22); 
checkl = getline (tempi, max); 
stodate (tempi, 
&ts_p->oper_list[index4].oper_end.da_mon, 
ftts_p->oper_list[index4].oper.end.da.day, 
&ts_p->oper_list[index4].oper.end.da.year); 
} 
} 
} 
/***** 
Function to determine the time required to do the operations. 
When the user is not able to respond to the question about 
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time required for the operation, the function assumes a 
square field of the size input by the user and determines 
the time required for continuous pattern. The function also 
assumes that the operation is carried out continuously i.e 
without any delay 
*****/ 
void oper_time(int eq_no) 
{ 
double fld_length, oper_len, time_lands, time_hland; 
double time_turn_hland, no.trips, time_turns; 
int index1; 
fld_length = sqrt (fm_p -> size); 
no.trips = fld_length / 
ts_p -> oper.listCeq_no].equip.eff.width; 
oper_len =» fld_length - (2 * 
ts_p -> oper.list[eq_no].equip.eff.width); 
time_lands = (oper.len * fld.length) / 
(ts_p -> oper.list[eq_no].equip.eff.width * 1000.0 * 
ts_p -> oper.listCeq.no].speed); 
time.turns = (fid.length * fld.length) / (2 • 
(2 * no.trips - 1) * 1000.0 * 
ts.p -> oper.listCeq.no].speed * 1.25 * 
ts_p -> oper_list[eq_no].speed); 
time.hland = (fld.length - oper.len) » fld.length / 
(1000.0 * 
ts_p -> oper.list[eq.no].equip.eff.width * 
ts.p -> oper_listCeq.no].speed); 
time.turn.hland = oper.len * oper.len / (4.0 * 1000.0 * 
ts_p -> oper.list[eq.no].equip.eff.width * 0.8 * 
ts.p -> oper.listCeq.no].speed); 
ts_p -> oper.listCeq.no].time.reqd = time.lands + time.turns 
+ time.hland + time_turn_hland; 
ts_p -> oper_listCeq.no].time.reqd /= 8.0; 
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/* conv to 8 hr days */ 
} 
/***** 
FILENAME: USERINT6.C 
Function: Getline() 
To accept multiple input from the user. Returns the maximum 
number of characters input by the user 
*****/ 
int getline (char line[], int max) 
•C 
int i, c, il = 0; 
for (i = 0; 
i <= max-2 && (c = getcheC) ) != EOF && c != EOL; 
i++) 
{ 
if (c == '\b') 
{ 
strcpy (felineCil-1], '\xO'); 
il—: 
> 
else 
{ 
line[il] = c; 
il++: 
} 
} 
if (c == EOL) 
line[il++] = c; 
lineCil] = '\xO'; 
return(il-l); 
> 
/***** 
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Function to teike user input on weather forecast and store 
them. The parameters prompted for are high and lo temperatures 
(Max A Min) for the period, precipitation type and chance, 
if any, wind condition (speed), and any general remarks like 
sunny, cloudy, clear, etc. 
*****/ 
void weather_data(int indexl) 
extern float unscramble_t (char qual[25], char line[133], 
int max_c); 
int checkl, max = 133, countl = 0; 
char tempi[133]; 
strcpy (wdataCindexl].hi_temp_qual, NULL); 
strcpy (wdataCindexl].lo_temp_qual, NULL); 
strcpy (wdataCindexl].precip.qual, NULL); 
strcpy (wdataCindexl].precip.type, NULL); 
strcpy (wdataCindexl].gnl.rem, NULL); 
clrscr () ; 
gotoxy (1, 3); 
printf ("What will be the highs on %d/%d/%d 
wdataCindexl].today.da_mon, wdataCindexl].today.da_day, 
wdataCindexl].today.da.year); 
gotoxy (1, 4); 
printf ("You may input as 'around 20' or 'mid 40' etc."); 
gotoxy (60, 4); 
checkl = getline (tempi, max); 
wdataCindexl].hi.temp = unscramble.t 
(wdataCindexl].hi_terap_qual, tempi, checkl); 
gotoxy (1, 6); 
printf ("What will be the low temperature on %d/%d/%d ", 
wdataCindexl].today.da_mon, 
wdataCindexl].today.da_day, 
wdataCindexl].today.da.year); 
gotoxy (1, 7); 
printf ("You may input as 'around 20' or 'mid 40' etc."); 
gotoxy (60, 7); 
checkl = getline (tempi, max); 
wdataCindexl].lo_temp = unscramble_t 
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(wdata[indexl].lo_terap_qual, 
tempi, checkl); 
gotoxy (1, 9); 
printf ("What is the chance of precipitation?"); 
gotoxy (1, 10); 
printf ("[Acceptable inputs Little/No, Slight, Isolated,"); 
gotoxy (1, 11); 
printf ("Chance, Good, Likely or numerical input (*/.)]:"); 
gotoxy (60, 11); 
checkl = getline (tempi, max); 
unscramble_p_chans (tempi, checkl, indexl); 
if (wdata[indexl].precip.chans > 0.0) 
{ 
gotoxy (1, 13); 
printf ("What kind of precipitation is expected? "); 
gotoxy (1, 14); 
printf ("[Rain, thunder-storm, thunder-showers, etc] "); 
gotoxy (1, 15); 
printf ("[Acceptable modifiers-light, moderate, heavy]:"); 
gotoxy (60, 15); 
checkl = getline (tempi, max); 
unscramble_p (wdata[indexl].precip_qual, 
wdataEindexl].precip.type, 
tempi, checkl): 
> 
else 
{ 
strcpy (wdata[indexl].precip_type, NULL); 
strcpy (wdata[index 1].precip_qual, NULL); 
> 
gotoxy (1, 17); 
printf ("Any general remarks - sunny, clear, cloudy etc "); 
gotoxy (60, 17); 
checkl = getline (wdata[indexl].gnl_rera, max); 
printf ("\nTemperature qualifier for highs: %s" 
"XnTemperature value for highs : %4.01f" 
"\nTemperature qualifier for lows : %s" 
"\nTemperature value for lows : %4.01f" 
"\nPrecipitation chance : %3.llf" 
"\nRain type : %s %s", 
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} 
wdataCindexl] .hi_tetnp_qual, 
wdataCindexl].hi_temp, wdataCindexl].lo_temp_qual, 
wdataCindexl],lo_temp, wdataCindexl].precip_chans, 
wdataCindexl].precip.qual, wdataCindexl].precip_type); 
printf ("\n\nPress any key to continue"); 
getch () ; 
/***** 
Function to increment dates 
*****/ 
void incr.date (int i) 
{ 
int max, month, day; 
month = wdataCi].today.da_mon; 
day = wdataCi].today.da_day; 
wdataCi+1].today.da_year = wdataCi].today.da_year; 
wdataCi+l].today.da_mon = wdataCi].today.da_mon; 
switch (month) 
{ 
case 1 
case 3 
case 5 
case 7 
case 8: 
case 10; 
case 12: 
if (day < 31) 
{ 
day++; 
wdataCi+1].today.da.day = day; 
} 
else 
{ 
day = 1; 
month++; 
wdataCi+l].today.da_day = day; 
wdataCi+l].today.dajmon = month; 
} 
break; 
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case 2: 
if (fmod (wdataCi].today.da_year, 4.0) == 0.0) 
max = 29; 
else 
max =28; 
if (day < max) 
{ 
day++; 
wdata[i+l].today.da_day = day; 
} 
else 
{ 
day = 1; 
month++; 
wdata[i+l].today.da_day = day; 
wdataCi+1].today,da_mon = month; 
} 
break; 
case 4: 
case 6; 
case 9: 
case 11: 
if (day < 30) 
{ 
day++; 
wdata[i+l].today.da_day = day; 
} 
else 
{ 
day = 1; 
month++; 
wdata[i+l].today.da_day = day; 
wdata[i+l].today.daemon = month; 
} 
break; 
} 
} 
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/***** 
Function to open a file, read, & display the contents. This 
function is to be used for reading files that contain names of 
other files to be chosen from. The output of this function 
will be a list of the filenames stored in the input file. 
*****/ 
char *file_read_display(char *file_name) 
{ 
extern char *user_choice(char *fname); 
char dummy[30], *chosen_file; 
int index =0; 
FILE *input; 
if ((input = fopen(file.name, "r")) == NULL) 
{ 
printf ("Cannot open 7,s \n", file_name); 
} 
else 
{ 
while ((fscanf(input, "7,s", dummy)) != EOF) 
{ 
index++; 
printf ("%d. %s\n", index, &dummy); 
} 
fclose(input); 
chosen_file = user_choice(file.name); 
return (chosen_file); 
} 
} 
/***** 
Function to accept the user's choice from the list displayed 
by the file_read_dispiay() function, verify if the file exists 
and pass the file name to the calling function 
****+/ 
char *user_choice(char *fname) 
{ 
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char user_inp[30], file.content[30]; 
int index = 1; 
FILE *fn_ptr; 
printf ("Select by number \n"); 
scanf("%s", user_inp); 
if ((fn_ptr = fopen(fnarae, "r")) == NULL) 
{ 
printf ("Cannot open */.s \n", f name) ; 
} 
while((fscanf(fn_ptr, '"/.s", file.content) != EOF)) 
{ 
if ((strcmp (user_inp, file_content) ==0) Il 
((atoi(user_inp)) == index)) 
{ 
fclose(fn_ptr); 
return (file.content); 
} 
index++; 
} 
fclose(fn_ptr); 
user_choice(fname); 
/***** 
Function to make sense of user input for weather forecast 
- temperature. This function is to deal with temperature data 
*****/ 
float unscramble.t (char qualC25], char line[133], int max_c) 
{ 
int indexl, index2, index3; 
float temp = 0.0; 
double num[3] ; 
for (indexl = 0, 
index2 = 0; 
indexl < max_c && line[indexl] != EOF 
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&& lineCindexl] != EOL; indexl++) 
{ 
if ( ( ' a '  <= lineCindexl] S c &  lineCindexl] <= ' z ' )  I I 
('A' <= lineCindexl] && lineCindexl] <= 'Z')) 
{ 
qualCindex2] = lineCindexl]; 
index2++; 
} 
else if ((lineCindexl] >= '0') && (lineCindexl] <= '9')) 
temp = 10 * temp + lineCindexl] - '0'; 
} 
qualCindex2] = '\xO'; 
return (temp); 
} 
/***** 
Function to determine the consultation beginning date. Call the 
weather_data() function to get the forecast for the next 10 days. 
Determine in which operation window the consultation date lies. 
*****/ 
void consultO 
{ 
extern int getline (char lineC], int max); 
extern void stodate (char sCl33], char *temp_mon, 
char *temp_day, int *temp_year); 
int indexl = 0, checkl, max = 133, consult_end, date_st; 
int dumyl, dumy2, season.end, max_fc, bad.days, date_end; 
char fdummyl, tempiCl33]; 
struct date *temp2; 
double pptn.qty = 0.0, dumy3, incr = 0.002, bday_factor; 
wetp->domain_low = mwetp->domain_low = dryp->domain_low = 0.122; 
wetp->domain_up = mwetp->domain_up = dryp->domain_up = 0.4044; 
s_fuzzy_initialize (wetp, &alpha_wet, &beta_wet, 
&gamma_wet, incr); 
pi_fuzzy_initialize (mwetp, &beta_mwet, &gamma_mwetl, 
6gamma_mwet2, incr); 
z_fuzzy_initialize (dryp, &alpha_dry, &beta_dry, &gamma_dry, 
incr); 
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oper_status.no_of_oper = ts_p -> no_operns; 
"getdate (fewdata[0].today); 
incr_date (indexl); 
/***** DETERMINATION OF STARTING CONSULTATION DATE *****/ 
printf ("XnConsultation from tomorrow [%d/%d/%d] ?" 
"\n[yes / no]: wdataCl].today.da_mon, 
wdataCl].today.da_day, 
wdataCl].today.da_year); 
scanf &templ) ; 
if (strcrap (tempi, "yes") == 0) 
{ 
wdataCO].today.da_day = wdata[l].today.da_day; 
wdata[0].today.da_mon = wdata[l].today.da_mon; 
wdataCO].today.da_year = wdataCl].today.da_year; 
> 
else if (strcmp (tempi, "no") == 0) 
{ 
printf ("\nlnput new consultation date xx/xx/xxxx: "); 
checkl = getline (tempi, max); 
stodate (tempi, &wdata[0].today.da_mon, 
&wdata[0].today.da_day, 
&wdata[0].today.da_year); 
printf ("\nConsultation to start from %d/%d/%d ", 
wdata[0].today.da_mon, 
wdata[0].today.da_day, wdataCO].today.da_year); 
temp2 = &wdata[0] .today; 
setdate (temp2); 
> 
consult_end = date_julday (wdata[0].today); 
season_end = date_julday 
(ts_p -> oper.listCts_p -> no_operns-l].oper_end); 
/***** While loop to continue until end of planting *****/ 
while (((wdata[0].today.da_year - 1950) * 365 + consult.end) 
<= 
((ts_p -> oper.list[ts_p -> no_operns].oper_end.da_year 
- 1950) * 365 + season_end)) 
{ 
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printf ("\nHow many days of forecast is available? "); 
scanf ("%d", &max_fc); 
bad.days = 0; 
bday_factor = 0.0; 
for (indexl = 0; indexl < max_fc; indexl++) 
{ 
/* When the current date is not in any operation window 
the dates are incremented until the next operation window 
is reached and the new moisture values are requested from 
user *****/ 
checkl = find_op_win (0); 
oper_status.cur_oper = checkl; 
dumyl = date_julday (wdataCO].today); 
dumy2 = date_julday (ts_p -> oper.list[checkl].oper.end); 
oper_status.days_in_window = dumy2 - dumyl; 
oper_status.days_for_oper = 
ts_p->oper_list[oper.status.cur_oper-l] .tirae_reqd; 
if (checkl != 99) 
{ 
trip_switch =1; 
printf ("\nYou are in window of operation: %d i.e %s", 
checkl+1, ts_p -> oper_list[checkl].opern_id); 
if (indexl == 0) 
{ 
printf ("Moisture status of 3 layers %lf %lf %lf", 
zonel_mc, zone2_mc, zone3_mc); 
printf ("Change these values [yes/no]?: "); 
scanf ("*/.s", &templ) ; 
if (strcmp (tempi, "yes") == 0) 
{ 
printf ("Input moisture content of zonel : "); 
scanf ("%lf", &zonel_mc); 
printf (" of zone2 : "); 
scanf ('"/.If", &zone2_mc) ; 
printf (" of zones : "); 
scanf ("'/.If", &zone3_mc) ; 
} 
printf ("Input precipitation during the " 
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" day [in]: ; 
scanf ("%lf", &pptn_qty); 
pptn.qty *=25.4; /* conv to SI units - mm */ 
if (pptn_qty < 3.0) 
no_rain++; 
else 
no_rain = 0; 
daily_moisture (wdata[indexl].today.da.mon, 
zonel_mc, pptn_qty); 
printf ("Zonel moisture changed to %5.11f " 
" mm/150 mm", zonel.mc); 
if (pptn.qty <0.5) 
{ 
printf ("Input no. of acres covered today:"); 
scanf ("V.lf", &dumy3) ; 
dumyS *= 4047.0; /* conv to sq. m. */ 
ts_p->oper_list[checkl].time.reqd -= 
(ts_p->oper_list[checkl].time.reqd * 
(dumy3/fm_p->size)); 
} 
printf ("\nNumber of 8 hr days required: %lf \n" 
"Number of days in window: %f", 
ts_p->oper_list[checkl].tirae_reqd, 
oper_status.days_in_window); 
printf ("\nPress any key to continue"); 
getch (); 
} 
weather.data (index!); 
if (wdataCindexl].precip_chans > 0.30) 
bad_days++; 
incr_date (indexl); 
> 
else 
{ 
trip_switch =0; 
if (oper_status.next_oper+l <= ts_p -> no_operns) 
{ 
printf ("\nNext operation is: %s", 
ts_p->oper_list[oper_status.next_oper-l].opern_id); 
printf ("\nStarting date is : %d/%d/%d", 
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ts_p->oper_list[oper.status.next_oper-l]. 
oper_start.da.mon, 
ts_p->oper_list[oper_status.next_oper-l]. 
oper_start.da_day, 
ts_p->oper_list[oper_status.next_oper-l]. 
oper_start.da_year); 
printf ("Want to check suitability of days before 
" starting date for %s [yes/no]? 
ts_p -> oper.list[oper_status.next_oper-l]. 
opern.id); 
scanf ("%s", Atempl); 
if (strcmp (tempi, "yes") == 0) 
{ 
printf ("Input new starting date %s", 
ts_p -> oper.list[oper.status.next_oper-l]. 
opern.id); 
checkl = getline (tempi, max); 
stodate (tempi, 
&ts_p -> oper_list[oper_status.next_oper-l]. 
oper_start.da_mon, 
&ts_p -> oper_list[oper_status.next_oper-l]. 
oper_start.da_day, 
&ts_p -> oper_list[oper_status.next_oper-l]. 
oper_start .da_year); 
wdataCO].today.da_mon = ts_p -> 
oper.list[oper_status.next_oper-i]. 
oper_start.da_mon; 
wdataEO].today.da_day = ts_p -> 
oper.list Coper_status.next_oper-1]. 
oper_start.da_day; 
wdataCO].today.da.year = ts_p -> 
oper_list[oper_status.next_oper-l]. 
oper_start.da_year; 
} 
else 
break; 
incr_date (indexl); 
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bday.factor = bad_days * 1.0 / max_fc; 
decision_raaker (bday_factor); 
wdata[0].today = wdata[l].today; 
} 
} 
/***** 
Function to read dates. The date is read as a string array 
using getline and passed on to the read.date function along 
with the date variable to which the input date is to be 
assigned *****/ 
void stodate (char s[133], char *temp_mon, char *temp_day, 
int *temp_year) 
{ 
inf i, n[3] = {0, 0, 0}, index = 0; 
for (i = 0; s[i] != '\xO'; i++) 
{ 
if (sCi] >= '0' && s[i] <= '9') 
n[index] = 10 * n[index] + s[i] -'0'; 
else 
index++j 
} 
*temp_mon = n[0] ; 
*temp_day = n[l]; 
/* If the value input for the year is < 100 say 91 it 
is converted to 1991 by the following statements *****/ 
if (n[2] < 100) 
n[2] += 1900; 
*temp_year = n[2]; 
} 
/***** 
Function to convert dates into Julian days. This makes 
comparison of dates easier. In order to determine in which 
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operation window the current date lies in, the dates are 
converted to julian days and then compared. 
*****/ 
int date_julday (struct date tempi) 
int jul.day = 0, feb_days =28, ni = 0, n2 = 0, n3 = 0; 
if (fmod (tempi.da_year, 4.0) == 0) 
feb_days =29; 
if (tempi.da_mon > 2) 
n2 = 1; 
switch (tempi.da_mon) 
{ 
case 2; 
case 3: 
nl = 1; 
break; 
case 4: 
case 5: 
nl = 2; 
break; 
case 6: 
case 7: 
nl = 3; 
break; 
case 8: 
nl = 4; 
break; 
case 9: 
case 10: 
nl = 5; 
break; 
case 11: 
case 12: 
nl = 6; 
break; 
default: ; 
} 
switch (tempi.da_mon) 
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bday_factor = bad.days * 1.0 / max_fc; 
decision_inaker (bday_factor) ; 
wdataCO].today = wdata[l].today; 
} 
} 
/***** 
Function to read dates. The date is read as a string array 
using getline and passed on to the read_date function along 
with the date variable to which the input date is to be 
assigned *****/ 
void stodate (char s[133], char *temp_mon, char *temp_day, 
int *temp_year) 
{ 
int i, n[3] = {0, 0, 0}, index = 0; 
for (i = 0; s[i] != '\xO'; i++) 
{ 
if (sCi] >= '0' &lc s[i] <= ' 9 ' )  
n[index] = 10 * n[index] + s[i] -'0'; 
else 
index++; 
} 
*temp_mon = n[0] ; 
*temp_day = n[l]; 
/* If the value input for the year is < 100 say 91 it 
is converted to 1991 by the following statements *****/ 
if (n[2] < 100) 
n[2] += 1900; 
*temp_year = n[2]; 
} 
/***** 
Function to convert dates into Julian days. This makes 
comparison of dates easier. In order to determine in which 
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operation window the current date lies. The dates 
are converted to Julian days and added to a common 
base to determine where the current date lies 
***•*/ 
if ((wdataCindexl].today.da_year - 1950) * 365 + date_cur 
>= (ts_p->oper_list[count 1].oper_start.da_year -
1950) * 365 + date_start) 
oper_status.next_oper = countl+2; 
if ((wdataCindexl].today.da_year - 1950) * 365 + date_cur 
<= (ts_p->oper_list[countl].oper.start.da_year - 1950) 
*365 4- date_end) 
oper = count 1; 
} 
} 
return (oper); 
} 
/**************************************************** 
Function to simulate daily moisture balance. Moisture 
balance is based on the following relationship also used 
in Babeir, 1984 
MCi = MCi-1 +P-R-E-D 
********************************************************/ 
void daily_moisture(int month, double prev_mois, double rain) 
{ 
double drainage, runoff, pe.index = 0.0, a_pe, daily_pe; 
double avg_temp[12] = 
{0.0, 0.0, 3.17, 10.31, 15.19, 21.0, 23.25, 22.08, 
18.14, 12.11, 1.28, 0.0}; 
double cdry, crain; 
double evaporation, zone_evap, difference,' deficit2; 
double infil_rain, deficit3, mdeficit; 
static int consec_rain = 0; 
int index; 
/**** Initializing some of the variables ****/ 
drainage = 0.0; 
runoff = 0.0; 
if (rain > 0.0) 
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consec_rain++; 
else 
consec_rain =0; 
if(zonel_mc > field_cap) 
{ 
drainage = (zonel_mc - field.cap); 
zonel.mc -= drainage; 
zone2_mc += drainage; 
} 
if ((rain - 25.4) < 0.0) 
runoff =0.0; 
else 
runoff = (rain - 25.4) + 0.344; 
for (index = 0; index <12; index++) 
pe_index += pow ((avg.temp[index]/5), 1.514); 
a_pe = (0.000000657 * (pow (pe.index, 3)) - 0.0000771 * 
pe_index * pe_index + 0.01792 * pe_index + 0.492390); 
daily_pe = 1.6 * (pow ((10 * avg_temp[month-1]/pe_index), 
a_pe))/6.0; 
mdeficit = field_cap - prev.mois; 
if (mdeficit <= 15) 
cdry = 1,0; 
else if (mdeficit <= 40) 
cdry = 0.8; 
else 
cdry = 0.3; 
if (consec_rain ==0) 
crain = 1.0; 
else if (consec_rain ==1) 
crain =0.75; 
else if (consec_rain == 2) 
crain =0.65; 
else 
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crain =0.55; 
evaporation = daily_pe *cdry * crain; 
/**** ET assumed to be drawn evenly from all 3 zones **/ 
zone_evap = evaporation / 3.0; 
infil_rain = rain - runoff - zone_evap; 
zonel_mc += infil_rain; 
zorie2_mc -= zone_evap; 
zone3_mc -= zone_evap; 
/**** The following if <> then <> else <> portions are to check 
drainage and redistribution of moisture between layers */ 
if Czonel_mc > 60.66) 
{ 
difference = zonel_mc - 60.66; 
zonel_rac -= difference; 
zone2_mc += difference; 
} 
if (zonel_mc > zone2_mc) 
{ 
difference = zonel.mc - zone2_mc; 
if (zone2_mc < field_cap) 
{ 
deficit2 = field_cap - zone2_mc; 
if (difference > deficit2) 
{ 
zone2_mc = field.cap; 
zonel_mc -= deficit2; 
} 
else 
zonel_mc -= (difference/2.0); 
zone2_mc += (difference/2.0); 
} 
} 
> 
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if (zone2_mc >= zonel.mc) 
{ 
difference = (zone2_mc - zonel_rac) * 0.8; 
zone2_mc -= difference; 
zonel_mc += difference; 
} 
if (zone2_mc > field.cap) 
drainage = (zone2_mc - field_cap); 
zone2_mc -= drainage; 
zone3_mc += drainage; 
} 
if Czone2_mc > zone3_rac) 
difference = zone2_mc - zone3_mc; 
if (zone3_mc < field_cap) 
{ 
deficits = field_cap - zone3_mc; 
if (difference > deficit3) 
{ 
zone3_mc = field.cap; 
zone2_mc -= deficits; 
} 
else 
{ 
zone2_mc -= (difference/2.0); 
zone3_mc += (difference/2.0); 
} 
} 
} 
if (zone2_mc <= zone3_mc) 
{ 
drainage = (zone3_mc - zone2_mc) * 0.8; 
zone2_mc += drainage; 
zone3_mc -= drainage; 
if (zone3_mc 
{ 
difference = 
if (differen 
zone3_mc 
else 
zone3_mc 
> 
if (zonel_mc 
zonel_mc = 0 
if (zonel.mc 
{ 
runoff += (z 
zonel.mc = 6i 
} 
if (zone2_mc • 
zone2_mc = 0 
if (zone2_mc : 
zone2_mc = 6( 
if (zone3_mc < 
zone3_mc = 0, 
if (zone3_mc ) 
zone3_mc = 6C 
} 
/***** 
Function to make sen 
precipitation. Func 
*****/ 
void unscramble_p (c 
c 
{ 
int indexl = 0, i 
LOGICAL trip = 0; 
char ch = ' ' ; 
trip = str.chk (i: 
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:ap) 
ic - f ield_cap) ; 
15) 
ence; 
6 0 . 6 6 ) ;  
ir input for weather forecase -
o deal with precipitation data. 
25], char p_type[25] , 
[133], int max) 
, indexS = 0; 
max) 
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check = 0; 
} 
return (check); 
} 
/+**** 
Converts a string to lowercase. Return value is nil. 
Conversion is done by exchanging the strings as arguments 
of the function. 
*****/ 
void to_lower (char input[133], int max) 
{ 
int index; 
for (index = 0; index < max && input[index] != EOF && 
input[index] != EOL; index++) 
{ 
if (('A' <= input[index] && input[index] <= 'Z')) 
input[index] += 32; 
} 
} 
/***** 
To unscramble the input for precipitation chance. From 
the forecast data collected some of the qualifiers used 
for indicating the chance for precipitation could be related 
to numerical values like 'likely' = 65'/., 'little or no' < 10% 
etc. 
*****/ 
void unscramble_p_chans (char dum.line[133], int max_ch, 
int count) 
{ 
wdata[count].precip_chans = 
unscramble.t (wdata[count].p_chans_qual, 
dum_line, max_ch); 
if ((wdata[count].precip_chans < 100.0) &6 
(wdata[count].precip.chans > 1.0)) 
wdata[count].precip.chans /= 100.0; 
to_lower (wdata[count].p_chans_qual, max_ch); 
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if (wdata[count].precip.chans == 0.0) 
{ 
if (strcmp (wdata[count].p_chans_qual, "no") == 0) 
wdata[count].precip_chans = 0.0; 
if (strcmp (wdata[count],p_chans_qual, "little") == 0) 
wdata[count].precip_chans =0.1; 
if ((strcmp (wdata[count].p_chans_qual, "slight") == 0) 
(strcmp (wdata[count].p_chans_qual, "isolated") == 0)) 
wdata[count].precip_chans = 0.2; 
if (strcmp (wdata[count].p_chans_qual, "chance") == 0) 
wdata[count].precip_chans = 0.3; 
if (strcmp (wdata[count].p_chans_qual, "good") == 0) 
wdata[count].precip_chans = 0.5; 
if (strcmp (wdata[count].p_chans_qual, "likely") == 0) 
wdata[count].precip_chans = 0.65; 
/***** 
Function to compute the memberships of the moisture content 
in zone 1 in the wet, moderately wet, and dry fuzzy sets. 
*****/ 
void decision.maker (double bad_factor) 
{ 
double mem.wet, mem.mwet, mem.dry, domain = 0.0; 
double wrating = 0.0, srating = 0.0, prating = 0.0, 
double inc = 0.01; 
struct fuzzy_terms workcs, skipcs, postes, workds, 
skipds, postds, workps, skipps, postps; 
struct fuzzy.terms *workcsp = ftworkcs, *skipcsp = feskipcs, 
•postcsp = &postcs, fworkdsp = ftworkds, *skipdsp = &skipds, 
•postdsp = &postds, *workpsp = Aworkps, *skippsp = &skipps, 
•postpsp = ftpostps; 
workcs.domain.low = skipcs.domain_low = postes.domain_low = 0; 
workcs.domain.up = skipcs.domain.up = postes.domain_up = 1.0; 
workds.domain.low = skipds.domain.low = postds.domain_low = 0; 
workds.domain.up = skipds.domain_up = postds.domain_up = 1.0; 
workps.domain.low = skipps.domain_low = postps.domain.low = 0; 
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workps.domain_up = skipps.domain_up = postps.domain_up = 1.0; 
zero.initialize (workcsp, inc); 
zero_initialize (workdsp, inc); 
zero.initialize (workpsp, inc); 
zero_initialize (skipcsp, inc); 
zero.initialize (skipdsp, inc); 
zero.initialize (skippsp, inc); 
zero_initialize (postcsp, inc); 
zero.initialize (postdsp, inc); 
zero.initialize (postpsp, inc); 
raemberships_rac (&zonel_mc, &mem_wet, &raem_inwet, &mem_dry) ; 
soil_status_analyzer (&raera_wet, &mem_mwet, &mem_dry); 
printf ("\nGetting into the decision section ***$+******"); 
satis.completion (mem.dry, mem_mwet, mem.wet, bad_factor, 
workcsp, skipcsp, postcsp); 
satis_damage (mem.dry, mem.mwet, mem.wet, bad_factor, workdsp, 
skipdsp, postdsp); 
satis_prep (mem_dry, mem.mwet, mem_wet, bad.factor, workpsp, 
skippsp, postpsp); 
wrating = final_rating (bad_factor, workcsp, workdsp, workpsp); 
srating = final_rating (bad_factor, skipcsp, skipdsp, skippsp); 
prating = final_rating (bad.factor, postcsp, postdsp, postpsp); 
printf ("\nFinal rating of \n\t\tAlternative Work: %6.21f" 
"\t\tAltemative Skip: %6.21f \n\t\tAlternative Post:" 
"%6.21f", wrating, srating, prating); 
} 
/***** 
Function to determine the expected moisture status of the soil 
based on the current moisture content and the forecast. The 
computations are based on fuzzy rules of inference. The 
simulation model for water balance was run for different moisture 
content levels and precipitation values and the resulting moisture 
status resulting was generalized from the results. 
*****/ 
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void soil_status_analyzer (double *wet, double *mod_wet, 
double *dry) 
{ 
int indxl = 0, counter2 = 0; 
char temp [5]; 
FILE *tampout; 
struct fuzzy_terms dumy.wet, dumy_mwet, dumy.dry, tempi, temp2; 
struct fuzzy.terms *dwetp = &dumy_wet, *dmwetp = ftdumy.mwet; 
struct fuzzy.terms *ddryp = &dumy_dry, *temppl = fttempl, 
*tempp2 = &temp2; 
double count2, dummyl, raoiscog, fin_wet, fin.dry, fin_mwet; 
double counterl; 
dumy.wet.doraain_low = dumy.mwet.domain_low = 
dumy_dry.domain.low = 0.1220; 
dumy.wet.domain_up = dumy.mwet.doraain_up = 
dumy_dry.domain_up = 0.4044; 
temppl -> domain.low = tempp2 -> domain.low = 0.122; 
temppl -> domain.up = tempp2 -> domain_up = 0.4044; 
for (indxl = 0, count2 = dwetp -> domain_low; 
count2 < dwetp -> domain.up kk indxl < 150; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
{ 
dwetp ~> membership[indxl][0] = count2; 
ddryp -> membership[indxl][0] = count2; 
dmwetp -> membership[indxl][0] = count2; 
dwetp -> membership[indxl][1] = 0.0; 
ddryp -> membership[indxl][1] = 0.0; 
dmwetp -> membership[indxl][1] = 0.0; 
> 
if (*wet > 0.0) 
{ 
if (no_rain >= 2) 
if ((strcmp (wdata[0].precip_type, "rain") == 0) kk 
((strcmp (wdata[0].precip.qual, "no") ==0) I I 
(strcmp (wdata[0].precip.qual, "verylight") == 0))) 
{ 
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} 
} 
if ((strcmp (wdata[0].precip_type, "rain") == 0) && 
((strcmp (wdataCO],precip_qual, "verylight") ==0) || 
(strcmp (wdataCO].precip_qual, "light") ==0) || 
(strcmp (wdataCO].precip_qual, "moderate") ==0) II 
(strcmp (wdataCO].precip_qual, "heavy") ==0) |I 
(strcmp (wdataEO].precip_qual, NULL) == 0))) 
{ 
for (indxl = 0, count2 = dumy_wet.domain_low; 
indxl < ISO && count2 < dumy_wet.domain_up; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
{ 
dummyl = wet_fs.membership[indxl][l] * (*wet) 
* wdata[0].precip_chans; 
if (dummyl > dumy_wet.membership[indxl][1]) 
dumy_wet.membership[indxl][1] = dummyl; 
} 
} 
} 
if (*raod_wet > 0.0) 
{ 
if (no_rain >= 3) 
{ 
if ((strcmp (wdata[0].precip_type, "rain") == 0) && 
((strcmp (wdata[0].precip_qual, "no") ==0) II 
(strcmp (wdata[0].precip_qual, "verylight") == 0))) 
{ 
for (indxl = 0, count2 = dumy_dry.domain_lcw; 
for (indxl = 0, count2 = dumy_mwet.domain.low; 
indxl < 150 && count2 < dumy_mwet.domain.up; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
{ 
dummyl = mwet.fs.membership[indxl][1] * (*wet) 
* (wdata[0].precip_chans); 
if (dummyl > dumy.mwet.membership[indxl][1]) 
dumy.mwet.membership[indxl][1] = dummyl; 
> 
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indxl < 150 && counts < dumy_dry.domain_up; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
{ 
dummyl = dry_fs.membership[indxl][1] * (*mod_wet) 
* wdataCO].precip_chans; 
if (dummyl > dumy_dry.membership[indxl]Cl]) 
dumy_dry.membership[indxl][1] = dummyl; 
} 
> 
} 
if (strcmp (wdataCO].precip.type, "rain") == 0) 
{ 
if ((strcmp (wdataCO].precip.qual, "verylight") ==0) Il 
(strcmp (wdata[0].precip_qual, "light") == 0)) 
{ 
for (indxl = 0, count2 = dumy.mwet.domain.low; 
indxl < 150 && count2 < dumy_mwet.domain_up; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
< 
dummyl = mwet_fs.membership[indxl][l] * (*mod_wet) 
* wdata[0].precip.chans; 
if (dummyl > dumy_mwet.membership[indxl][1]) 
dumy.mwet.membership[indxl][1] = dummyl; 
> 
} 
else if ((strcmp (wdata[0],precip_qual, "moderate") ==0) Il 
(strcmp (wdataCO].precip_qual, "heavy") ==0) Il 
(strcmp (wdataCO].precip.qual, NULL) == 0)) 
{ 
for (indjcl = 0, count2 = dumy.wet .domain.low; 
indxl < 150 && count2 < dumy_wet.domain_up; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
{ 
dummyl = wet_fs,membership[indxl][l] * (*mod_wet) 
* wdataCO].precip.chans; 
if (dummyl > dumy_wet.membership[indxl][1]) 
dumy_wet.membership[indxl][l] = dummyl; 
} 
} 
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} 
} 
if (*dry > 0.0) 
{ 
if (strcmp (wdata[0].precip_type, "rain") == 0) 
{ 
if ((strcmp (wdata[0].precip_qual, "verylight") ==0) I I 
(strcmp (wdataCO].precip_qual, "light") == 0) I I 
(strcmp (wdataCO].precip.qual, "no") == 0)) 
{ 
for (indxl = 0, count2 = dumy_dry.domain_low; 
indxl < 150 && count2 < dumy_dry.domain_up; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
{ 
dummyl = dry_fs.membership[indxl][l] * (*dry) 
* wdataCO].precip.chans; 
if (dummyl > dumy.dry.membershipCindxl] [1]) 
dumy.dry.membershipCindxl][1] = dummyl; 
} 
> 
else if (strcmp (wdata[0].precip_qued, "moderate") == 0) 
{ 
for (indxl = 0, count2 = dumy.mwet.domain.low; 
indxl < 150 && count2 < dumy_mwet.domain_up; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
{ 
dummyl = mwet_fs.membershipCindxl]Cl] * (*dry) 
* wdataCO].precip_chans; 
if (dummyl > dumy_mwet.membershipCindxl]Cl]) 
dumy_mwet.membershipCindxl]Cl] = dummyl; 
} 
> 
else if ((strcmp (wdataCo].precip_qual, "heavy") ==0) || 
(strcmp (wdataCO].precip_qual, NULL) == 0)) 
{ 
for (indxl = 0, count2 = duray_wet.domain_low; 
indxl < 150 && count2 < dumy_wet.domain_up; 
count2 += 0.002, indxl++) 
{ 
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/* Program segment to determine membership in moderately wet 
fuzzy set »/ 
alphal_mwet = gamma_mwetl - beta.mwet; 
betal_mwet = gamma.mwetl - beta_mwet/2.0; 
gajnmal_rawet = gamma_rawetl; 
alpha2_mwet = gamma_mwet2; 
beta2_mwet = alpha2_mwet + beta_mwet/2.0; 
gamma2_mwet = alpha2_mwet + beta.mwet; 
if (temp.mois <= alphal.mwet) 
*mod_wet_mem = 0.0; 
else if (temp.mois <= betal_mwet) 
*mod_wet_mem = smemberl(temp_mois, alphal.mwet, 
gammal_mwet); 
else if (temp.mois <= gammal_mwet) 
*mod_wet_mera = smember2(temp_mois, alphal.mwet, 
gammal.mwet); 
else if (temp.mois <= alpha2_mwet) 
*mod_wet_mem = 1.0; 
else if (temp.mois <= beta2_mwet) 
*mod_wet_raem = 1 -
(smemberl(temp_mois, alpha2_rawet, gamma2_mwet)); 
else if (temp.mois <= gamma2_mwet) 
*mod_wet_mem = 1 -
(sraember2(temp_mois, alpha2_mwet, gamma2_mwet)); 
else 
*mod_wet_mem = 0.0; 
/* Program segment to determine the membership of moisture 
content in dry fuzzy set */ 
if (temp_mois <= alpha_dry) 
*dry_mem = 1.0; 
else if (temp.mois <= beta.dry) 
*dry_raera = 1 - (smemberl (temp.mois, alpha_dry, gsunma.dry) ) ; 
else if (temp.mois <= gamma.dry) 
*dry_mem = 1 - (smember2(temp_mois, alpha.dry, gamma_dry)); 
else 
*dry_mera = 0.0; 
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} 
/** Function declaration to initialize an S-membership fn */ 
void s_fuzzy_initialize(struct fuzzy.terms *s_pl, double *alpha, 
double *beta, double *ganunal, double increment) 
{ 
int counterl; 
double domain, dummyl, dummy2, test; 
domain = s_pl -> domain.low; 
forCcounterl = 0; domain <= s_pl -> domain_up; 
counterl++, domain += increment) 
s_pl -> membershipCcounterl][0] = domain; 
if (domain < *alpha) 
s_pi -> membership[counterl][1] = 0.0; 
else if (domain < *beta) 
s_pl -> membership[counterl][1] = smemberl(domain, *alpha, 
*gammal); 
else if (domain < *gammal) 
{ 
s_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = smeraber2(domain, *alpha, 
•gammal); 
} 
else if (domain > *gammal) 
s_pl -> membershipCcounterl][l] = 1.0; 
} 
> 
/******************************************************** 
Function declaration for initializing Z membership fn 
this is a mirror image of the S membership function 
********************************************************/ 
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void z_fuzzy_initialize(struct fuzzy.terms *z_pl, double *alpha, 
double *beta, double *gammal, double increment) 
int counteri; 
double domain, dummy1; 
domain = z_pl -> domain_low; 
for (counteri = 0; 
domain <= z_pl -> domain_up; 
counterl++, domain += increment) 
z_pl -> membershipCcounterl] [0] = domain; 
if (domain < *alpha) 
z_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 1.0; 
else if (domain < *beta) 
{ 
z_pl -> membership [counteri][1] = 1 - (smemberl(domain, 
*alpha, tgammal)); 
} 
else if (domain < *gammal) 
{ 
z_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 1 - (smember2(domain, 
•alpha, •gammal)); 
> 
else 
z_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 0.0; 
} 
} 
f*********************************************************** 
Function to initialize PI membership. The assumption made 
here is the Pi membership is a composite of the S and Z 
membership functions. The membership values are assumed to 
be 1.0 at the junction of S & Z i.e in between gammal k 
gararaa2. Beta is the band-wdith. 
- Geunma is split into Gammal & Gamma2 
!0'T = [T][TJ8%uno3]dTqsj8qmem <- td'Td 
(Tdzeqd%e > uiBUiop) ji 8S%9 
{ 
(fBUiunsS* 'Td%eqd%e 
'UTîiuop)zjequiems = ["[] [iJec^unoajdiqsaequieui <- id'td 
> 
(tBUIUreS* >. UT^UIOP) JT 8S%8 
{ 
;  (IBuiureS* 'Td%eqd%e 
'•UTBUiop)XJ8qui8uis s [T][TJ8iuno3]dTqsj8qw8W <- |d"id 
} 
(TdfB^-eq > UTBlUOp) Jt 8S%8 
• O ' O  =  [ T ] [ % J 8 l u n 0 3 ] d T q s j 8 q w 8 W  < -  t d ' i d  
(Td%eqd%e > uieuiop)  j t  
fuiTBiuop = [0]  [TJ8q.unoD]dTi[sj8qui8ui  <-  id~Td 
} 
(%U8m8j3u% =+ ufiBiuop '++TJ8q.unoo 
;dn~UTBUiop <-  Td"id => ui-euiop 
! 0 = TJ8iuno3) JO} 
:no"[~utBuiop <-  Td~Td = utBuiop 
!e i8q* + tdzeydTB = idgewmsS 
! ( 0  Z / % 1 8 q * )  +  T d c e q d r e  =  i d & B % 8 q  
!(0'Z/e%8q*) - TBUiureS* = id^e^eq 
; (liBuiureSn. - jBuiureS*) + jBumnsS* = idzeqd%e 
!%%8q* _ iBUiureS* = id%eqd%s 
fui isuiop exqnop 
!f iCuimnp ' idsTEUtureS ' idEg%8q ' id^eiaq 'Td%^qd%e 'Td%eqd%e exqnop 
îfJSQ-unoD q.ut 
> 
(q-UsmsjouT exqnop '  gcuiureS* exqnop ' ï ïuiureS* exqnop 
'%%8q* exqnop ' td'Td* suijeq.~Xzznj q.onj:^s)eztxBT;n:uT~Xzznj~Td ptoA 
/************************************************************** 
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else if (domain < beta2pi) 
{ 
pi_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 1 - (smemberl(domain, 
alpha2pi, garama2pi)); 
} 
else if (domain < gamma2pi) 
{ 
pi.pl -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 1 - (smember2(domain, 
alpha2pi, gamma2pi)); 
} 
else 
pi_pl -> membershipCcounterl]Cl] = 0.0; 
} 
> 
/********************************************************** 
Function to determine the membership of the fuzzy set 
resulting from the union of two other fuzzy sets. The 
two fuzzy sets should be defined on the SAME UNIVERSE 
OF DISCOURSE (NOT NECESSARILY THE SAME DOMAIN) 
************************************************************/ 
void fuzzy_union(struct fuzzy.terms *fu_pl, struct fuzzy_terms 
*fu_p2, struct fuzzy.terms *fu_p3) 
{ 
int counterl = 0, counter2 =0; 
double domain; 
if (fu_pl -> domain_low <= fu_p2 -> domain_low) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain_low = fu_pl -> domain_low; 
for (counterl = 0, domain = fu_pl -> domain_low; 
domain < fu_p2 -> domain.low; 
domain += 0.002, counterl++) 
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{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][1] = 
fu_pl -> membership[counterl][1]i 
} 
if (fu_pl -> domain.up <= fu_p2 -> domain_up) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.up = fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> doraain_low, counters => 0; 
domain < fu_pl -> domain.up; 
counter2++, domain += 0.002, counterl++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl] [l] = 
(double) max (fu_p2 -> membership[counter2][1], 
fu_pl -> membership[counterl][1]); 
} 
for (domain = fu_pl -> domain.up; 
domain <= fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
domain += 0.002, counterl++, counter2++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][O] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][1] = fu_p2 -> 
membership[counter2][1]; 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.up = fu.pl -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu.p2 -> domain.low, counters = 0; 
domain < fu.p2 -> domain.up; counter2++, 
domain += 0.002, counterl++) 
{ 
fu.p3 -> merabership[counterl][0] « domain; 
fu.p3 -> membership[counterl][1] = 
(double) max (fu.pl -> membership[counterl][1], 
fu_p2 -> membership[counter2][1]); 
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} 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
domain <= fu.pi -> domain.up; 
domain += 0.002, counterl++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 
fu_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1]; 
} 
> 
} 
else 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain_low = fu_p2 -> domain.low; 
for (counter2 = 0, domain = fu_p2 -> domain_low; 
domain < fu.pl -> domain_low; 
domain += 0.002, counter2++) 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounter2][1] = fu_p2 -> 
membership[counter2][1]; 
> 
if (fu_p2 -> domain.up <= fu_pl -> domain_up) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.up = fu_pl -> domain_up; 
for (domain = fu.pl -> domain.low, counterl = 0; 
domain < fu_p2 -> domain.up; counterl++, counter2++, 
domain += 0.002) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> merabership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][l] = 
(double) max (fu_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1], 
fu_p2 -> membership[counter2][l]); 
} 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain_up; 
domain <= fu_pl -> domain_up; 
counter2++, counterl++, domain += 0.002) 
{ 
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fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][1] = fu_pl 
-> membershipCcounteri][l]; 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.up = fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu_pl -> domain_low, counterl = 0; 
domain < fu_pl -> domain.up; 
coimter2++, counter1++, domain += 0.002) 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounter23[O] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][l] = (double) 
max (fu_pl -> membershipCcounteri][l], 
fu_p2 -> membershipCcounter2][1]); 
} 
for (domain = fu_pl -> domain_up; 
domain <= fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
counter2++, domain += 0.002) 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounter2][l] = fu_p2 -> 
membershipCcounter23[1]; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
/**************************************************** 
Function to dermine the centre-of-gravity of the total 
contribution of the 3 moisture fuzzy sets. 
The procedure involves computing the area enclosed by the 
membership function and the x-axis and determine the x-value 
at which a perpendicular to the x-axis will bisect the area. 
Area determination is by trapezoidal rule emd assumes the 
interval is 0.002 x-units. 
**************************************************************/ 
void mois_cog(struct fuzzy.terms *mcog_p, double *mcog) 
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•C 
int indexl; 
double domain, total.area = 0.0, half_area = 0.0, dummy = 0.0; 
racog_p -> domain.low = 0.122; 
mcog_p -> domain.up = 0.4044; 
for (domain = mcog_p -> doraain_low, indexl = 1; domain < 
mcog_p -> domain_up; indexl++, domain += 0.002) 
{ 
if ((mcog_p -> membership[indexl][1] > 0.0) && 
(mcog_p -> membership[indexl][1] <= 1.0)) 
total_area += area(mcog_p -> membership[indexl-l][1], 
mcog_p -> membership[indexl][1]); 
} 
half.area = total_area / 2.0; 
for (indexl = 1, domain = mcog.p -> domain_low; 
domain < mcog.p -> domain.up; 
indexl++, domain += 0.002) 
{ 
if (dummy > half.area) 
{ 
•mcog = domain; 
break; 
> 
dummy += area(mcog_p -> membership[indexl-l] [1], 
mcog_p -> membership[indexl][1]); 
} 
} 
y********************************************************** 
Function final_mois to determine the final moisture 
values of the centre of gravity of the total contribution 
of the 3 moisture fuzzy sets 
*************************************************************/ 
void final.mois (double *cogmois, double *fin_dry, 
double *fin_mwet, double *fin_wet) 
{ 
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double alphal, betal, alpha2, beta2; 
double gammal, gamma2; 
/***** Program segment to determine membership in wet fuzzy 
set *****/ 
if (»cogmois <= alpha.wet) 
*fin_wet = 1.0; 
else if (*cogmois <= beta_wet) 
*fin_wet = 1 - (smemberl(*cogmois, alpha.wet, gamma.wet)); 
else if C*cogmois <= gamma_wet) 
*fin_wet - 1 - (smember2(*cogmois, alpha_wet, gamma_wet)); 
else 
*fin_wet = 0.0; 
/**** Program segment to determine membership in moderately 
wet fuzzy set 
****/ 
alphal = gamma.mwetl - beta.mwet; 
betal = gamma.mwetl - (beta_mwet/2.0); 
gammal = gamma.mwetl; 
alpha2 = gamma_mwet2; 
beta2 = alpha2 + (beta_mwet/2 .0); 
gamma2 = alpha2 + beta.mwet; 
if C*cogmois <= alphal) 
*fin_mwet = 0.0; 
else if (•cogmois <= betal) 
*fin_mwet = sraemberl(*cogmois, alphal, gemmai); 
else if (*cogmois <= gammal) 
»fin_rawet = smember2(*cogmois, alphal, gammal); 
else if (fcogmois <= alpha2) 
*fin_mwet =1.0; 
else if (*cogmois <= beta2) 
»fin_mwet = 1 - (smemberl(*cogmois, alpha2, gamma2)); 
else if (»cogmois <= gamma2) 
*fin_mwet = 1 - (smember2(*cogmois, alpha2, gamma2)); 
else 
*fin_mwet = 0.0; 
/**** Program segment to determine the membership of *cogmois in 
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trafficable fuzzy set 
**•*/ 
if (*cogmois <= alpha.dry) 
*fin_dry = 0.0; 
else if (•cogmois <= beta_dry) 
*fin_dry = smemberl(*cogmois, alpha.dry, gamma_dry); 
else if (*cogmois <= gamma_dry) 
*fin_dry = smember2(*cogmois, alpha_dry, gamma_dry); 
else 
*fin_dry = 1.0; 
} 
/************************************************* 
Function to determine the membership of the fuzzy set 
resulting from the union of two other fuzzy sets. The two 
fuzzy sets should be defined on the SAME UNIVERSE OF 
DISCOURSE (NOT NECESSARILY THE SAME DOMAIN) 
**************************************************************/ 
void fuzzy_union_inc (struct fuzzy_terms *fu_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *fu_p2, struct fuzzy_terms *fu_p3, 
double inc) 
{ 
int counter1 = 0, counters = 0; 
double domain; 
if (fu.pl -> domain.low <= fu_p2 -> domain.low) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.low = fu_pl -> domain_low; 
for (counterl = 0, domain = fu_pl -> domain.low; 
domain < fu_p2 -> domain.low; 
domain += inc, counterl++) 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounterl][1] = 
fu_pl -> membershipCcounterl][1]; 
} 
if (fu_pl -> domain_up <= fu_p2 -> domain.up) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain_up = fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
for(domain = fu_p2 -> domain.low, counter2 = 0; domain < 
fu_pl -> domain_up; counter2++, domain += inc, 
counterl++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter1][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counteri][1] = 
(double) max (fu_p2 -> membership[counter23 [l], 
fu_pl -> membership[counterl][1]); 
} 
for(domain = fu_pl -> domain_up; domain <= fu_p2 
-> domain.up; domain += inc, counterl++, counter2++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][1] = fu_p2 -> 
merabership[counter2][1]; 
> 
> 
else 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.up = fu_pl -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain_low, counter2 = 0; 
domain < fu_p2 -> domain_up; counter2++, 
domain += inc, counterl++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counteri][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][1] = 
(double) max (fu_pl -> membership[counter1][1], 
fu_p2 -> membership[counter2][1]); 
} 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain_up; domain <= fu_pl 
-> domain_up; domain += inc, counterl++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter1][1] = 
fu.pl -> membership[counterl][1]; 
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} 
> 
> 
else 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.low = fu_p2 -> domain_low; 
for(counter2 = 0, domain = fu_p2 -> domain.low; 
domain < fu_pl -> domain_low; domain += inc, counter2++) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][1] = fu_p2 -> 
membershipCcounter2][l]; 
} 
if Cfu_p2 -> domain_up <= fu_pl -> domain_up) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.up = fu_pl -> domain.up; 
for (domain = fu_pl -> domain_low, counterl =0; 
domain < fu_p2 -> domain.up; counter1++, counter2++, 
domain += inc) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membership[counter2][0] = domain; 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounter2][1] = 
(double) max (fu_pi -> membership[counterl][1], 
fu_p2 -> membership[counter2][1]); 
} 
for (domain = fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
domain <= fu.pl -> domain.up; 
counter2++, counterl++, domain += inc) 
{ 
fu_p3 -> membershipCcounter2][0] = domain; 
fu.p3 -> membership[counter2] [l] = fu.pl 
-> membershipCcounterl][l]; 
} 
> 
else 
{ 
fu_p3 -> domain.up = fu_p2 -> domain.up; 
= [I][TJ8ïuno3]dTqsJ8qm8m<-gd-nz 
iuTBUiop s [0] [TJt9^unoo]dTqsjtequiam<-ed"ng: 
} 
(OUT a+ TJiTBUiop '++tje%uno3 
!dn"UTBUiop<-xd~nj  => u iemop 
; f tox"uiBuiop<- |d~nj  =  UTiemop 'q = %j8%uno3)  jo j  
îuTBUiop Bxqnop 
ÎQ = CJBiunos '0 = TJBïunoo q.ui 
} 
(DUT etqnop 
'0d"nj* sujj0q."iîzznj q.3naq.s 'jd'nj* suija5.~Xzznj; 
'Td"nj* sujjea~Xzznj aanaas) ouT~j9;^uT"Xzznj ptoA 
/************************************************************ 
(Nivwoa 3MVS 3Hi ÀliyVSS303N ION) SSHnOOSIQ HO 
SSHSAINn 3WVS no psutjep aq p%noqs sq.ss iîzznj on% aqj. 
•sq.8s iCzznj aaqio on% jo uo1q.o0sj9q.UT eqq uiojj 9uT%%nsBJ 
q.as Xzznj enq. jo dTqsaeqwaw aqq 9UTUuaq.0p oq. uoTqounj 
*****:fc*:t<* ************************************** *****/ 
{ 
{ 
•[T][ZJ8%unoo]dTqsj8qmem 
<- 2d~nj = [T] [2J9qunoo]dTqsaequiam <- çd~nf 
:uTT2mop = [0] [2J9qunoo]dTqsJ9qui9ui <- 0d~nj 
} 
(OUT =+ uTBUlop '++2jeq.unoo îdTi"UTBmop <-
jd'nj => UTBuiop :dn~UTBUiop <- fd-nj = UTBuiop) joj 
: ( [T] [3Jeqimoo]dT\isaaqui8Ui <- gd'nj 
' [T] [TJ8qunoo]dTiisa0qui9ui <- Td"nj) xbui 
(Bxqnop) = [%] [SJ9q.unoo]dTiîSj0qui0ui <- ed"nj 
JuTTsiuop = [0] [3J[9q.unoo]dTiisj9qui0ui <- ed~nj 
> 
(OUT =+ UTÏUlOp 
'++••[J0q.unoo '++2J0%unoo îdn'UTïuiop <- xd'nj > UTBuiop 
!0 = TJeiumoo 'ttox'UTieuiop <- td'nj = UTBUiop) joj 
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(double) min (fu_pl->membQrshipCcounterl] [1], 
fu_p2->membership[counterl] [1]); 
} 
} 
/***** 
Function to determine the satisfaction of the completion 
objective. The resultant satisfaction of choosing the alternatives 
is based on the existing moisture content, precipitation forecast, 
urgency of the operation, capacity of the machinery and the 
remainder area to be covered under this operation. 
*****/ 
void satis.completion (double res_dry, double res.mwet, 
double res_wet, double bad_factor, struct fuzzy.terms *cworkp, 
struct fuzzy_terms *cskipp, struct fuzzy_terms *cpostp) 
{ 
double inc = 0.01, urgency = 0.0, dummy = 1.0, 
mul.factor = 0.0; 
struct fuzzy_terras lowest, verylow, low, medium, 
veryhigh, perfect, cspl; 
struct fuzzy_terms *lowestp = ftlowest, *verylowp = ftverylow, 
*lowp = &low, *mediump = ftmedium, 
•veryhighp = &veryhigh, *perfectp = ftperfect, 
*csplp = fecspl; 
lowest.domain.low = 0.0; 
verylow.domain.low = low.domain_low = medium.domain.low = 0.0; 
veryhigh.domain.low = perfect.domain.low = 
lowest.domain_low = 0.0; 
cspl.domain_low = 0.0; 
verylow.domain.up = lcw.doraain_up = medium.domain_up = 1.0; 
veryhigh.domain.up = perfect.doraain_up = lowest.domain.up = 1.0; 
cspl.domain.up = 1.0; 
z_fuzzy_initialize (lowestp, &lowesta, &lowestb, ftlowestc, 
inc) ; 
pi_fuzzy_initializ6 (verylowp, feverylowb, îcverylowcl, 
&verylowc2, inc); 
pi_fuzzy_initialize (lowp, &lowb, ftlowcl, &lowc2, inc); 
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pi_fuzzy_initialize (mediump, &mediumb, ftmediumcl, 
&mediumc2, inc); 
pi_fuzzy_initialize (veryhighp, ftveryhighb, ftveryhighcl, 
&veryhighc2, inc); 
s_fuzzy_initialize (perfectp, ftperfecta, ftperfectb, 
ftperfectc, inc); 
zero.initialize (cworkp, inc); 
zero_initialize (cskipp, inc); 
zero.initialize (cpostp, inc); 
zero_initializ0 (csplp, inc); 
urgency = oper_status.days_for_oper / 
oper_status.days_in_window; 
if (res.wet > 0.5) 
scalar_prod (csplp, verylowp, inc, res_wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cworkp, cworkp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
if (urgency > 1.0) 
{ 
scalar_prod (csplp, verylowp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cskipp, cskipp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (csplp, verylowp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cpostp, cpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (csplp, inc); 
> 
else 
{ 
scalar_prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cskipp, cskipp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res_wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cpostp, cpostp, inc); 
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zero.initialize (csplp, inc); 
} 
} 
if (res_mwet >0.5) 
{ 
if (urgency < 1.0) 
{ 
scalar.prod (csplp, mediurap, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cworkp, cworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar_prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cskipp, cskipp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (csplp, verylowp, inc, res_rawet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cpostp, cpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (csplp, inc); 
} 
else 
< 
scalar.prod (csplp, veryhighp, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cworkp, cworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res.mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cskipp, cskipp, inc); 
zero.initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res.mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cpostp, cpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (csplp, inc); 
> 
if (res.dry > 0.5) 
{ 
if (urgency > 1.0) 
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{ 
scalar.prod (csplp, perfectp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cworkp, cworkp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cskipp, cskipp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar_prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cpostp, cpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (csplp, inc); 
> 
else 
{ 
scalar_prod (csplp, perfectp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cworkp, cworkp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar_prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cskipp, cskipp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (csplp, lowestp, inc, res.dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (csplp, cpostp, cpostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (csplp, inc); 
> 
} 
> 
/***** 
Function to determine the satisfaction (in the negative sense) 
of damage objective. The factors considered are moisture 
content, weather forecast, urgency of the operation, and 
capacity of the machinery 
*****/ 
void satis.deunage (double res_dry, double res.mwet, 
double res_wet, double bad.factor. 
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struct fuzzy_terms *dworkp, 
struct fuzzy„terms •dskipp, 
struct fuzzy_terms *dpostp) 
{ 
double inc = 0.01, urgency = 0.0, dummy = 1.0; 
struct fuzzy.terms lowest, low, medium, high, perfect, 
verylow, dspl; 
struct fuzzy_terms *lowestp = ftlowest, *lowp = &low, 
*raediump = fimedium, *highp = &high, 
•perfectp = fcperfect, *verylowp = &verylow, 
•dsplp = ftdspl; 
lowest.domain_low = low.domain_low = medium.domain.low = 0.0; 
high.domain_low = perfect.domain_low = verylow.domain_low = 0.0; 
dspl.domain_low = 0.0; 
lowest.domain.up = low.domain.up = medium.domain_up = 1.0; 
high.domain.up = perfect.domain.up = verylow.domain_up = 1.0; 
dspl.domain_up = 
z_fuzzy_initialize 
pi.fuzzy.initialize 
pi_fuzzy.initialize 
pi_fuzzy_initialize 
pi_fuzzy_initialize 
s_fuzzy.initialize 
Aperfectc, inc); 
zero.initialize (dworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dskipp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
urgency = oper_status.days_for_oper / 
oper.status.days_in_window; 
if (res_wet > 0.5) 
1 . 0 ;  
(lowestp, ftlowesta, ilowestb, 
ftlowestc, inc); 
(lowp, ftlowb, ftlowcl, &lowc2, inc); 
(mediump, ftmediumb, Scmediumcl, 
&mediumc2, inc); 
(highp, ichighb, fthighcl, &highc2, inc); 
(verylowp, Averylowb, Averylowcl, 
&verylowc2, inc); 
(perfectp, feperfecta, ftperfectb. 
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scalar_prod (dsplp, lowestp, inc, res_wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dworkp, dworkp, inc); 
zero_initialize (dsplp, inc); 
scalar_prod (dsplp, perfectp, inc, res_wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dskipp, dskipp, inc); 
zero_initialize (dsplp, inc); 
if (urgency < 1.0) 
{ 
if (bad_factor <0.5) 
{ 
scalar.prod (dsplp, mediuinp, inc, res_wet) ; 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
else 
{ 
scalar.prod (dsplp, lowp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
if (bad_factor < 0.5) 
{ 
scalar_prod (dsplp, mediuinp, inc, res.wet) ; 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (dsplp, inc); 
> 
else 
{ 
scalar.prod (dsplp, lowestp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
> 
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if (res_mwet > 0.5) 
{ 
scalar_prod (dsplp, highp, inc, res.mwet); 
fuzzy.union.inc (dsplp, dworkp, dworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
scalar_prod (dsplp, perfectp, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dskipp, dskipp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
if (urgency < 1.0) 
{ 
if (bad_factor <0.5) 
{ 
scalar.prod (dsplp, mediump, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
else 
{ 
scalar_prod (dsplp, lowp, inc, res_rawet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
if (bad_factor <0.5) 
< 
scalar.prod (dsplp, mediump, inc, res.mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
else 
{ 
scalar.prod (dsplp, lowestp, inc, res_rawet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
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zero_initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
} 
} 
if (res.dry >0.5) 
{ 
scalar.prod (dsplp, perfectp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dworkp, dworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
scalar_prod (dsplp, perfectp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dskipp, dskipp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
if (urgency < 1.0) 
{ 
if (bad_factor > 0.5) 
{ 
scalar_prod (dsplp, verylowp, inc, res.dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
else 
{ 
scalar.prod (dsplp, lowp, inc, res.dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
if (bad_factor >0.5) 
{ 
scalar_prod (dsplp, lowp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (dsplp, inc); 
> 
else 
{ 
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scalar_prod (dsplp, mediump, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (dsplp, dpostp, dpostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (dsplp, inc); 
> 
> } 
> 
/***** 
Faction to determine the satisfaction of the soil preparation 
objective by the three alternatives. It is based on the urgency 
of the operation, moisture status of the soil, expected weather 
conditions in the next few days 
*****/ 
void satis_prep (double res_dry, double ras.mwet, double res_wet, 
double bad_factor, struct fuzzy_terms *pworkp, 
struct fuzzy_terms *pskipp, struct fuzzy.terms *ppostp) 
{ 
double inc = 0.01, urgency = 0.0, dummy = 1.0; 
struct fuzzy.terms lowest, verylow, low, medium, high, 
perfect, pspl; 
struct fuzzy.terms *verylowp = ftverylow, *lowestp = Slowest, 
*lowp = ftlow, *mediump = ftmedium, 
*highp = &high, *perfectp = feperfect; 
struct fuzzy.terms *psplp = Apspl; 
verylow.domain.low = lowest.domain_low = 
medium.domain_low = 0.0; 
low.domain.low = 0.0; 
high.domain_low = perfect.domain_low = 0.0; 
pspl.domain.low = 0.0; 
verylow.doraain_up = lowest.domain_up = 
medium.domain.up = 1.0; 
high.doraain.up = perfect.domain.up = 1.0; 
pspl.doraain.up = 1.0; 
low.domain.up = 1.0; 
pi_fuzzy_initialize (verylowp, ftverylowb, ftverylowcl, 
&verylowc2, inc); 
z_fuzzy_initialize (lowestp, Alowesta, ftlowestb, filowestc, 
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inc) ; 
pi_fuzzy_initialize (mediump, Simediumb, ftraediumcl, &mediumc2, 
inc) ; 
pi.fuzzy.initialize (highp, fehighb, fehighcl, &highc2, inc); 
s.fuzzy.initialize (perfectp, feperfecta, ftperfectb, 
feperfectc, inc); 
zero.initialize (pworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (pskipp, inc); 
zero.initialize (ppostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
urgency = oper_status.days_for.oper / 
oper.status.days.in.window; 
if (res_wet >0.5) 
scalar.prod (psplp, lowestp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy.union.inc (psplp, pworkp, pworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (psplp, lowestp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy.union.inc (psplp, pskipp, pskipp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
if (urgency < 1,0) 
{ 
if (bad.factor < 0.5) 
{ 
scalar.prod (psplp, highp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy.union.inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
} 
else 
scalar.prod (psplp, mediump, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
> 
} 
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else 
{ 
if (bad_factor <0.5) 
{ 
scalar_prod (psplp, lowp, inc, res_wet) ; 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
} 
else 
{ 
scalar_prod (psplp, verylowp, inc, res.wet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
> } 
if (res_mwet >0.5) 
{ 
scalar.prod (psplp, mediump, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, pworkp, pworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
scalar.prod (psplp, verylowp, inc, res.mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, pskipp, pskipp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
if (urgency < 1.0) 
{ 
if (bad_factor <0.5) 
{ 
scalar_prod (psplp, mediump, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
} 
else 
{ 
scalar_prod (psplp, verylowp, inc, res.mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
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> } 
else 
{ 
if (bad_factor <0.5) 
i 
scalar.prod (psplp, verylowp, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
} 
else 
{ 
scalar.prod (psplp, lowestp, inc, res_mwet); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
} 
> 
if (res.dry > 0.5) 
{ 
scalar_prod (psplp, perfectp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, pworkp, pworkp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
scalar_prod (psplp, lowestp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, pskipp, pskipp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
if (urgency > 1.0) 
< 
if (bad_factor < 0.5) 
{ 
scalar_prod (psplp, mediump, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
> 
else 
{ 
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scalar_prod (psplp, lowp, inc, res.dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero.initialize (psplp, inc); 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
if (bad_factor <0.5) 
scalar.prod (psplp, verylowp, inc, res_dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
> 
else 
{ 
scalar_prod (psplp, lowestp, inc, res.dry); 
fuzzy_union_inc (psplp, ppostp, ppostp, inc); 
zero_initialize (psplp, inc); 
} 
} 
} 
} 
/***** 
Function to determine the importance of the objectives based on 
the capacity of the machinery, urgency of the operation, and 
the forecast situation 
*****/ 
void importance (double bad_factor, struct fuzzy_terms *icp, 
struct fuzzy.terms *idp, struct fuzzy_terras *ipp) 
{ 
double urgency = 0.0, dummy = 1.0, inc = 0.01; 
struct fuzzy_terms low, medium, high, verylow, lowest; 
struct fuzzy.terms veryhigh, perfect; 
struct fuzzy.terms •lowp = &low, *mediump = Amedium, 
*highp = fihigh, »verylowp = ftverylow, *lowestp = Alowest, 
*veryhighp = iveryhigh, *perfectp = tperfect; 
low.domain.low = medium.domain.low = high.domain_low = 0.0; 
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verylow.domain_low = lowest.doraain.low = 0.0; 
veryhigh.domain_low = perfect.domain.low = 0.0; 
low.domain_up = medium.domain.up = high.domain_up = 1.0; 
verylow.domain.up = lowest.domain.up = 1.0; 
veryhigh.domain_up = perfect.domain_up = 1.0; 
pi_fuz2y_initialize (Icwp, &lowb, &lowcl, &lowc2, inc); 
pi_fuzzy_initialize (mediump, ftmediumb, ftmediumcl, 
&mediumc2, inc); 
pi_fuzzy_initialize (highp, fthighb, Ahighcl, &highc2, inc); 
pi_fuzzy_initialize (verylowp, ftverylowb, &verylowcl, 
&verylowc2, inc); 
pi_fu2zy_initialize (veryhighp, ftveryhighb, &veryhighcl, 
&veryhighc2, inc); 
z_fuzzy_initialize (lowestp, ftlowesta, ftlowestb, 
ftlowestc, inc); 
s_fuzzy_initialize (perfectp, ftperfecta, ftperfectb, 
Aperfectc, inc); 
zero.initialize (icp, inc); 
zero_initialize (idp, inc); 
zero.initialize (ipp, inc); 
urgency = oper_status.days_for_oper / 
oper.status.days_in_window; 
if C(oper_status.cur_oper == oper_status.no_of_oper) II 
(oper.status.cur.oper == oper_status.no_of_oper-l)) 
{ 
if (urgency < 1.0) 
{ 
if (bad.factor <0.5) 
{ 
fuzzy_union_inc (mediump, icp, icp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (mediump, ipp, ipp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (highp, idp, idp, inc); } 
else 
{ 
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fuzzy_union_inc (lowp, icp, icp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (lowp, ipp, ipp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (mediump, idp, idp, inc); 
> 
> 
else 
{ 
if (bad.factor <0.5) 
{ 
fuzzy_union_inc (verylowp, icp, icp, inc); 
fu2zy_union_inc (verylowp, ipp, ipp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (mediump, idp, idp, inc); 
> 
else 
fuzzy_union_inc (lowestp, icp, icp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (lowestp, ipp, ipp, inc): 
fuzzy_union_inc (lowp, idp, idp, inc); 
} 
} 
} 
else 
if (urgency < 1.0) 
{ 
if (bad_factor < 0.5) 
{ 
fuzzy_union_inc (highp, 
fuzzy_union_inc (highp, 
fuzzy_union_inc (highp, 
> 
else 
{ 
fuzzy_union_inc (mediump, icp, icp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (mediump, ipp, ipp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (lowp, idp, idp, inc); 
} 
} 
else 
icp, icp, inc); 
ipp, ipp, inc); 
idp, idp, inc); 
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> 
} 
} 
{ 
if (bad_factor <0.5) 
{ 
fuzzy_union_inc (mediump, icp, icp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (mediump, ipp, ipp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (verylowp, idp, idp, inc); 
> 
else 
{ 
fuzzy_union_inc (lowp, icp, icp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (lowp, ipp, ipp, inc); 
fuzzy_union_inc (lowestp, idp, idp, inc); 
/***** 
Function to set the membership values of a fuzzy set equal to the 
membership value in the second multiplied by a scalar value. 
Membership! = Membership2 • scalar_value 
Return value is none. Pointers to the resultant and input 
fuzzy set, interval between points in the domain and the scalar 
value are the expected input 
*****/ 
void scalar_prod (struct fuzzy_terms *sp_pl, 
struct fuzzy.terms *sp_p2, 
double sp.inc, double sca.val) 
{ 
int count 1; 
double counts, sp.int; 
sp_int = (sp_p2->domain_up - sp_p2->domain_low)/sp_inc; 
for (countl = 0, count2 = sp_p2->domain_low; 
count 1 < sp_int && count2 < sp_p2->doraain_upj 
countl++, count2 += sp_inc) 
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sp_pl->raembership[count 1][1] = 
sp_p2->men\bership[count 1] [1] * sca_val; 
} 
> 
/***** 
Function to initialize the fuzzy sets to an initial 
membership value of 0.0 over all the points in the domain. 
Return value is none. Pointer to the fuzzy set being 
initialized and the interval between points in the domain 
are the expected inputs. 
*****/ 
void zero_initialize (struct fuzzy.terms *dum_fs, double incr) 
int count 1; 
double count2; 
for (countl = 0, count 2 = dum_fs -> domain.low; 
count! < 150; 
countl++, count2 += incr) 
{ 
dum.fs -> membership[countl][0] = count2; 
dum_fs -> membership[counti][1] « 0.0; 
} 
} 
/***** 
Function to determine the weighted sigma count of fuzzy sets 
Conforms to the definition in Kandel (1986) 
'F = di fi/mi * ui 
****•/ 
double wtd_sig_count (struct fuzzy.terms *finputp, double inc) 
{ 
int countl; 
double wtdsig = 0.0, count2 =0.0; 
for (countl = 0, count2 = finputp -> domain.low; 
countl < 150 kit count2 <= finputp -> domain.up; 
count1++, count2 += inc) 
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{ 
wtdsig += finputp -> membership[countl][0] * 
finputp -> membership[count 1][1]; 
> 
return (wtdsig); 
} 
/***************************************************** 
Function to determine the product of two fuzzy sets. This is 
defined on points common to the domain of the two input sets. 
This operation conforms to the definition of algebraic product 
of fuzzy numbers as defined in Zimmermann (1985) 
C = A*B; C = {(x, fA(x) * fB(x))I x n X} 
*************************************************************/ 
void fuzzy_product (struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_p2, 
struct fuzzy„terms *fn_dummy_p3, double inc) 
{ 
int counterl = 0; 
double domain = 0.0; 
zero.initialize (fn_dumray_p3, inc); 
for (counterl = 0, domain = fn_dummy_pl->domain_low; 
domain < fn_dummy_pl->domain_up; 
counterl++, domain += inc) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3->membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
fn_duramy_p3->membership[counterl][1] = 
fn_dummy_pl->membership[counterl][1] * 
fn_dummy_p2->membership[counterl][1]; 
> 
} 
/****************************************************** 
This function determines the bounded sum of two input fuzzy 
sets fn_dummy_pl & fn_dummy_p2 and the resulting fuzzy set is 
fn_dummy_p3. The bounded sum is as per the definition in 
Zimmermann (1985); Fuzzy set theory and its applications. 
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A (+) B = {min (1, fACx) + fB(x)) I x n X} 
**************************************************************/ 
void fuzzy_bounded_sum (struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_pl, 
struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_p2, 
struct fuzzy_terms *fn_dummy_p3, double increment) 
{ 
int counter1 =0; 
double domain = 0.0, sum = 0 . 0 ;  
zero_initialize (fn_dummy_p3, increment); 
for (counterl = 0, domain = fn_dummy„pl->domain_low; 
domain <= fn_dummy_pl->domain_up; 
counterl++, domain += increment) 
{ 
fn_dummy_p3->membership[counterl][0] = domain; 
sum = fn_dumray_pl->merabership[counterl][1] + 
fn_dummy_p2->membership[counterl][l]; 
fn_duiiimy_p3->membership[counterl] [1] = 
(double) min (l.O, sum); 
} 
> 
/***** 
Function to determine the overall rating of the alternatives. 
Based on a modified definition of final rating used by 
Buckley (1985) for computer implementation 
*****/ 
double final_rating (double b_factor, struct fuzzy_terms *cp, 
struct fuzzy.terms *dp, struct fuzzy.terms *pp) 
{ 
double inc = 0.01, rating = 0.0; 
struct fuzzy_terras icomp, idam, iprep, 
frtempl, frtemp2, frtemp3, frtemp4; 
struct fuzzy_terms *frtlp = ftfrtempl, *icp = fticomp, 
*idp = ftidara, *ipp = ftiprep, *frt2p = &frtemp2, 
*frt3p = &frtemp3, *frt4p = &frtemp4; 
cp->domain_low = dp->domain_lou = pp->domain_low =0.0; 
frtlp->domain_low = icp->doraain_low = idp->domain_low =0.0; 
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ipp->domain_low = frt2p->domain_low = frt3p->domain_low =0.0; 
frt4p->domain_low = 0.0; 
cp->domain_up = dp->domain_up = pp->domain_up - 1.0; 
frtlp->domain_up = icp->domain_up = idp->domain_up = 1.0; 
ipp->domain_up = frt2p->domain_up = frt3p->domain_up = 1.0; 
frt4p->domain_up = 1.0; 
zero.initialize (frtlp, inc); 
zero.initialize (frt2p, inc); 
zero_initialize (frt3p, inc); 
zero.initialize (frt4p, inc); 
zero.initialize (icp, inc); 
zero_initialize (idp, inc); 
zero_initialize (ipp, inc); 
importance (b_factor, icp, idp, ipp); 
fuzzy.product (cp, icp, frtlp, inc); 
fuzzy.product (dp, idp, frt2p, inc); 
fuzzy.product (pp, ipp, frtSp, inc); 
fuzzy.bounded.sum (frtlp, frt2p, frt4p, inc); 
zero.initialize (frtlp, inc); 
fuzzy.bounded.sum (frtSp, frt4p, frtlp, inc); 
rating = wtd.sig.count (frtlp, inc); 
return (rating); 
> 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
Tactical scheduling of agricultural operations is a farm management problem 
that defies solution by conventional analytical means. The partial success of the 
analytical procedures is due to the fact that information available in the agricultural 
environment is fuzzy in nature. Classical set theory or traditional logic based solution 
techniques such as simulation and the expert systems approach do not allow input to 
be fuzzy. Such techniques therefore, have limited applicability in providing solution 
to problems in domains with fuzzy data. With a brief introduction to the theory of 
fuzzy subsets, the advantages of using it in such domains to characterize and infer 
from fuzzy data was discussed. 
Trafficability of the field has a great bearing in deciding whether or not to carry 
out a given agricultural operation. The classical set theory based classification scheme 
of dividing days into workable and not workable sets is inadequate from the farm man­
agement point of view. An alternative approach to assess the extent of trafficability 
of a field was suggested. The approach is based on the theory of fuzzy subsets. 
The factors contributing to the trafficability of a field were modeled as fuzzy subsets 
to account for their relative contribution. Comparing the results of this approach 
with that of a set theory based approach showed that the number of trafficable days 
predicted by the former approach was closer to the observed number of trafficable 
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days. 
Agricultural operations are carried out to satisfy certain objectives like prepar­
ing the field for planting, planting the seeds, and applying fertilizer and herbicides at 
the right time. The scheduling and carrying out of agricultural operations requires 
evaluation of the extent to which each of the competing alternatives satisfy the man­
ager's objectives. Deciding whether or not to carry out an agricultural operation on 
a given day is a problem requiring the satisfaction of at least three objectives viz. 
the completion of tillage, avoidance of soil damage and the achievement of desirable 
seedbed quality. The satisfaction of these objectives by choosing to do an operation 
varies with time and differs for different farms depending upon the size of the farm, 
urgency of the operation etc. Qualitative variables were used to compare the alter­
natives across objectives of different natures to decide whether or not to carry out 
an operation. 
A program was developed in C language to implement the decision analysis 
procedure suggested. The fuzzy logic based program can be used to decide whether 
or not to carry out a tillage operation on a given day. The factors considered for 
decision making were the soil moisture content, urgency of the operation, size of 
the farm, capacity of the machinery, weather forecast and the importance of the 
operation. Some of these factors were modeled as fuzzy sets. The program was 
equipped with functions to perform operations on fuzzy sets required in the decision 
analysis procedure. The results of the program were compared with decisions made 
by farm managers. 
From this study it was concluded that 
1. for farm management problems that defy solution by conventional analytical 
247 
means, techniques based on the fuzzy set theory can be used 
2. the classical set theory approach of classifying days in the operation window 
as good and bad working days is inadequate from a farm management point of 
view. Modeling factors contributing to the trafficability of a field as fuzzy sets 
offers better results indicating to what extent a field may be trafficable 
3. deciding whether or not to carry out a crop production operation, a common 
farm management problem, can be modeled as a multi-objective decision prob­
lem and solved using linguistic approximation 
4. the fuzzy logic based program developed using the C programming language, 
can assist in deciding whether or not to carry out tillage operations on a given 
day. 
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